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Foreword

Language disguises thought
L.Wittgenstein, Tractatus
logico-philosophicus, 4.002

In the last years studies on argumentation have been approached from different points of view, for instance, informal logic, pragma-dialectic and theory of
fallacy. As we know, there have been suggested different hypotheses, whose
main goals are, on the one hand, to explain the nature of argumentation and its
structure; on the other hand, to debate the controversial point of the relationship
among the linguistic-propositional level, the semiotic level, and the mental level.
So far, informal logic, pragma-dialectic and theory of fallacy have given some
relevant contributions, but we claim that there is the need to analyse carefully
the deep structure of argumentation.
This Special Issue of Anthropology and Philosophy, devoted to Informal
Logic and Theory of Argumentation, attempts to offer some contributions to the
contemporary researches and discussions presenting different perspectives
which make use of different methods and tools of survey. Actually, these approaches point out that the issue of argumentation can be analysed in different
ways and they highlight specific aspects of it.
In Inherent Logic: Isotopic and Inherent Bonds in Argumentation Mariano L.
Bianca and Paolo Piccari focus on argumentation as sequence of idemes that,
from a neurophisiological point of view, are neuromental configurations correlated by inherent bonds, which, in turn, are encoded into a sequence of arguments on the basis of bonds among sememes. So, the linguistic-propositional
structure reflects the semiotic structure, and the latter reflects the idetic structure
of argumentation. Bianca and Piccari suggest to analyse the argumentative
structure from different perspectives: the linguistic-propositional perspective,
which concerns syntactic bonds among propositions, the semiotic perspective
regarding sememes’ nature and their function within the arguments, and the
idetic-inherent perspective which refers to bonds among idemes involved in argumentation.
In Relevance, Acceptability, and Sufficiency Today J. Anthony Blair explains
the criteria of acceptability, relevance and sufficiency (ARS), which have been
introduced (with Ralph H. Johnson) in Logical Self-Defense (1978). He considers such criteria as adequate to evaluate arguments supporting a claim. He shows
how these criteria, which have been widely adopted, even though subjected to a
number of critics, stand up today; he also argues that these criteria play a relevant role in analysing and evaluating argumentations.
In Reconnecting dialectic and rhetoric: Fallacies as derailments of strategic
manoeuvring in argumentative discourse Frans H. van Eemeren e Peter Houtlosser deal with a fundamental topic in the study of argumentation: fallacies in
argumentative exchanges. According to the Authors fallacies can be considered
as the “acid test” for any normative theory of argumentation. Hamblin in Falla-
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cies (1970) has shown the inadequacy of the Logical Standard Treatment and
the pragma-dialectic approach has been considered as one of the alternative
treatments; according to this approach fallacies are violations of rules for critical
discussion. Van Eemeren and Houtlosser develop further this approach arguing
that argumentative moves are "strategic manoeuvering" aimed at realizing at the
same time a dialectical and a rhetorical aim.
In Informal Logic and Epistemology Ralph H. Johnson highlights the relationship between informal logic and epistemology. Many scholars have adopted the
view that informal logic is importantly dependent on epistemology (Siegel,
1988; Weinstein, 1994; Pinto, 1994, 2001; Freeman 2000), while Johnson expresses reservations on this thesis and argues that there are reasons for skepticism regarding the Received View (informal logic is importantly dependent on
epistemology) that have not been taken into consideration and fully appreciated
by those who support some form of this view.
In On argumentative rationality Marina Sbisà claims that the received picture
of rationality contrasts with the “argumentative” conception, inspired by Paul
Grice, who proposes to define rationality as an agent’s desire that his or her
moves are supported by reasons and a capacity to satisfy that desire at least to
some extent. Sbisà argues that the attribution of argumentative rationality to a
human being does not follow from final evidence, but coincides with the acknowledgement of personhood. Therefore the argumentative conception of rationality may help us to clarify why it still make sense to think of man as a rational being.
In Types of Dialogue, Dialectical Relevance, and Textual Congruity Douglas N. Walton and Fabrizio Macagno, using tools like argument diagrams and
profiles of dialogue, analyses various examples of everyday conversational argumentations where determination of relevance and irrelevance can be assisted
by means of adopting a new dialectical approach. They show how such dialectical models of reasonable argumentation can be applied to a determination of
whether an argument in a specific case is relevant. Their approach is based on a
linguistic account of dialogue and text from congruity theory, and on the notion
of a dialectical shift. Such a shift occurs where an argument starts out as fitting
into one type of dialogue, but then it only continues to make sense as a coherent
argument if it is taken to be a part of a different type of dialogue.
We believe that these papers can effectively contribute to develop further
studies on this matter.
We wish to thank the Authors of the papers, who accepted our proposal to
take part in this project and so contributing to the realization of the Special Issue
on Informal Logic and Theory of Argumentation.
Mariano L. Bianca - Paolo Piccari
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Inherent Logic:
Isotopic and Inherent Bonds in Argumentation
Abstract

In this paper we focus on argumentation as sequence of idemes that, from a neurophisiological point of view, are neuromental configurations correlated by inherent
bonds. Such sequence of idemes, in turn, is encoded in a sequence of arguments on
the basis of bonds among sememes: so the linguistic-propositional structure reflects
the semiotic structure, and the latter reflects the idetic structure of argumentation.
We propose to analyse the argumentative structure from different perspectives: the
linguistic-propositional perspective, which concerns syntactic bonds among the
propositions, the semiotic perspective which regards sememes’ nature and their function within the arguments, and the idetic-inherent perspective which refers to bonds
among idemes involved in argumentation.

Key words Argument, argumentation, ideme, seme, sememe, idetic-inherent perspective, ideticstructure.

1. Introduction
One of the unresolved questions of undoubted importance in studies of argumentation is that of the relationships or, more precisely, the bonds among the
different propositions that constitute an argumentative sequence. Until now attention has been paid exclusively to the logical-propositional type of bonds believing that these can help us to comprehend the connections that exist among
different propositions. As a matter of fact, on more careful analysis, there is a
level underlying the propositional form of argumentation which is relevant and
that we shall call semiotic-idetic. At this level we can find two types of bond, the
semiotic and the idetic-inherent, and both may be applied to an argumentative
structure expressed in propositional form.
The semiotic bonds, that is, the bonds existing among the sememes of different lexemes within argumentation, will be analysed in depth in section 3,
while the idetic-inherent bonds, that is, the bonds that are set up among idemes
on the basis of a relationship of inherence, will be analysed in section 4, following a perspective whereby the meaning of signs derives from mental contents, as
known as concepts (ideas, notions, and so forth), which we call idemes. By the
term ideme we mean the set of predicates by which it is defined: for example,
the ideme ‘house’ is composed of the set of predicates /to have a door/, /to have
windows/, /to have a floor/, /to have a roof/, and so on. On the other hand, if we
consider the ideme from the denotative point of view, we may affirm that the
predicates that connotatively define the ideme may semantically be attributed to
things or objects of a possible world (including the world of phenomena). In addition, we accept the perspective whereby the propositional form is a transcription or script of an idetic form in a particular natural language. Under this per-
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spective, the idetic bonds (or idematic bonds, according to the definition that has
been given to the term ideme), are those bonds contained within the meaning of
the propositional terms.
The idetic bonds will be considered as operators of a logic which we shall
call inherent and which involves the bonds that may be established among the
idemes. Such logic may be placed in the field of informal logic, since it is neither formal nor based on the formal aspects of propositions (validity, coherence,
and so on). In section 4 we shall explain in detail the meaning of all the terms
that we have introduced.
We maintain that a theory of argumentative processes may be explanatory
and satisfying only if the neuromental processes that allow their istantation are
taken into consideration; we consider that an argumentation is a succession of
mental configurations that can be transcribed into propositional scripts, and
hence we believe that it is legitimate to analyse these processes from the propositional point of view. Actually, many authoritative scholars in the field have
already done it.
Thus we do not consider that the mind always operates according to logicalformal type schemes, although language can obviously constitute a useful tool
for articulating thought and conferring an appropriate formal structure to it.
Conversely, we maintain that the mind operates mainly through neuronal configurations and bonds among these configurations. Such configurations generate
idemes, which, in turn, can be encoded into natural language. The formation of
these idemes, as we shall analyse in section 3, constitutes the preliminary stage
in the process of constructing an argumentation, which may be understood as an
ordered set of arguments with a semiotic structure, and formulated either to support or refute a thesis.
Hence, we can analyse the argumentative structures from three different
perspectives, closely interconnected, which will enable us, as stated earlier, to
clarify the fundamental question of the bonds among arguments that can generate an argumentative structure: the linguistic-propositional perspective, concerning the syntactic bonds among propositions, which is a widely used perspective
in current studies of argumentation; the semiotic perspective, concerning the nature of sememes and their function within the arguments; and the ideticinherent perspective, concerning the bonds among the idemes involved in the
arguments of argumentation and the bonds among the arguments which may affect the semiotic level and hence the linguistic-propositional one.
In this paper we shall claim that an argumentation is a sequence of idemes
which, from a neurophysiological point of view, are neuromental configurations
connected one another by inherent bonds, which, in turn, are transposed into a
sequence of arguments on the basis of bonds among sememes: the linguisticpropositional structure reflects the semiotic structure, while the semiotic structure reflects the idetic structure of the argumentation.
In the following section we will analyse the fundamental aspects of the linguistic-propositional perspective with particular reference to specific argumentations. In section 3 we will examine the semiotic perspective, while in section 4,
the idetic-inherent one. The idetic-inherent perspective will be applied to the
same argumentations. In section 5 we will deal briefly with some of the correla-
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tions among the different perspectives and we will consider how the three levels
(linguistic-propositional, semiotic and idetic-inherent) integrate together and cooperate one another in order to produce a complete argumentative form and clarify the surface (linguistic-propositional) structure and the deep (semiotic and
idetic-inherent) structure.

2. The linguistic-propositional perspective
2.1 Argumentation and act of arguing
Taking the linguistic-propositional perspective into consideration, what is
needed is a definition of the area of study and investigation of the theory of argumentation as a systematic, analytic and pragmatic study of the forms of reasoning aimed at guaranteeing and supporting choices, decisions, theses, beliefs,
opinions, and plans, and as correct methodological tools for formulating an argumentative discourse.
In general terms, it is possible to define the act of arguing as a rational
communicative activity, both spoken and written, consisting in the development
of an argumentation that has one or both of the following aims: a) to support a
thesis; b) to persuade a listener or a reader.
In accordance with this definition, we may consider an argumentation as a
text, written or oral, which consists of an ordered chain of arguments, with
bonds that are not generally of a logical-formal nature, aimed at supporting or
criticizing a particular thesis. Each thesis summarizes all the premises and suppositions which have been assumed as the basis for the argumentation, while the
argumentative structure reflects the way in which different arguments are connected to the thesis in order to support or criticize it.
According to Grice (2001), arguing is a form of rationality that is unique to
the human species, since it represents the type of rationality that is peculiar to
the human mind: a rational being is who seeks justification for his/her own
choices and believes that finding justification is an unavoidable requirement.
The act of arguing is a communicative intraspecific phenomenon by which
the arguer attempts to influence or modify beliefs, behaviour, ideas and plans of
the person the communication is addressed to. The act of arguing belongs to
human behaviour which includes experience, actions and ordinary discourse: it
is not the area of general principles or the basic principles of reality, rather the
pragmatic dimension of the actions and thought of each individual, in which reasoning is developed and evaluated and beliefs are accepted and justified.
Even though natural language entails misunderstandings, imprecisions, and
ambiguities, people generally tend to make use of it when arguing; actually, it is
quite effective and, potentially, it allows people to achieve an agreement, manage conflicts, and face a public debate more easily. This applies to everyday life
as well. Values, beliefs, assumptions, prejudices and opinions, for instance, may
easily influence the way in which people enter a debate. In addition, the use of
natural language seems to be predominant when people try to persuade their listeners in specific situations.
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2.2 The logical form of argumentation
Every argumentation is formulated in natural language which does not include formal logic. Unlike formal logic, the logic of reasoning, otherwise known
as informal logic, is not based on consequential bonds among semantic units (or
propositions), rather on inner relationships, including non-deductive relationships, among the pragmatic units (linguistic acts), which constitute an argumentation. Since argumentation’s aim is to persuade one or more subjects, each argumentative form will be formulated taking into account the character, knowledge and expectations of these subjects. Thus, the standard logical-deductive
and logical-inductive approaches are not suitable for analysing and evaluating
the different forms of argumentation. To analyse and evaluate an argumentation
it is necessary to draw on rules or criteria that, although logical, do not derive
from the notions of deductive validity, coherence and inductive force which
characterize formal logic. Indeed, it is for such a reason that formal logicians,
who exclusively deal with the correctness and validity of an argumentation and
analyse the relations among its terms and propositions, are not generally interested in the pragmatic aspects of argumentation.
So, in order to examine an argumentation, the formal-logic criteria of correctness, coherence or validity cannot be used, but it is possible to make use of
the criteria of acceptability, relevance and sufficiency (ARS) introduced by
Johnson and Blair in 1977 (later adopted also by informal logicians such as
Govier, Damer and Freeman).
The criterion of acceptability responds to the need to establish whether the
premises appear probable, reasonable and therefore acceptable to the listener. In
general, acceptability should not be considered incompatible with the truth,
considered as a criterion for evaluating the adequacy of the premises as regards
a good argument. In other words, within particular contexts, the premises of an
argumentation are acceptable only if the arguer considers them to be true and
shows that they are true to the listener or reader. Thus to consider the premises
of an argumentation acceptable, means to recognize that they are reasonably
credible or probable from the epistemic point of view (Blair 1989). After all,
there are cases in which a premise may be accepted even if its truth cannot be
established: for example, if it constitutes a reasonable presumption or if it has
sufficient probability to be true under some circumstances.
The criterion of relevance, on the other hand, concerns the probative value
the premises have for the conclusion of an argumentation, in which they determine the importance that a particular premise holds in the process of acceptance
of a conclusion. The notion of relevance may be used not only to refer to the
force that a premise has in supporting a conclusion, but also to indicate the
weight that a premise has in rendering a conclusion probable.
Finally, the criterion of sufficiency refers to the degree of obviousness that
the premises confer on the conclusion: in other words, the premises of an argumentation make the conclusion probable.
Thus, the arguments that constitute an argumentation must be acceptable to
the interlocutor or audience, relevant with regard to the thesis that is maintained
and sufficient to make it probable. These criteria, which do not exclude the no-
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tions of deductive validity and inductive strength belonging to the formal logic,
will be used to analyse and describe the specific inferential forms that are used,
together with the deductive and inductive procedures, in the formulation of arguments.
Even Habermas (1986:22-23) has contributed to the discussion concerning
the possibility of constructing a logic of argumentation; he affirms that this discipline does not deal with the deductive bonds among the semantic units (propositions), rather with the non-deductive relations among the pragmatic units (linguistic acts) which argumentations are made of. This idea is widely shared both
by Johnson and Blair (1994:11), who define informal logic as the logic of information, and by Walton (1989:ix), who maintains that informal logic is tantamount to the critical study of argumentation1.
2.3 Cohesion and coherence
From the linguistic point of view, cohesion is the set of bonds present in a
text to ensure the connection among the propositions at a superficial level. We
can therefore define an argumentation as coherent when the arguments that constitute it are linked together by certain elements called cohesives. One important
category of cohesives is that of the so-called substituents, that is, those terms
that can substitute other terms: pronouns are a classic example of the phenomenon of substituting, since they are able to substitute nouns within an argumentation, guaranteeing its cohesion and contextuality2.
The substituents have their basis in the so-called attachment points, that is,
the terms the substituent refers to for its interpretation. In a proposition, there are
attachment points to which other elements are bound, creating what we can call
‘circuits’. In such a way, the proposition consists of a network of bonds that
connect the cohesives to their attachment points. Where there is only one attachment point, a sequence of cohesives is defined as a chain.
For example, in the proposition “John fell down ripping his trousers”, ‘his’ is
a cohesive that has ‘John’ as its point of attachment. In other words, the cohesive ‘his’ can be interpreted only if it is referred back to its point of attachment
‘John’. If one or more elements in a proposition can only be interpreted by
means of the attachment points, this means that the text is cohesive as a whole.
Besides the cohesives, it is necessary to take into account the so-called connectives which link the different parts of a proposition, without having necessarily
an attachment point in a specific part of the text. This is the case of conjunctions, adverbs (therefore, so), propositional syntagms and clauses (as mentioned
earlier, as we will see, and so forth). Let us consider the following proposition:
George had immediately opened the door; although he did not know the visitor, he let him come in.
In this case, the words in italics are connectives: ‘immediately’ indicates that
two events have occurred one after the other, while ‘although’ expresses the
contradiction between a fact and an action.
The role of connectives is essential for many reasons: it favours the correct
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“functioning” of an argumentation and make it more effective and convincing.
The connectives do not simply connect different arguments, but accentuate and
foster them to be more effective and convincing and sometimes indicate that a
new element is about to be added to what has already been provided, or that the
arguer wishes to compare such an element with something already stated
(Simone 1990:419). In this way, all the semantic-pragmatic relations that confer
a textual structure upon a series of propositions contribute to the argumentative
cohesion.
Another property of argumentation is coherence, that is, the thematic continuity and structural homogeneity of an argumentative discourse. From the linguistic point of view, coherence is the relationship linking the meanings of the
propositions that constitute a text. These links may be established on the basis of
the encyclopaedic or pragmatic knowledge shared by the speakers in a particular
community. The dialogue: a) “I’d like a hot chocolate”; b) “Do you want cream
with it?” seems to be much more coherent, not from a textual point of view because there are no lexical or grammatical links between the two propositions,
but from the contextual one since there is a coherence provided by the situation
“customer who orders, waiter who takes the order”.
The coherence of an argumentation can be both textual and contextual. In the
field of linguistics, textual coherence is defined as the internal property of an
argumentation referring to the deep structure or d-structure of the argumentation. The deep structure consists of relationships and properties which, although
not visible in the surface structure or s-structure, influence the overall structure
of the argumentation containing the syntactic and semantic information of each
proposition. On the other hand, the surface structure, which is immediately perceptible having a phonological signifier, shows the linguistic units as they are
and determines the specificity of the argumentation. Although it has a different
order and form from the surface structure, the textual coherence gives argumentative discourse a structural and thematic unity, which prevents obvious syntactic and semantic contradictions from arising. In other words, the deep structure
is the neuromental generative-transformational structure of the linguisticpropositional forms.
According to this model, the generation of propositions, and hence of an argumentation, consists of the appearance of a deep structure in the surface structure. To understand the semantic content of a proposition it is necessary to consider the idetic-inherent relationships among its constituents, which are present
in the deep structure, but absent in the surface structure (except the case of elementary propositions).
So propositions conceal a somewhat complex stratification: the surface structure, which appears to the observer, matches to a deep structure made up of elements that do not necessarily emerge on the surface. Let us consider the following proposition:
George told Mario to go away.
The infinitive verb has no ‘subject’ thematic role. Since the verb ‘to tell’
commands the indirect object, the empty subject of ‘go away’ is a co-referent of
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Mario. If the vacant thematic role is occupied by calling the subject of the infinitive PRO(noun), we have the following deep structure:
[George told Marioi] [PROi to go away].
This structure makes clear the subjects of the two predicates and also shows
that there is co-reference between Mario and the subject (not explicit) of to go
away. So, by the expression “deep structure” we mean an abstract representation
of the proposition, in which all its thematic roles are made explicit, and these are
without movement.3
With regard to communicative processes, it is essential to take into consideration the contextual coherence of the argumentative discourse which allows,
in certain conditions, the recollection of a set of knowledge that has already been
acquired and accepted by the addressee and which is relevant to that discourse.
In this way, contextual coherence encourages the formulation of propositional
scripts4, which are specific linguistic codifications of the idetic structures, that
is, those mental structures that underlie the argumentation, which we will consider in section 4. So contextual coherence is not an intrinsic quality, rather it is
connected to the argumentation, since it is not an organic part of its linguistic
characteristics, but consists in the correspondence between the argumentative
structure and all the elements of the real linguistic environment5 and of the
communicative situation.
The argumentative coherence has a two-fold nature, textual and contextual,
and although an argumentation may be well constructed and cohesive, it is quite
possible that it cannot be considered coherent unless the addressee has the necessary knowledge and information to accept it as such. The addressee must, in
fact, have recourse to a “package” of knowledge and information (his/her encyclopaedia), which we will define as an argumental schema, that can be superimposed on the discourse as a structuring network, creating further internal connections and filling in the gaps in the discourse. Thus, the coherence of an argumentative text does not lie in its linguistic characteristics, but in the set of encyclopaedic knowledge which is activated in the addressee at the moment in which
he/she receives the text to process and consider it.
In other words, a coherent argumentation does not actually exist in itself, but
instead, it is the addressee who establishes the coherence it may have with respect to his or her constellation of beliefs, opinions and knowledge, which seems
to imply a specific mental activity. In assessing the level of coherence of an argumentation, it is necessary to consider non-linguistic competences, such as, the
addressee’s ability to attribute further meaning to single arguments through inferences, and to establish associations among physical and/or mental elements,
using known cognitive schemata.
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3. The semiotic perspective
3.1 Semic analysis
Under the semiotic perspective, we maintain that it is essential to refer to
structural semiotics, in particular using the theoretical store of semic analysis,
which studies the semantic composition of words, breaking them down into
“semantic segments” or semes, the smallest units of meaning, which have a
structural nature and are indicated as difference operators. Thus, semic analysis
has a componential nature, since it starts from the assumption that each of the
meanings of a lexical unit may be analysed into component parts (the meaning
of ‘man’, for example, into three components ‘male’, ‘adult’, ‘human’), which
should not be considered as predicates of the objects to which they refer, but as
meaningful constituents of the sememe ‘man’.
It is possible to subdivide semes into two distinct classes: nuclear semes
and contextual semes or classemes. The former define the invariant features of
the meaning of a lexeme6, that is the features whose value does not depend on
the context in which they appear, and which determine the definition of the connotative meaning; the latter, on the other hand, which depends upon the context
in which the lexeme is set, determine the particular meanings that the lexeme
can assume, and allow the denotative meaning to be defined.
Semic analysis is a useful method for establishing a demarcation between
denotation and connotation. Within a sememe, the nuclear semes perform the
connotative function, while the contextual semes perform the denotative function, since they refer to specific objects in the world. In addition, this analysis
takes account of all the key semantic relationships, in particular hyponymy and
hyperonymy7. A lexeme A is the hyponym of a lexeme B when its meaning is
included in that of B: for example, geranium is a hyponym of plant, while plant
is a hyperonym of geranium. So, if a proposition containing a hyperonym is
true, a proposition containing its hyponym in the same position must necessarily
be true: if the proposition “all plants need water” is true, then the proposition
“all geraniums need water” is also true. In other words, a lexeme A is the hyponym of a lexeme B when all the intensional components of B occur in its semantic matrix, as well as some others: geranium has the intensional components
of plant, to which others may be added. Thus, hyperonyms are intensionally
poorer than hyponyms, but extensionally richer, while the opposite is true for
hyponyms.
To describe the nature of semes in more detail, we may add that they are infralinguistic units of a qualitative kind, by which lexemes are composed: that is,
they are elementary semantic components, the so-called semantic primitives,
which constitute the meanings of every lexical unit.8 The idea of seme has a
theoretical value, since it is not present as an element in linguistic structures, but
it is useful to highlight the complexity of meaning of each sememe, which is
made up of different semes9.
Some examples will enable us to understand the nature and function of the
nuclear semes and classemes within linguistic structures. Let us consider the following propositions:
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The Parthenon columns are very beautiful.
My grandfather’s spinal column is painful.

In each of these propositions the lexeme ‘column’ manifests nuclear semes such as /verticality/, /fixedness/, /strength/, /firmness/, /articulation/, and so
forth. However, in each individual proposition the contextual relationships of the
lexeme ‘column’ with the lexemes ‘Parthenon’ and ‘grandfather’ allow other
semes to emerge such as /architectural/ and /anatomical/, which refer to the
same lexeme ‘column’, without being nuclear, since they are not necessary for
the connotative definition of the lexeme ‘column’, but are relevant to establish
which column is referred to in particular context. Hence, they are contextual semes. So the context enables us to understand that in the first proposition we are
dealing with an “architectural” column, while in the second an “anatomical”
column. As we can see, the /architectural/ and /anatomical/ semes determine the
connotation for the lexeme ‘column’. In virtue of these considerations, we can
speak of ‘architectural’ columns and ‘anatomical’ columns.
The classemes have another particularly important function: they take
from each lexeme the nuclear semes that are coherent with the context of the
proposition, separating them from those which are not coherent. The classeme
/architectural/, which emerges from the context of the first proposition, selects
the nuclear semes /verticality/, /fixedness/, /strength/, and /firmness/, but excludes, for example, the seme /articulation/; the classeme /anatomical/ which
reveals itself in the context of the second proposition, favours the nuclear semes
/verticality/, /strength/, /articulation/, / firmness/, but not the seme /fixedness/.
The meaning of a lexeme always depends on the combination of a semic
nucleus (the set of nuclear semes) with at least one contextual seme. This combination, which varies according to the textual setting in which the lexeme is located, constitutes a sememe. In other words, a sememe Sem is the combination
of a semic nucleus Ns with one or more contextual semes Cs:
Sem = Ns+Cs
Thus, in the propositions we have examined, each type of ‘column’, defined on the basis of a specific contextualisation, constitutes a sememe: <‘architectural’ column> and <‘anatomical’ column>.
Each sememe represents, on the discourse level, the meaning-effect
caused by the combination of the semic nucleus with the contextual semes. For a
further example we may turn to the one formulated by Greimas (1966): in the
propositions “the dog barks” and “the commissioner barks”, the sememes containing the semes that define the meaning of “barks” depend on the two possible
combinations of a semic nuclear figure (the constant in meaning), that we can
define as “a sort of call”, and the two contextual semes that come from the two
respective contexts (which for that reason are common to the lexeme “barks”
and to the two distinct subjects of the propositions): the contextual semes “animal” in the first case and “human” in the second. So the first meaning of the
lexeme “barks” is described by the sememe “a kind of call + animal” and the
second by the sememe “a kind of call + human”. Thus, the sememe gathers in
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itself different nuclear and contextual semes which, combined together, account
for the specific meanings for each occurrence.
A lexeme’s collection of semes are not arranged in sequential order; consequently, only two operations are possible to alter the meaning of a lexeme: the
suppression or addition of semes. Generally, lexemes have a polysemic nature,
as attested empirically by their lexicographical use, and their occurrences are
regularly recorded in dictionaries.
So semic or componential analysis consists in the breaking down of the
meaning of a lexeme into semes, which are its semantic features: for example, in
the case of the lexeme ‘woman’, we have [human] [adult] [female] /woman/. In
every context it is possible to consider the semes from the point of view of inherence or afference: semes belonging to a type-sememe, that is, those which
are included in a meaning that is independent of the context and which are
blown up (that is made relevant) in it, as long as there are no reasons for narcotizing (or neutralizing) them, are said to be inherent; semes that are only present
in required-sememes, and can only be blown up in meanings in particular contexts, are said to be afferent. Inherent semes are typical in character; that is, if I
speak of ‘crow’, I will expect the seme /blackness/ in the absence of any other
specification. Afferent semes, on the other hand, are provided by a specific context, which establishes which semes should be blown up, and which narcotized:
for example, in “albino crow”, the inherent seme /blackness/ which is present in
the type-sememe ‘crow’ is narcotized by the required-sememe, because that
crow is albino, while the afferent seme ‘whiteness’ is blown up in the same required-sememe. In the proposition “Mario is the woman in the couple”, the seme
/weakness/ becomes salient and hence blown up, while the seme /femininity
(biological)/ is narcotized.
Greimas offers an interesting example of semic analysis in his consideration of the lexeme head, or as he himself explains, “the set of propositions or
syntagms that the lexeme head has in a dictionary” (Greimas 2000: 69). If one
goes from the first definition “part (of the body) … joined to the head by the
neck …” to the figurative sense in the expressions “bare one’s head”, “cover
one’s head”, and so on (referring to the part of the head covered by the hair),
something is clearly discarded, and this is extended further in other expressions
such as “the head of a pole” or “the head of the convoy”. Moving from the first
meaning to those derived from it, one necessarily begins to modify – though not
yet substitute – the semantic content of the lexeme. We would agree with the
structuralists that it is impossible not to find that the variants have equal value
and that therefore, every use of the term head in discourse will constitute a metasememe, that is the figure that replaces one sememe with another, altering the
groups of semes of the degree zero.10 In the case of the lexeme head, for example, it is possible to identify two nuclear semes, “extremity” and “spheroidicity”,
which, when ordered hierarchically and combined with contextual semes, give
rise to multiple sememes such as “head of a post” or “egg-head”. The former is
defined by the nuclear seme “extremity” together with the contextual semes
“uppermost” and “verticality”; the latter is defined by the nuclear seme “spheroidicity” together with the contextual seme “solidity”.
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At the level of meaning, in order to distinguish one unit of meaning from
the others that have some contextual semes in common with it, it is helpful to
make use of the notion of semanteme, meaning the set of nuclear semes of a sememe that makes it possible to differentiate one unit of meaning from the others
that have some contextual semes in common with it: for example, the semanteme mastiff is the set of nuclear semes that makes it possible to distinguish
the sememe mastiff from hound.
The semiotic types of bond between two or more lexemes consist of intersections, whether broad or not so broad, between the respective semic nuclei,
involving the sharing of one or more nuclear semes. The process of metaphor is
an example of this. For example, in the proposition “Maria is a rose”, the link in
meaning between the two sememes ‘Maria’ and ‘rose’ is made possible by the
simultaneous presence in both sememes of the semes beauty, freshness and colour, to which other more specific contextual semes may be added.
To define the metaphor further on a descriptive level, we can introduce
the idea of semantic field, meaning the area bounded by the intersection of the
semic nuclei of the individual terms: the semantic field is the identitive space
between two terms, which contains one or more attributes that can be extended
to the union of two terms on which the process of metaphor is based. In this
case, it is clear which is the metaphorizer and which is the metaphorized.
‘Maria’ has as its referent a human being of female gender; so ‘woman’ is compared to ‘rose’. This is obviously a very simple linguistic game, since the semes
to be selected and those to be discarded are already known. If, as Eco (1984:
188-189) observes, a Porphyrian tree were to be constructed on the vegetable
axis (pink)/animal (woman), the only recognisable contradiction in this metaphorical procedure, there would be a matching unit at the top or upper junction
of this axis, since both woman and rose belong to the organic world.
A metaphor of this kind is not the fruit of a particular perceptual phenomenon, nor is it based on ontological aspects, but it is a form of semiosis in which
the semes ‘beauty’,’ freshness’ and ‘colour’ are considered as interpreters of the
health and the appearance of a female figure and of a flower, although from the
physical point of view there is no exact correspondence between the colour of a
rose and that of a female body. How is this possible? How can one use a metaphor of this kind? How are they possible, how are metaphors used? According to
Eco (1984: 195), “the success of the metaphor is a function of the sociocultural
format of the encyclopaedia of the interpreting subjects”. That means that the
metaphors would only be possible in a cultural context that was already rich in
content, structured within a network of interpreters that establish similarities and
analogies the different attributes at a semiotic level. The metaphorical interpretation springs from the interactive relationship between an interpreter and a
metaphorical text and does not generally depend on the intentions of the
speaker, but rather on the nature of the text and on the general framework of the
encyclopaedic knowledge of a certain culture. As Eco (1990:152) observes, “an
interpreter can decide to consider any utterance metaphorical, as long as his
competence permits it. So John eats his apple every morning can always be interpreted as if John committed Adam’s sin again every day.”
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Metaphor, then, is a connotative phenomenon not by virtue of the intentions
of the speaker, but by virtue of its semiosis within a specific language at a given
moment of its evolution. To understand the proposition “Gustav is a pig”, for
example, one needs as much knowledge about the bad habits of the animal
“pig” as about the use of the term “pig” to describe a person who behaves in a
disgraceful physical and/or moral way. At any rate, to assert that understanding
of the connotative meaning requires knowledge of the literal meaning does not
mean that the recipient of a metaphor must necessarily know the literal meaning
of a term in order to recognize it as metaphorical. Indeed, it is possible to recognize the metaphorical meaning without knowing the literal meaning: for example, the term “bolgia” (hell, bedlam) is often used to indicate a place where there
is agitation, tumult, or confusion, without knowing that the expression derives
connotatively from the fact that the ten bolgie in the eighth circle of Dante’s Inferno were a place of great confusion and din. However, if one wanted to explain in linguistic terms why the speaker used the term ‘bolgia’ to mean a situation of great confusion and disorder, it would be necessary to go back to the literal meaning underlying it, which may be obsolete, but is not therefore semantically inactive.11

3.2 Semiosic bonds and argumentative isotopies
Semiosic bonds are established among the sememes and are specified in the
following way: two sememes Sem1 and Sem2 are bound together semiosically if
at least one seme (either nuclear or contextual) of Sem1 is applicable to Sem2
(or vice versa); that is, two sememes may be said to be bound semiosically when
at least one of their semes is applicable to both of them. For example, the sememe chair and the sememe armchair are bound semiosically on the basis of
different semes which are applicable to both: having a seat, a back, four legs,
and so on, or also being present in the same room.
The degree of intensity of a bond between two sememes is determined by
the number of semes that are applicable to both: the larger the number of semes
applicable to both, the stronger the semiosic bond among the semes of the different sememes and, therefore, among the sememes themselves. In a text composed of several propositions or, specifically, in an argumentation, it is possible
that different isotopies will be present; by the term isotopy we mean the recurrence of one or more semes in different sememes and, therefore, the presence of
semiosic bonds among the semes.
The isotopies in a discourse or an argument are intrinsic to their semantic
structure: according to Eco (1979: 93), the isotopy is “the coherence of a route
to interpretation”, while for Greimas (1970:188) it is “a set of redundant semantic categories that allow the uniform interpretation of a text”. Introduced by Greimas (1966), to designate the reiteration, along a syntagmatic chain, of contextual semes that guarantee the homogeneity of the discourse (even in the case of a
single proposition, whether simple or complex), the concept of isotopy has been
extended to the reiteration of all the semic categories, within a single proposition
as well as within a text. For example, the metaphor “Maria is a rose” presents a
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very strong isotopy, because between the terms Maria and “rose” there is an intersection of the semantic fields that leads them to share semes such as “beauty”,
“freshness”, “rosiness”. Let us also consider the proposition “this tenor is a
dog”: the competent speaker notes immediately, based on the rules in his encyclopaedia, that a semantic overlap is possible between the lexeme ‘tenor’ and the
lexeme ‘dog’.
According to the accepted meaning of ‘dog’ as a very bad “singer” (due to
semantic information contained in the encyclopaedia according to which dogs
emit barks), and the definition of tenor as an opera singer, there is a semantic
overlap. In other words, the two lexemes share at least one seme (singer), and
this combination allows a level of semantic coherence to be established within
the proposition: an isotopy, in fact. The repetition of the same seme in a context
itself constitutes an isotopy: for example, in the proposition “in the middle of the
sea there is a ship with mighty masts” the lexemes ‘ship’, ‘sea’ and ‘masts’ contain the seme /sailing/, and thus the isotopy ‘sailing’.
Moreover, if we are referring exclusively to argumentations, it is not important to consider the isotopies present in the individual arguments, but rather
those among the arguments, since these are the isotopies that bind the arguments
together to form an argumentation: more precisely, argumentative isotopies are
composed of the recurrence of shared semes from several sememes present in
different arguments.
So the isotopy consists in general, of the repetition of semes within a discourse and, in particular, within an argumentation: in the case of repetition of
nuclear semes, the isotopy will be a semiotic-type isotopy, while in the case of
classemes it will be a semantic-type isotopy. In this case, the use of the term semantic refers to the fact that the classemes express the denotative aspect of the
sememes. In the use of sememes within an argument there are four possible
combinations, where Ns is used to indicate the semic nucleus (the set of nuclear
semes) and Cs is used to indicate the contextual seme:

I

II

Cs1
Cs2
..
.
Csn

Ns +
Ns + Cs

III

Ns1
Ns2
..
.
Nsn

+

IV

Cs

Ns1
Ns2
..
.
Nsn

+

Cs1
Cs2
..
.
Csn
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With the first combination, the discourse or argumentation is unisotopic in
character: this is the case with scientific and philosophical arguments (although
not always so for the latter), which try to avoid ambiguity, whether syntactic or
semantic; with the second combination the discourse or argumentation is plurisotopic in nature, for example, a literary text, in which each semic nucleus can
combine with innumerable classemes; the third combination refers to plurithematic arguments, for example an informative discourse in which the classeme
meets different nuclear semes, thus multiplying the thematic nuclei; finally, the
fourth combination refers to a plurithematic and plurisotopic argument: this
generally involves experimental or avant-garde texts in which there is repetition
of nuclear semes and of classemes, leading to semiotic and semantic isotopies.
In order to find whether isotopies are present in a discourse or not, we
may consider the following texts. The first text is: “Yesterday I wrote a letter to
my grandmother. And three people can sit on the back seat of a Mercedes”; here
there are no isotopic occurrences because no semic bonds, and therefore no isotopies emerge within the individual propositions that constitute the utterance, or
between these propositions. Let us now consider another text: “Yesterday I
wrote a letter to my grandmother. Being more modern that I thought, she replied
by email”; here we can identify the figurative isotopy (with a concrete reference)
/means of communication/ (e-mail), or the thematic isotopy (with an abstract
reference) such as /affection between relatives/ (I-she). In this case, the text reintroduces the inherent semes in the lexeme ‘grandmother’, such as /old age/,
/traditionality/, /slowness/ and so on, with afferent semes taken from the context,
such as /modernity/, /new media/, and so forth.12
In this paper we use the expression argumentative isotopy to mean the recurrence, along an argumental chain, of one or more semes shared by different
sememes, which ensure the argumental coherence of the argumentation. Such
argumental isotopy has a generative quality, because it brings with it the bonds
among the semes of the sememes present in the various arguments, and also an
epistemological quality, because it establishes the amount of coherence among
the various arguments and the sufficiency of the argumentation with regard to
the thesis being maintained.
An argumental isotopy may manifest itself on two levels: microargumental,
when it involves some of the arguments in an argumentation; and macroargumental, when it involves all the arguments in an argumentation. We can therefore define the coherence of an argumentation or argumental coherence as a
form of semio-semantic homeostasis, whose indicators are made up of isotopies
(or isotopic bonds), which ensure the internal isotopic stability. More precisely,
the more isotopic bonds there are among the sememes present within it, the
more an argumentation can be said to be coherent. To measure the level of coherence of an argumentation as a sequence of ordered arguments it is necessary
to identify the isotopic bonds generated at the interargumental level: in our view,
argumental coherence is the measurement of argumental isotopy. The latter
consists in the transfer of the isotopic bonds from the thesis that is being maintained to all the other arguments. At this point it is useful to consider the isotopy
with reference to particular argumentations:
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1) Every law is bad, because every law is a violation of freedom.
2) I can’t help you paint the room, because next week I’ve got to take an
exam that I absolutely have to pass; otherwise I’ll lose my scholarship13.

In the following diagram we have analysed the isotopies contained in the
above argumentations. The sememes of the argumentations have been broken
down into their nuclear semes and the symbols ‘+’ and ‘-’ indicate respectively
the presence or absence of the nuclear semes in the sememes. For explanation of
the semes, reference was made to specific definitions in the more frequently
used dictionaries.
Regulatoriness

Transgressiveness

Lawfulness

Harmfulness

Law

+

-

-

-

Bad

-

+

-

+

Violation

-

+

-

+
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-

+

-

Laboriousness

Onerousness

Temporality
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Harmfulness
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-
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-
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+
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+
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+

-
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-
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+
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In proposition 1, the force of the argumentation, which is deliberately subversive of the established order, is based on an allotopy that is consistent in the
relationship of opposition between ‘law’- ‘bad’ and ‘law’ -‘violation’, while it is
possible to obtain an isotopy from the semes ‘harmfulness’ and ‘transgressiveness’ contained both in the lexeme ‘bad’ and in the lexeme ‘violation’, which
makes the thesis (that laws are bad) coherent with the argument put forward to
support it (because laws are a violation of freedom). If we consider proposition
2, on the other hand, we can observe different cases of isotopy involving at least
four semes (‘laboriousness’, ‘onerousness’, ‘temporality’ and ‘having money’),
while the appearance of a macroisotopy, determined by the presence of the seme
‘temporality’ in all the sememes considered here, is an indication of a semiosemantic homeostasis, which testifies to the isotopic stability that makes the argumentation coherent and effective.
At this point it is necessary to move our investigation to the idetic-inherent
level, which constitutes the neuromental correlate of the structures and semiosic
bonds, to understand the processes of codification of thoughts into propositional
scripts. At first sight, there appears to be a kind of parallelism among sememes
and idemes on one hand and among semiosic bonds and idetic-inherent bonds on
the other, although this parallelism will only be better understood and evaluated
after having examined the inherent perspective in the following section.
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4. The idetic-inherent perspective
4.1 Idetic analysis
In the previous section we pointed out the possibility of a semiotic analysis
of the semantic structure of argumentation. Based on this analysis, what makes
an argumentation effective from the pragmatic point of view and gives rise to its
coherence from a semantic point of view, are the semiotic bonds expressed in
particular isotopies. In order for an argumentation to have internal coherence
and perlocutionary effectiveness, it is necessary for isotopies to be present
among the arguments of an argumentation, and, to a lesser extent, within each
argument. Thus we have examined argumentation from a linguistic point of
view, and specifically from a semiotic point of view, and we have shown how,
in this analysis, the concepts of seme and sememe are important as units of
meaning.
At this point, it would be helpful to reflect further on these concepts: they
definitely belong to the linguistic sphere, but represent the semiotic-linguistic
expression of what we have called idemes. Hence, in this section we will move
from the semiotic-linguistic level to the idetic-inherent level and we will underline that the semiotic-linguistic level is correlated with the idetic-inherent level
in the sense that the isotopic bonds are the semiosic “manifestation” of what we
shall call inherent bonds among idemes. In order to present the idetic-inherent
perspective based on what we shall call inherent logic, we consider that it is essential to proceed step by step, explaining the concepts that we will use in this
section.
Within semiotic perspective, it is possible, by means of semic analysis, to
identify and describe the meaningful bonds among sememes which make an argumentation isotopically coherent and, in particular, the meaningful bonds
among sememes which constitute support of a thesis. As we have seen, these
meaningful bonds are, so to speak, the “semantic skeleton” of an argumentation.
However, their presence does not explain their formation or production. In order
to clarify this topic, we believe that it is necessary to move from the semiotic
level to the idetic-inherent level, consisting of the idemes as already defined,
which, from a neurophysiological point of view, are formed by specific neuromental configurations.
In order to examine the structures of the idetic-inherent level, we shall define the notions of inherent bond and inherence to which we referred earlier.
The inherent bonds are important in idetic-inherent analysis because they establish, temporarily or permanently, relations among idemes and these relationships
generate semiosic bonds among the arguments in an argumentation.
From the epistemological point of view, the topic of bonds among idemes
responds to the need to identify the bonds that permit the development of structured reasoning or complex thought. From a neuromental point of view one may
affirm, although perhaps provisionally, that the bonds among idemes are specific
neurophysiological processes or connections among different neuromental configurations.
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If we consider an ideme as composed of an inherence of defining predicates, that is, of those predicates that identify it over and beyond any context,
then, we may affirm that an ideme Idm1 is inherent to an ideme Idm2 if a defining predicate that is applicable to Idm1 is also applicable to Idm2. In other
words, two idemes may be said to be inherent if at least one of their defining
predicates is applicable to both. For example, the ideme ‘mastiff’ and the ideme
‘hound’ share the predicates ‘animal’, ‘mammal’, ‘dog’, and so on, and therefore the lexemes ‘mastiff’ and ‘hound’ may be present in an argumentation since
they are inherently bound together. Moreover, it can be added that on the semiotic level, the nuclear semes that are identitive of a sememe correspond to the
defining predicates, again over and beyond all context.
The relationships of inherence among idemes can have different intensity,
depending on the number of predicative overlaps on which they are based: they
are weak when the number of defining predicates applicable to two or more
idemes is lower than the number of defining predicates applicable to each of
them; and they are strong when the number of defining predicates applicable to
two or more idemes is equal or superior to the half of number of predicates applicable to the ideme which has the smallest number of defining predicates.
In mental processes the notion of inherence means that two neuromental
contents are bound if at least one attribute of one of them is also present in the
other, that is, if both share a certain neurophisiological configuration; hence the
“specularity” in the semiosic field by which two idemes that are inherently
bound are those for which the common predicates are reflected in the semes of
the corresponding lexemes.

4.2 Inherent bonds and idetic isotopies
At this point, we should consider the nature and function of the ideme and
its relationship with the corresponding sememe. It is legitimate to maintain that
on the idetic level, each semanteme, that is each semic nucleus, has its corresponding ideme-type or idetic scheme, which we shall define as the possible set
of nuclear predicates, that is, identitive predicates, that may refer to an object,
whether it is concrete or abstract. In carrying out neuromental activities, every
individual draws on certain nuclear predicates from ideme-type to refer to concrete or abstract entities. The subject can add to such entities predicates that we
shall define contextual, since they are not strictly inherent to the object but dependent upon the context of use, the opinions and beliefs of that individual. We
shall call the set of nuclear predicates and contextual predicates, which an individual uses to denote a concrete or abstract object, ideme-occurrent.
Among the various occurrent idemes, idetic bonds may be established in the
following way: two idemes Idm1 and Idm2 are idetically bound together if at
least one predicate (whether nuclear or contextual) of Idm1 is attributable to
Idm2 (or vice versa), that is, two occurrent idemes are said to be idetically
bound when at least one of their predicates is attributable to both. Hence, the
larger the number of predicates applicable to both, the tighter the idetic bonds
among the predicates of the different occurrent-idemes. On the idetic level, as
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well as on the semiotic level, it is possible for isotopies to occur: that happens
when one or more predicates recur in different occurrent-idemes, that is when
idetic bonds are established among the predicates.
Hence, we may take into consideration the argumentations examined in the
previous section, by way of example. The argumentation formulated in (1) ascribed to its occurrent-ideme ‘law’ the non-nuclear predicate ‘bad’. The insertion of the contextual predicate ‘bad’ finds its justification and its foundation in
the ideme ‘violation’, since the same predicates are present in the ideme-types of
‘bad’ and ‘violation’, such as, transgressiveness and harmfulness; in this way it
is generated an idetic isotopy between the thesis ‘laws are bad’ and the argument ‘because laws are a violation of freedom’ offered to support the thesis.
Furthermore, within the argument there is an idetic allotopy based on the relationship of opposition ‘law-bad’ and ‘law-violation’, while in the argument “because every law is a violation of freedom” there is an inherent bond among the
ideme ‘law’ and the ideme ‘freedom’, since in a political and social sense freedom is the power to act within an organized society according to one’s own convictions and will, within the limits of the law. Moreover, civil freedoms concerning the exercise of private activities, policies concerning the exercise of
public duty, and religious policies concerning the right to express one’s own
faith are sanctioned by law. Therefore, the predicates ‘authority’, ‘right’ and
‘power’ are applicable to the idemes ‘law’ and ‘freedom’.
In (2), on the other hand, some cases of idetic isotopies can be identified
with regard to different identitive predicates (‘laboriousness’, ‘onerousness’,
‘temporality’ and ‘having money’) which confer a solid structure on the argumentation based on a high number of idetic bonds. The presence of the identitive
predicate ‘temporality’ in the idemes ‘paint the room’, ‘next week’, ‘take an
exam’, ‘pass an exam’ and ‘lose a scholarship’ indicates an idetic macroisotopy
and gives rise to an idetic-inherent homeostasis that confers a significant idetic
coherence on the deep structure of the argumentation.

5. Conclusions
In concluding this paper, one cannot but note the difficulty that remains in
establishing a correspondence, even only partial, between the linguisticpropositional level and the idetic level in the process of developing an argumentation. There seems to be a constitutive inadequacy in the language to regiment
thought, to grasp it the moment it appears, to circumscribe it within its own logical “framework” without fragmenting it irretrievably, losing or excluding significant portions of it. When thought is considered in its entirety, there is an almost invincible resistance to the regulations demanded by the language which
we clash with on a daily basis in formulating our discourses, a sort of irreducibility in the idetic structures of the mind to the logical-propositional form of the
language.
However, we certainly did not set out to study the thought/language relationship in all its aspects, although in investigating the bonds that underlie the
linguistic-propositional structure of argumentation, both at the semiotic level
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and at the idetic level, we have necessarily touched on some of the important
questions underpinning the translation of thought into logical-propositional
form, highlighting the basis of what we have defined as inherent logic, that is,
the logic of the inherent bonds among idemes, according to which, we form
thoughts.
At the conclusion of our analysis on the linguistic-propositional, semiotic
and idetic level, we consider that it is possible to hypothesize the existence of
two parallel structures, one idetic, and the other linguistic-propositional, both of
which are active in the process of formation of individual argumentations. As
regards moving from the idetic structures and from their inherent bonds to the
linguistic-propositional structures and to the syntactic categories of an argumentation, one may suppose that this happens on the semiotic level, where the various occurrent-idemes are replaced by the corresponding sememes, which are the
meaningful content of the individual lexemes made up of nuclear semes and
contextual semes.
It is reasonable to consider that in the process of transfer of the idetic structures and the related inherent bonds to the linguistic-propositional level through
the transit to the semiotic level, a dispersion of information is produced from the
entropic point of view due to the level of linguistic competence of the subjects
involved and to the difficulties that the linguistic-propositional structures, and
therefore the argumentative structures, have in “encapsulating”, ordering and
directing the flow of thought, which lacks homogeneity.
In this paper we have outlined some research’s strategies and we hope that
our considerations, sufficiently developed and tested, can be added to the significant contributions of Blair, van Eemeren, Johnson, Sbisà and Walton to enrich, where possible, the field of study of these eminent scholars with a new perspective of study and analysis on deep structures of propositions and argumentations.
If, as Wittgenstein wrote, language disguises thought, so that from the external appearance of the clothing, we cannot reach the form of thought that is
dressed up, because the exterior form of clothing has other purposes than to reveal the shape of the body, then we can define argumentation as an idetic structure constituted and tied up together by idetic bonds, which could be eventually
encoded in a semio-linguistic structure constituted by arguments. Such structure
reflects the linguistic bonds based on the semiotic bonds and the latter which, in
turn, are based on the idetic bonds. This outlook is highlighted in the following
simple diagrams.
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Endnotes
1

It is worth recalling Hintikka’s emphatic view on this issue (1989:14): «There
is no such thing as a completely informal logic of argumentation or reasoning.
The very term ‘informal logic’ is a solecism».
2
The characteristic an argument has to create meaning only within particular
contexts.
3
The surface structure is the final syntactic form that the proposition assumes
after the various transformations, while the deep structure underlying the actual
proposition – a purely mental structure – carries the semantic content of the
proposition (Chomsky 1964; 1980). In generative terms, the movement from the
deep structure to the surface structure is defined as transformation and mainly
consists in a series of movements. For example, in the transformation of the
proposition the child is playing the piano into the proposition the piano is being
played by the child a trace is created of the element piano which contains the
property [to be played by the child] so that in its new position at the beginning
of the sentence, in order to fulfil the property it still retains [to be played by the
child], piano requires a transformation of the verb into the passive form is being
played and of the subject into the role of agent with the preposition by. In this
way the propositions the child is playing the piano and the piano is being
played by the child match and are compatible with the same deep structure.
4
Propositional scripts are discussed in Bianca 2005: 60-62.
5
In distributional linguistics language is represented and analysed according to
hierarchically ordered levels: phonological, morphological and phrastic. Each
unit of each level is the result of a particular combination of subordinate units
belonging to the level below it in the hierarchy. For example, a morph is not an
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autonomous unit but a sequence of phonemes. Because of this clear hierarchical
separation between the different levels, distributional linguistic analysis proceeds in linear order following the distribution of the linguistic units and the linear context (position) of each unit. This context is known as the environment of
the unit and the unit’s possible expansions are also contained within this environment.
6
A double lexical unit (signifier and signified) on a strictly linguistic level. This
term has been introduced in order to meet the need for something that corresponds on the abstract level to phoneme and to avoid the use of word, a term
which is too broad, and which is almost indefinable in the field of linguistics.
7
The pair of terms hyperonymy/hyponymy was introduced by Lyons (1963) to
indicate the semantic relationship between the generic term known as hyperonym or superordinate, and one or more specific terms, called hyponyms or subordinates.
8
The theory by which all concepts understood as the meanings of words can be
analysed as combinations of a finite number of primitive concepts is not new in
the history of philosophical and semantic thought and was widespread in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Nowadays the idea of semantic primitive
is mainly used with reference to units of meaning that cannot be analysed further
than a sememe.
9
The term theoretical is intended in the usual sense assigned to it in an epistemological context.
10
The degree of absolute zero is discourse reduced to its essential semes, that is,
to those semes without which the discourse would lose all meaning.
11
According to Edelman (2004, ch. 12; 2006, ch. 8), metaphor is a reflection of
the variety and associative capacity of degenerate cerebral networks. It is possible to understand metaphors, but not to prove them in the same way as similarities or logical propositions.
12
Isotopies are distinguished not only on the basis of the name of the seme that
establishes them, but also according to the specific type of seme in question.
Thus the proposition “I only use a knife to pick up the peas” obviously contains
the isotopy /eating/ which refers to the sememes ‘knife’ and ‘pea’. So the seme
in ‘knife’ narcotizes the inherent seme /for cutting/ and blows up the afferent
seme ‘for picking up’. On the other hand, it is an allotopy in the case where
there is an oppositional relationship between two or more sememes, which involves the presence of incompatible semes (for example, ‘black snow’, where
the nuclear seme ‘whiteness’ is incompatible with the nuclear seme ‘blackness’).
13
This type of complex argumentation (subordinative argumentation) is analyzed in van Eemeren, Grootendorst and Snoeck Henkemans (2002:64-66).
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In Logical Self-Defense (1978), Johnson and I introduced the criteria of acceptability,
relevance and sufficiency (ARS) as appropriate for the evaluation of arguments in the
sense of reasons offered in support of a claim. These three criteria have been widely
adopted, but each has been subjected to a number of criticisms; and also 30 years of research have intervened. How do these criteria stand up today? In this paper I argue that
they still have a place in argument analysis and evaluation, but in much-modified roles.
Acceptability, acceptable, truth, relevance, sufficiency, good argument, logic, dialectics, rhetoric, Logical Self-Defense, Johnson and Blair.

1. Introduction
What makes an argument a good one? This innocent-looking question harbours two problematic concepts. One is the concept of argument. The other is
the concept of argument merit. They are slippery concepts because each is understood in many ways and from several perspectives. I will try to be clear about
what I mean by each in what follows, and the reader is warned that it is only to
the concepts specified that the comments of this article are meant to apply.
By ‘argument’ I mean not a dispute or debate, nor a discussion aimed at resolving a difference of opinion, but a claim and a reason or reasons that support
it. Such a claim and reasons might be offered as an attack or a defence in a dispute or as a turn in a debate or in such a discussion. It might equally constitute
the case that a lawyer makes in court on behalf of his or her client. Indeed, arguments so understood can be and are used for many purposes—to convince or
persuade someone, to inquire into or investigate the merits of a contention, in
the process of negotiating an agreement, or indeed to maintain a disagreement,
among others.
About thirty years ago, in a textbook or teaching manual called Logical
Self-Defense (Johnson and Blair, 1977; see also: 1983, 1993, 1994, 2006), Ralph
Johnson and I sought means of improving our students’ understanding of and
skills in the analysis and evaluation of the sorts of uses of such arguments in the
public media (such as in the daily press, weekly magazines, or television) and in
everyday conversation with family and friends, when some party tries to use
reasons to persuade or convince them to modify their beliefs and attitudes (e.g.,
approve of some cause) or incline to some action (e.g., select a product, or vote
a certain way). In doing so, we contended that such an argument is a good one if
its grounds or premises are singly or in combination relevant as support for to
the claim in question, individually acceptable, and together (if relevant and acceptable) sufficient to support the claim on behalf of which they were offered.
We thus said that relevance, acceptability, and sufficiency (RAS) are appropriate
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criteria for evaluating such arguments.1 If such arguments are “good,” in what
sense or in what respect are they good? At the time, speaking for myself, I did
not appreciate the complexity of this question. In retrospect, I think what we had
in mind is that a “good” argument on these terms is one that is worthy of serious
consideration. That is, one should seriously consider modifying one’s belief or
attitude (or be inclined to act) as proposed, on the basis of an argument meeting
these criteria.
We had the RAS criteria in mind as replacements for the then-dominant (in
analytic philosophy circles) logico-epistemological criterion of “soundness.”
According to that view, a “good” argument is a “sound” argument, that is, one
with true premises and a (deductively) valid inference from the premises to the
conclusion. A modification of “soundness” was the view that an invalid argument with true premises could still count as “good” as long as it was inductively
strong instead. Now, an argument of the form, “p, therefore p,” is by this definition sound if “p” represents a true proposition, but it is not a good argument
taken as a reason supporting a claim, since it begs the question. It does not meet
the RAS criteria, since its premise would not count as acceptable. But questionbegging arguments aside, sound arguments or inductively strong arguments with
true premises meet the RAS criteria. Besides ruling out question-begging arguments the RAS criteria have the virtue of counting strong defeasible, plausible
or presumptive arguments as good arguments. These are arguments that are deductively invalid and also not inductively strong, yet that can still be good arguments. For instance, arguments about moral issues can count as good arguments on RAS grounds even if they are not entailments and not of the sort to
have inductive strength. The RAS criteria thus have the merit of being useful for
the evaluation of the sorts of arguments that are their target—arguments that are
not on the face of it (nor are plausibly interpreted as) intended to be deductively
valid or inductively strong.
Although the RAS criteria were adopted by others, found their way into
several other textbooks published in the 1980s (Damer 2005, Freeman 1988,
Govier 2001, Seech 1993) and were even regarded by some as “the” defining
characteristic of the informal logic approach to argumentation, they have over
the years come under criticism, including criticism by their originators, Johnson
and myself (see also Govier 1999, Ch. 7). Furthermore, the background assumption, that it is sufficient to evaluate the arguments found in the contexts we had
in mind from a logical point of view (for we regarded the RAS as criteria of the
logic of arguments), ignoring their dialectical and rhetorical properties, has over
the ensuing years been very much called into question. In the light of these criticisms, and with the hindsight of thirty years of scholarly research in argumentation and exposure to a variety of perspectives and approaches over that time
(with which we had no familiarity when we wrote Logical Self-Defense), I will
in this article revisit these three criteria and consider whether they should be retained and, if so, in what form.
In what follows I examine relevance, acceptability and sufficiency one by
one and in that order, first mentioning the significant criticisms and then responding to them.2
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2. Relevance
One objection to the relevance criterion is that it is not a separate, independent criterion of argument merit. Given the sufficiency criterion, relevance is superfluous in the following sense. The question whether enough evidence or reasons have been supplied to justify the listener or reader in accepting the arguer’s
conclusion cannot even be raised if the premises are irrelevant. Sufficiency presupposes relevance, so relevance is not an independent criterion. 3
A second criticism of the relevance criterion is that it is ambiguous, and so
relevance does not select a unique virtue, nor does irrelevance identify one particular flaw, in an argument. In assessing an argumentative discussion, to say
that an assertion is relevant might mean that it has probative bearing on the immediate conclusion the interlocutor is arguing for (call this “local” relevance) or
it might mean that the assertion has some bearing on the issue under discussion,
although it is not probative for the particular claim at issue (call this “global”
relevance). And there are other kinds of relevance, for example, conversational
relevance or topic overlap. If relevance is a criterion of a good argument, which
kind of relevance is the criterion? And if, as seems tempting, one opts for local
relevance, doing so would seem to risk dismissing assertions that might indirectly play a probative role in the discussion and so contribute to good arguments.
A third criticism of relevance as a criterion of good arguments is that the
concept of relevance is vague and resists analysis. The literature on relevance in
argumentation (see, e.g., Blair 1989, Wenzel 1989, and the articles in van Eemeren and Grootendorst 1992) has failed to produce an understanding of the concept that has met with widespread agreement. But, so the argument goes, if one
cannot give an account of relevance, then it surely cannot serve as a criterion of
good argument. It must be possible to describe what virtue the criterion identifies in order to require that virtue as a necessary feature of good argument.
I will respond to these criticisms of relevance in reverse order.
First of all, keep in mind that the concept in question is probative relevance,
relevance as support or against a claim. Even if it is not possible to provide an
analysis of probative relevance—a set of individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for the truth of the proposition, “p is probatively relevant to c”
or “p1, in combination with p2-pn, is probatively relevant to c (where p is a variable ranging over premises and c a variable ranging over conclusions of the kind
of argument I am discussing)—it is always open to an interlocutor to produce
arguments to support the claim that p is not relevant to c. When someone advances an argument, there is a presumption in favour of the relevance of the
premises adduced. The activity of producing arguments presupposes the intention to supply reasons that support the conclusion advanced, just as the activity
of engaging in conversation often presupposes the intention to speak honestly
(with such exceptions as bargaining granted). And of course, people can take
advantage of such presumptions, just as people can lie and thereby take advantage of the presumption of honesty. But the intention to produce probatively
relevant premises does not guarantee success. So it is always in principle possible to challenge the relevance of a premise. Given the presumption of relevance,
the critic has the burden of proof in such challenges. I suspect that each such
challenge is situational. That is, it takes the form of asserting that in the circum-
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stances, and for reasons relative to those circumstances, the allegedly relevant
premise is not relevant.
It helps to test such abstract claims on concrete, un-invented cases, and here
is one. According to a news item, the McDonald’s fast-food chain in the United
Kingdom is apparently challenging the Oxford English Dictionary to change its
definition of the word ‘McJob.’ The word ‘McJob’ was popularized by Douglas
Coupland’s 1991 novel, Generation X. According to the news report, McDonald’s U.K. branch is protesting against Oxford’s definition of ‘McJob’ as “an
unstimulating, low-paid job with few prospects, especially one created by the
expansion of the fast-food industry” (The Globe and Mail [Toronto, Canada],
Friday, May 25, 2007 in a story by Rebecca Smithers from the Guardian News
Service). A McDonald’s officer is quoted as arguing that this definition “is [1]
out of date, [2] out of touch with reality, and most importantly, [3] is insulting to
those talented, committed, hardworking people who serve the public every day
in the U.K” (numbers added). Now, if one accepts that the function of a lexical
definition is to capture how a word is used by speakers and writers in the language in question, it is pertinent to the rejection of a dictionary definition that it
is “out of date” or “out of touch with reality.” If people no longer use a word in
the way it was defined in an earlier edition, the definition should be changed.
However, it is not the function of a lexical definition of a word to spare people
described by it from being insulted. Being called a liar or a cheat, especially if it
is not true, is insulting, but that is not a reason for a dictionary to change the
definitions of ‘liar’ or ‘cheat’ so that if one is called a lying cheat in the future
one will not be insulted. So the third premise is just irrelevant to the claim that
the OED should change its definition of ‘McJob.’
I can imagine the following response to my charge of irrelevance. “Your interpretation of what is going on in this discourse is uncharitable and naïve. It’s
implausible to suppose that McDonald’s thinks it can get the OED to change a
definition. What the company is doing is engaging in a public relations exercise,
trying to change the image of jobs at McDonald’s—for any number of reasons:
to maintain staff morale, reduce staff turnover, attract qualified staff. The attack
on the OED is just a pretext and an opportunity for publicity. When you take the
rhetorical context into account, you come up with quite a different, and deeper,
understanding of what is going on. To simply reject the third McDonald’s premise as irrelevant is to miss all of this.”
My reply to this response is to embrace it, without giving up my original
point. I think this richer analysis of the context is extremely plausible, and one
wants students learn how to make this kind of sophisticated move. However, the
premise is still irrelevant. In fact, the irrelevance of the premise might be what
motivates the more sophisticated analysis. Given that McDonald’s third reason
is just irrelevant to the conclusion for which it is explicitly offered as support,
the listener or reader invokes the Principle of Charity and looks for some other,
non-irrelevant, function of the discourse. Cleverly, while McDonald’s is ostensibly arguing about a definition, taking on the OED with a silly claim serves to
get the company lots of attention. McDonald’s thus uses its argument as a screen
behind which to accomplish it’s real objective, namely to improve the image of
jobs at McDonald’s. The irrelevance of the third premise is neither here nor
there—that clause expressed the key point that McDonald’s is trying to get
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across. But the third premise is still irrelevant as support for the claim that the
definition of ‘McJob’ should be changed.
The last three paragraphs illustrate how a charge of irrelevance might go.
There is no appeal to some general conditions of irrelevance. Instead, for each
argument with relevant premises it will be possible to enunciate a general proposition that warrants the inference to that conclusion on the basis of those premises. Thus an irrelevance allegation is made in the context of a particular argument, requiring an argument that no defensible warrant can be found linking the
suspect premise to the conclusion. And any response in defence of the relevance
of a premise will take the form of making its warrant explicit, and if need be defending it. When someone advances an argument, there is a presumption that the
premises adduced are relevant, for otherwise there is not argument. But the presumption of relevance can be contested, as can a charge of irrelevance.
So it is false, and incompatible with everyday rational activity, to hold that a
challenge of “irrelevance” is impossible without a philosophical analysis of the
term ‘relevant’ or the concept of relevance. Thus the third criticism does not require the abandonment of relevance as a criterion of a good argument.
In reply to the second criticism, that relevance is ambiguous between local
and global relevance so there is no single criterion, I want to agree with the distinction but argue that the ambiguity is not fatal. For example, to point out that
some McDonald’s employees are insulted by having their employment referred
to as a “McJob” given the negative connotation the term carries, is surely relevant to a discussion of the legitimacy of the “McJob” label. If a label is insulting
and it is inappropriate, its offensiveness is an added reason to stop using it. So
we can see how the claim can belong in a discussion of the definition of
‘McJob’: it has “global” relevance—it is on topic. However, as we have seen,
this claim was not probative in this case when it comes to the claim that the
definition should be changed. The way the McDonald’s spokesman expressed
the argument, “most importantly” its being insulting to McDonald’s employees
is given as a reason to change the definition—thus a reason that stands even if
the other reasons are discounted. So the “insulting” reason is alleged to be probative of the conclusion that the definition should be changed. It is thus contended to be locally relevant. The key point here is that the relevance criterion
applies only to probative or local relevance, so the useful distinction between
local and global relevance does not disqualify the relevance criterion as a way of
assessing the probative merits of arguments.
So far, the criticisms of relevance as a criterion have not, as far as I can see,
shown that it should be abandoned. However, the first criticism, that relevance is
redundant, being presupposed by sufficiency, has led me think we should shift in
the way we conceive of relevance functioning as a criterion in the evaluation of
arguments.
To begin, it has to be conceded that sufficiency presupposes relevance. The
question whether offered premises supply enough evidence or grounds to justify
one in accepting the conclusion on the basis of them cannot even arise if the
premises have no probative bearing on the conclusion in question. So, in questioning the sufficiency of premises one has already assumed their relevance.
Consequently, it seems that a theoretically economical list of criteria of good
argument would include just acceptability and sufficiency, and not relevance.
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However, what happens when we are provided with an argument by someone and invited to accept its conclusion of the basis of its premises—and one of
the premises is irrelevant? Take the McDonald’s spokesman’s argument as an
instance. I have contended that the first two premises are relevant and the third
is irrelevant. If I am right, then in judging the sufficiency of the argument, the
third premise must simply be ignored. Yet how do we know to ignore irrelevant
premises apart from identifying their irrelevance? The truth is that sufficiency
has two components. An argument’s premises are sufficient if (a) those among
them that are probatively relevant to the conclusion (b) provide reasons that if
true justify the recipient of the argument in accepting the conclusion on their basis. So the “sufficiency implies relevance” criticism doesn’t get rid of the criterion of relevance; it simply relocates it within the criterion of sufficiency.
That said, there is a deeper point to the criticism. There is a sense in which
an irrelevant premise is no premise at all, since it provides zero support for the
conclusion in question. To be clearer about this point, we need to distinguish between what someone presents as an argument and any argument to be found in
what they present. As the McJob example demonstrates, it is possible to present
a proposition as support for a claim although that proposition is probatively irrelevant to that claim. By dropping the third, irrelevant, premise, we can extract
from the McDonald’s spokesman’s argument an argument consisting of just the
first two offered premises, since they are both relevant.
The criterion of relevance actually first comes into play in the interpretation
of discourse that might contain arguments. One does not, ceteris paribus, attribute to the author of such discourse an argument with irrelevant premises, for that
would be inconsistent. In attributing an argument, one attributes some propositions that are intended to count as reasons for (i.e., as probatively relevant to) a
claim—since that is just what an argument (in the present sense) is. Such an attribution is inconsistent with a simultaneous judgement that all the so-called
premises are not intended to be relevant. Unless there is clear evidence that the
author intended an irrelevant proposition to be probatively relevant, it cannot
reasonably be attributed to the author as part of his or her argument. It follows
that the only time that the criterion of relevance is violated in an attributed argument is when the author or context clearly signals that the irrelevant premise
was thought to be relevant and wanted it to be counted as part of his or her argument. This is what happened in the McDonald’s spokesman’s case. He mentioned two reasons for changing the definition, and then continued, in the same
sentence, to add: “and most importantly, [the OED’s definition of ‘McJob’] is
insulting to those talented, committed, hardworking people who serve the public
every day in the U.K.” He thus made it clear that he intended the irrelevant
proposition to serve as a reason for his conclusion, that the OED should change
the definition. Had he expressed himself differently, the interpretation would
have been different. Had he said, “This definition is insulting to McDonald’s
employees, but quite apart from that, it is out of date and out of touch with reality and that’s why it should be changed,” then the first clause could not plausibly
have been attributed to him as part of his argument (given its irrelevance to the
conclusion). Unfortunately, given what he did in fact say, and is necessary to
attribute to him an argument with an irrelevant premise.
So my current view is that the relevance “criterion” is in the first place a criterion of inclusion in the analysis and reconstruction of arguments from dis-
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course. Only probatively relevant propositions may (ceteris paribus) be counted
as premises in arguments. And the criterion then plays a role in evaluating arguments only when the discourse and context make it clear that the author intended a proposition to serve as a reason for his or her claim, even though that
proposition has no probative bearing on the claim.

3. Acceptability
It seems clear that for an argument to be a good one in the sense of justifying a member of its audience in seriously considering modifying, or reaffirming,
his or her beliefs or other attitudes on the basis of it, the premises must be acceptable to that recipient. But acceptable is a normative term, meaning “worthy
of acceptance” or “reasonable to accept.” So the question is, what should constitute worthiness of acceptance by the recipient of an argument? That is where
the controversy begins.
Some hold that only its truth makes a proposition worthy of acceptance.
Hamblin (1970) argued that truth is both too strong and too weak. Too weak,
because practically what would be required is not just that the proposition be
true, but in addition, that the recipient knows it to be true. Too strong, because
we can be justified on the basis of all available and substantial evidence in believing that a proposition is true, and so be justified in accepting it as a premise
in an argument, even though (unbeknownst to everyone at the time) it is false.
Against Hamblin, Johnson defends what he calls “the truth requirement,” on
three grounds. Theorist who reject truth as a criterion of premises still use the
concept of truth, for instance in tests of relevance, as when they propose such
accounts as, “A is probabitively relevant to B just when the truth of A makes a
difference to the truth of B.” Truth is at work in various theoretical terms, for
instance ‘inconsistency,’ as in “two propositions are inconsistent if they cannot
both be true at the same time.” And the truth requirement figures in metatheory.
(See Johnson 2000, 197-199.) But Johnson never says what exactly “the truth
requirement” is. If he means there is a need to use the concept of truth in argument evaluation and in theorizing about it, he makes a strong case. But it follows
from none of his arguments that for an argument to count as a good one, its
premises must be true.
Hamblin opted for “acceptance” instead of truth—that is, a premise is acceptable if the recipient of the argument accepts it. As I read the PragmaDialectical theory (van Eemeren and Grootendorst 2004), it endorses a modification of Hamblin’s view, namely, that if both the arguer and the recipient of the
argument accept the premise, then it is acceptable for their argument. Against
the acceptance criterion it has been argued that it makes the virtue of premises in
any argument relative to the particular arguers, so that patently false propositions can in principle count as good premises if the arguers are ill informed
enough to accept them.
What seems to me to be at issue in the conflict between “truth” and “acceptance” is a disagreement over the proper use of arguments. One use is as a tool
of dialogue partners one (or both) of whom is (or are) attempting, using reason,
to get the other to change his or her mind. The other is as a means of justifying a
belief or (other) attitude or a choice or decision. These have been called the
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“dialectical” and “epistemological” uses of argument, respectively, but those labels are misleading, since both are dialectical in that objections and replies play
roles in both, and the latter is the use of argument not only to justify knowledge
claims or belief claims, but attitudes and choices as well. I will call them, respectively, the use of argument to persuade and the use of argument to justify.
I do not see the necessity of choosing between these two uses of argument,
for we use them for both purposes and each in its place seems perfectly legitimate. In the case of persuasion, the norms of acceptance are of course relative to
and determined by the participants. In the case of justification, the point of the
argument is not to establish what follows from the audience’s commitments, but
what follows from what the audience is justified in accepting.
Popperians contend justification reduces to persuasion, since, in their view,
justification requires the impossible assumption of a foundation for knowledge,
belief, attitude or choice and deductively valid inferences from it. Absent the
possibility of grounding arguments independently, we are left with the beliefs or
commitments of interlocutors as the only starting points of argument. However,
this epistemology was framed for scientific theories, and, quite apart from its
controversial standing in that theatre, its application to all kinds of claims is
problematic. Popperianism also presupposes, in its Humean skepticism about
induction, that the only legitimate norm of inference adequacy is deductive validity, which also is problematic—given, for instance, the wide use and acceptance of defeasible arguments.
On the other hand, the insistence that “mere persuasion” is irrational, an
abuse of the rational ideal of argumentation, seems equally dubious. Showing
someone that, given his other commitments, he is bound by norms of reasoning
he accepts to accept a claim in dispute seems, on the face of it, eminently reasonable, even in cases when those other anchoring commitments are implausible, or even demonstrably false. Perhaps one ought not to take advantage of another’s stupidity, and use it to persuade him to accept claims against his interests, but that is a moral judgement, not an edict of rationality. Moreover, in
many contexts, such as in the realms of politics and social policy, arguably a
doctrine of caveat emptor is preferable to one of paternalism.
There are two orientations from which to judge a premise’s acceptability.
One is the perspective of the person presenting the argument. In using arguments to persuade, the arguer must decide what it is reasonable to expect the audience to accept. In using arguments to justify, the arguer must decide what
grounds for the claim it is reasonable to for him or her to accept and then which
of those grounds the audience can be brought to recognize as worthy of acceptance. The other orientation is that of the person to whom the argument is addressed. From the recipient’s vantage point, in both cases the question is the
same. We ideally want the premises we accept to be true or have analogous
standing for premises that don’t have a truth value, but in practice that means we
want premises that it seems to us in the circumstances reasonable to believe
(think to be true), reasonable for us to accept. Here all the considerations discussed in the literature come into play. If the arguer presents a premise as a matter of his or another’s testimony, is that testimony reliable? If the premise is
based on someone’s authority, are there any reasons to question that authority?
If the premise is a value judgement, were the appropriate criteria and standards
employed in arriving at it? And so on.4
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The standards to which premises are held in fact vary with the circumstances of the argument, and that is appropriate. For example, if the conclusion
is “meteorological conditions are excellent,” and the premise is, “Meteorologists
say so,” we scrutinize the authority much more carefully if our purpose in knowing the conclusion is to launch a satellite rocket than if it is to proceed with an
informal family picnic.
In sum, acceptability as the criterion the each premise of an argument must
satisfy if the argument is to count as a good one has some content, but the concept is largely a place holder. Depending on the type of premise and the circumstances of the argument, from the recipient’s vantage point the norms of acceptability will vary. From the arguer’s orientation, the same will be true for the use
of arguments to justify, but for the use of arguments to persuade, an acceptable
premise is a premise the audience will accept.

4. Sufficiency
It has been argued that, like relevance, sufficiency is ambiguous between
the sufficiency of the immediate argument—the argument whose premises directly support the conclusion—and dialectical sufficiency, a property of the argument in relation to objections that have been or might be leveled against it.
But there is a problem in specifying the conditions of dialectical sufficiency,
since an infinite regress threatens if every possible objection must be answered,
yet avoiding it seems to require placing an arbitrary limit to the amount of support required.
If there is a question whether enough support for the conclusion is provided,
there are various ways to beef up the argument to try to remove it. One is to
supply more evidence of the kind already presented. (Example: She comes from
a huge family. She has ten brothers and sisters. Need more? She has fifteen
aunts and uncles including both her mother’s and father’s sisters and brothers,
and not counting their spouses. Need more? She has twenty-one nieces and
nephews and forty-seven first cousins.) Another is to supply other kinds of evidence. (Example: We should hire her. Her academic credentials are outstanding.
Need more? Her academic credentials are significantly better than those of any
other applicant. Need more? She has several years of experience doing this kind
of work successfully. Need more? She comes highly recommended by people
whose judgement we respect. Need more? She would bring to the firm kinds of
experience that we are lacking and need. Need more? She would probably stay
with the firm and not want to move elsewhere after a few years. Need more?
Several of our people have worked with her and found her cooperative and efficient, a really pleasant person to deal with.)
But the sufficiency of the amount of evidence provided will be determined
differently for persuasive arguments than for arguments used to justify. In justificatory arguments it might be very important to be as confident as possible that
the added evidence is true, and if so, strengthening the argument can require,
besides the additional premises, also in each case the reasons for thinking them
to be true. In persuasive arguments with a non-interacting audience, the arguer
must try to judge how much evidence the audience will need to be convinced.
With an interacting the audience, it will be enough to ask the audience whether
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it has been convinced. Also, the hesitations or doubts of an interacting audience
can be dealt with when and as they arise, and the arguer can stop replying to objections when there are no more objections to answer. The case is more complicated for justificatory arguments. The objective then is to produce grounds that
would justify anyone—or, at least anyone with the knowledge to understand the
relevant issues and the difficulties that face the claim being defended, indexed as
appropriate for the claim in question.5
Johnson has sought to produce a general account of the extent to which an
arguer producing justification ought to respond to objections or challenges (see
2000, 2002, 2003). My own view is that where there are fields of knowledge or
expertise, each one will have its own expectations and these might well differ
from field to field. For example, such fields as psychology, with a history of different theoretical approaches being carried forward independently of one another, the proponent of a claim within one perspective would not be expected to
respond to all the objections that might be raised from contending approaches.
An experimental psychologist doesn’t have to refute the psychoanalytic approach each time he or she justifies an hypothesis. Also, it is to be expected that
the bar will get raised the more that hangs on the claim in question. Defending a
conjecture requires answering doubts about its plausibility, whereas defending a
new theory requires answering doubts about its truth. So I am skeptical that a
general account of dialectical obligation for justificatory arguments can be provided.
In sum, as with acceptability as a criterion, the criterion of sufficiency, for
justificatory arguments, is best seen as a placeholder for whatever version and
standards of sufficiency are appropriate for the particular situation in question.

5. Other objections
Some argue that the entire logical perspective is misconceived, and should
be replaced by a dialectical one. Their contention is that argumentation is dialectical in the respect that it is essentially, or best conceived to be, an exchange between role-bearers—the proponent and opponent of a claim. Arguments are derivative of, conceptually dependent upon, argumentation. They are abstractions
from it. Consequently, the normative question is what constitutes good argumentation, and arguments are “good” just when they contribute to good or wellordered argumentation. The criteria for good premises or good inferences in arguments will be thus based on what norms for premises and for inferences are
required if argumentation is to function well or appropriately. Something like
this, I take it, is implied by the Pragma-Dialectical theory. According to the rules
for the ideal model of a Critical Discussion in that theory, a premise is acceptable if it meets the test that the interlocutors agree premises should meet, and
similarly an inference is acceptable if it meets the test the interlocutors agree inferences should meet. And such tests are justified if they lead to argumentation
reaching its goal—the well-ordered resolution of a difference of opinion.
However, it is possible to agree that argumentation is dialectical without
conceding that the norms for all uses of arguments derive from argumentation.
Not every understanding of argumentation in dialectical terms implies the
Pragma-Dialectical theory. It is possible to take the opposite position from the
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one it takes, and to hold that argumentation is well ordered, at least in part, when
the arguments used in it are logically good ones. The Pragma-Dialectical theory
is a model for persuasive arguments, and I have endorsed a similar if not identical account of premise acceptability and sufficiency in spelling out how I now
think these criteria should be understood for the use of arguments to persuade.
But for arguments used to justify there are norms that are independent of the
preferences of those participating.
I do think that the dialectical perspective requires a reconceptualization of
the concept of a good argument, and that is implied by the revision of the sufficiency criterion that I propose above. An argument might be a single unit of
premises supporting a claim, but it might equally be several such units independently supporting that claim. On one way of counting, there would be several
arguments, however they all have the same conclusion. But such a single argument or group of arguments with the same conclusion would be inadequate if
there were objections offered or known or easy to anticipate that were not answered. Nor would it be adequate if there were arguments for the denial of the
conclusion that were not rebutted. So, sufficiency in the sense of enough evidence or reasons to justify the recipient in seriously considering being influenced by the argument might well require not a single argument but a phalanx of
them—an entire case in support of the claim in question. The notion of “a” single argument being a good one all by itself has to be modified. Occasionally, a
nice tight little one-argument proof will be all that is required, but more typically
there will be the need for a case for the claim.
Others argue that both logic and dialectic are the wrong starting points, and
instead the basic perspective should be rhetorical. As I understand it, this critique does not deny that there are logical criteria of good arguments, nor does it
reject the value of the dialectical perspective, but it holds that the logical criteria
and dialectical norms are usually less illuminating than rhetorical considerations
in identifying the merits of arguments. Here is how Tindale expresses this view:
While they [logic or product, dialectic or procedure and rhetoric or process]
can be discussed and studied in isolation, in actual argumentative contexts
we might expect each to be present, and a complete theory of argument will
accommodate the relationships among the three. Still, it is the rhetorical that
must provide the foundations for that theory, and it will influence how we
understand and deal with the logical and the dialectical in any particular
case. (2004, 7)
I am sympathetic with this view if it is applied to the interpretation of discourse. When seeking to appreciate what is occurring in an episode of communication, we need to consider factors such as the author’s purposes, the author’s
analysis of his or her audience, the occasion on which the communication occurs, various elements of the situation such as the forum, practical limits on time
or length, and so on—all of which are rhetorical features of the communication.
I tried to do this in spelling out my expanded interpretation of the McDonald’s
argument about changing the OED definition of ‘McJob.’ I claimed, you will
recall, that it was unlikely that McDonald’s objective was to persuade the OED
to change its definition, and that its (flawed) argument to that effect was proba-
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bly a smokescreen to hide other objectives. This was a rhetorical analysis of the
McDonald’s communication.
However, granting the importance of a rhetorical analysis to an understanding of discourse, the person who is the target of argumentative communication
has in the end to decide whether to be influenced by its arguments. Do they provide him or her with good and sufficient reason to alter or reinforce his or her
beliefs or attitudes? To answer that question, the recipient of the argumentation
must assess the logical and dialectical merits of the case made. Do the grounds
offered really have any probative bearing on the claim(s) in question? Are the
relevant grounds offered acceptable? Do the offered reasons provide sufficient
probative force? Are the plausible reasons for hesitation or doubt about the
claim and the arguments offered for it adequately answered? None of these is a
question about the rhetoric of the argumentation.
There is one respect in which an appreciation of rhetoric can enhance these
critical questions testing the logical and dialectical adequacy of arguments. The
recipient wants to judge the case on its merits, and not be impaired by irrelevant
attitudes that might cloud his or her judgement and that might be due to rhetorical effects. “Am I being unduly influence by sympathy for the fate of the people
involved? Is my identification with this point of view causing me to be too critical of its challengers or too uncritical of its defenders? Am I being unduly impressed by the ethos of the arguer, or of the authorities he cites, or is the lack of
ethos of the proponent causing me to undervalue her arguments?” The recipient
needs to be aware of the various ways the rhetorical features of the situation and
the presentation might prevent or impair an assessment of the merits of the case
advanced in the argumentation. So sensitivity to rhetoric can come into play not
in determining the probative merits of the arguments but in ensuring that those
merits are appropriately appreciated.

6. Conclusion
To conclude, I turn to the question with which I began: should relevance,
acceptability and sufficiency be retained as the criteria of good arguments, and if
so, in what form? The considerations reviewed above seem to me to warrant a
“yes,” but a much-qualified “yes.”
First, the primary role of relevance is in the interpretation of discourse and
judgements of probative relevance are used to identify the components of arguments to be found therein. A secondary role for relevance judgements is to identify parts of the discourse that the author clearly intends to contribute probatively to an argument but that in fact fail to do so. Both sorts of judgement are
contestable and since there is a presumption in favour of alleged relevance, the
onus rests with the critic to back up the allegation of irrelevance with arguments.
The critic will argue that any warrant that might be proposed to support the probative value of the premise(s) in question is indefensible; the person who endorses the argument will argue that the inference has a defensible warrant. The
point is not so much that a logically good argument will have relevant premises
as that an argument will have relevant premises, and an argument with purportedly relevant premises that are in fact not probative is, in that respect, not a bad
argument but no argument at all (like an unfunny joke).
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Second, both acceptability and sufficiency are best understood as placeholders. In the case of acceptability, the use to which the argument is being put
makes a difference. With arguments used to persuade, the premises the parties
accept will thereby be acceptable. With arguments used to justify, the general
test is that the premise be reasonable to accept. Premises known to be true
clearly meet that test, but so will premises that are probable or plausible under
certain conditions. But what makes a proposition probable or plausible will vary
according to the subject matter. Moreover, how high the standard should be will
also vary with the circumstances of the argument. Hence, although it is true that
for an argument to be a good one its premises must be acceptable, that is the beginning of the story, not the end.
Similarly for sufficiency. There can be no quarrel with the position that a
good argument will provide enough evidence to make it reasonable to take the
conclusion seriously on the basis of it, because that formula leaves unspecified
how to decide what counts as enough. Special fields such as the various sciences
or professions will have standards peculiar to them for arguments about their
subject matters. General guidelines for such things as the credibility of testimony or the trustworthiness of one’s own experience can be and have been formulated. As with acceptability, the standards will also vary with the circumstances: the more it matters to be right, the higher the quality and quantity of
evidence is needed. Thorough arguments will have a dialectical dimension as
well, with objections to the thesis or to the arguments for it acknowledged and
answers to them provided.
Third, a complication that I have only alluded to is that the merits of an argument can be assessed from any of three vantage points. The person advancing
the argument will try to judge what a good argument for his or her purposes
would be. What will persuade, or what will justify? The person considering accepting the argument needs to decide whether it makes a good case for the conclusion. And third parties can find themselves wanting or needing to judge the
merits of arguments others offer some audience. For example, a student’s grades
or a job-applicant’s prospects can depend on the quality of the arguments found
in his or her work but not directed at the assessor.
Finally, I have contended that bringing into play the dialectical and rhetorical perspectives enriches the ways relevance, acceptability and sufficiency are
interpreted and applied, but does not supplant them or imply their rejection. Besides bringing to bear considerations of presumption and burden of proof that
bear on the application of all three criteria, the dialectical perspective is essential
in judging sufficiency. The rhetorical perspective is essential for the hermeneutics of argumentative discourse, and for monitoring the independence of one’s
own argument assessments.
In a nutshell, the three “criteria” remain useful as ways of organizing our
thinking about the qualities of a good argument, but in the light of 30 years of
research and reflection, they must be hedged with qualifications and supplemented by an appreciation of the complexities of arguments and their uses.
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Endnotes
1

In Local Self-Defense we put the letters in the order, “R-S-A.” Nothing here
depends on the order in which the terms or letters are placed.
2
I need to warn the reader who might be under the mistaken impression that
Johnson and Blair are a tag-team, either of whom can be a stand-in for the other,
and each of whom speaks for the other. Although we agree about a great deal,
have co-authored frequently and continue to do so, and often convince one another in conversation, we are in fact independent scholars who do not agree
about everything. When either of us writes under his own name alone, the responsibility for what is written belongs exclusively to that author.
3
I want to acknowledge that this objection was first brought to my attention by
Harvey Siegel, but I cannot find the published source, and it might have been
communicated originally in correspondence or conversation.
4
The most thorough and careful treatment of acceptability from an epistemological perspective is Freeman’s recent Acceptable Premises (2005).
5
For instance, arguments for a claim that consists of a revolutionary new scientific theory will have to be indexed for scientists and scientific knowledge and
beliefs in that field around that historical moment, but not for scientists of earlier
eras and not for non-scientists or scientists in completely different fields.
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Insight into the strategic design of argumentative discourse can be gained by incorporating insight from rhetoric into a dialectical framework of analysis. Such insight can
be of help in explaining the misleading character of the fallacies. After Hamblin revealed in Fallacies (1970) the inadequacy of the Logical Standard Treatment of the fallacies, one of the alternative treatments that were proposed was the pragma-dialectical
approach in which the fallacies are viewed as violations of rules for critical discussion.
Van Eemeren and Houtlosser take this approach a step further by viewing argumentative moves as forms of "strategic manoeuvring" aimed at realizing at the same time a
dialectical and a rhetorical aim. They analyse the fallacies as derailments of legitimate
ways of strategic maneuvering in which -without any notification - aiming for rhetorical effectiveness ("persuasiveness") has gained the upper hand over maintaining dialectical standards ("critical reasonableness").
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1. Introduction
The subject we are dealing with in this paper – fallacies in argumentative
exchanges – is a crucial topic in the study of argumentation. In our opinion, the
way in which the fallacies are treated can even be seen as the “acid test” for any
normative theory of argumentation.
Let us first turn to some real-life examples of fallacies, so that it becomes
clear what the subject of our paper involves.
The first example – noticed by Douglas Walton – is a paradigm case of the
fa llacious personal attack known as the argumentum ad hominem, here appearing in its abusive variant. The example is taken from an exchange that took
place in the Canadian House of Commons in 1970. Prime Minister Trudeau had
been asked to consider using a Jet-star government plane to send an informationgathering team to Biafra and he responded negatively by saying:
“It would have to refuel in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean . . .”
Whereupon the Member of Parliament Mr. Hees – known for his drinking
habits – retaliated by raising a point of order:
“On a point of order, Mr. Speaker, I bought the plane for the government
and I know it can make the flight with the proper stops on the way . . .”
Mr. Trudeau then finished this exchange off by making the following remark:
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“I do not think it would have to stop if the hon. Member went along and
breathed into the tank.”
By insinuating that the honorable Member Mr. Hees is habitually drunk, the
Prime Minister introduces here a textbook example of a direct personal attack,
which was in this case killing. The example nicely illustrates how humor can be
brought to bear not only to enliven the discussion and make it more relaxed, but
also to get away with fallacies.
The next example comes from an interview with the Dutch politician Femke
Halsema, who is the leader of the Green Left Party. Like in other European
countries, it became an issue in The Netherlands last year whether or not citizens
of Turkish descent are prepared to recognize that in Turkey an Armenian genocide took place at the beginning of the twentieth century. When asked in a radio
interview whether any of the Turkish members of her Green Left Party would
have any problems with this recognition, Ms. Halsema replied:
“We don’t have that kind of members because that would be bad for the
party, wouldn’t it?”
The fallacy in the reasoning here is that Ms. Halsema just assumes that
something is the case, that is: that her party does not have members who deny
the Armenian genocide, because she wants it to be the case – a variant of the fallacy that is called argumentum ad consequentiam.
For our last example we turn to the “Nigeria Spam Letters” (analyzed by
Manfred Kienpointner, 2006). As you will probably know, these Spam Letters
were e-mail messages that were sent to a great many people in recent years to
ask them for their assistance in transferring enormous amounts of money to the
sender. Referring to the number of the section of the Nigerian law that forbids
these fraudulent practices, they are now simply called “419 letters.” In one of
these 419 letters, a barrister who calls himself Michael Chris presents himself as
the legal adviser to an American couple called Mr. and Mrs. Brown. Mr. Chris
informs the addressee that the Browns had lived in Nigeria for 30 years before,
in 2002, they died in a plane crash – the kind of tragic story that is usually told
in 419 letters. The Browns, says Mr. Chris, had no children and were good
Christians. In his last will, Mr. Brown had asked Mr. Chris to sell all his property and give it to a ministry “for the work of God.” Mr. Chris confesses that
first he had wanted to embezzle the money (13,800.000 USD), but later he had
“an encounter with Christ,” and, “as a born again Christian,” started to read the
Bible. He now wants to fulfill Mr. Brown’s last will. Looking for a good Christian, Mr. Chris took refuge to the Internet and experienced what could be called
a miracle: “after my fervent prayer over it, […] you were nominated to me
through divine revelation from God.”
Nigeria Spam Letters like this one appeal first of all to greed and have had a
considerable impact on people who wanted to have a share in the money and
therefore, as requested, sent money of their own to set the African capital free. It
will be clear that it is not just an intellectual challenge but also an important social task to unmask the kind of fallacies upon which the success of these letters
is based – in this case, for instance, a profane appeal to God that amounts to an
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abuse of authority known as the argumentum ad verecundiam. Although in Ms.
Halsema’s and Mr. Trudeau’s case it may not be possible to calculate so precisely how many dollars their fallacies cost, viewed in the light of the need for
guarding the quality of public discourse and our democratic proceedings, their
significance may be even be greater.

2. Hamblin’s revolution in the study of fallacies
From Antiquity onwards, the fallacies have been an important object of
study. Aristotle examined them extensively, both in his dialectical and in his
rhetorical studies. In the Topics, Aristotle’s treatise on dialectic, he placed the
fallacies in the context of a debate between the attacker and the defender of a
thesis in which the attacker attacks the thesis and the defender defends it. The
attacker can win the debate first of all by refuting the defender’s thesis. Aristotle
discusses correct moves the attacker can make to refute the defender’s thesis as
well as incorrect moves that he considers fallacious. Among the fallacious
moves is, for instance, petitio principii – the circular way of reasoning used in
“begging the question,” and in Aristotle’s analysis a fallacious move because it
assumes the truth of the thesis, which is precisely what is the issue of the dispute. In general, in Aristotle’s dialectical perspective, fallacies are false moves
employed in the attacker’s efforts to refute the defender’s thesis. In Sophistical
Refutations, Aristotle deals with the false ways of refuting a thesis that he ascribed to the popular debate experts known as the Sophists – hence the epithet
“sophism.” In his Rhetoric, Aristotle discusses from a rhetorical perspective
some fallacious refutations that are only apparent refutations.
The fallacies have remained a popular subject of study and in the course of
time a number of “new” fallacies were discovered. Although in the nineteenth
century the dialectical perspective was, largely due to the huge influence of
bishop Whateley, replaced by a much broader logical perspective, the newly
discovered fallacies were just added to the Aristotelian list. The Latin names that
were given to many of them may suggest that they stem from the classical tradition, but this is not the case. The name argumentum ad hominem, for instance,
comes from the seventeenth century philosopher John Locke.
In 1970, the Australian philosopher Charles Hamblin caused a revolution in
the study of fallacies through the publication of his book Fallacies. After having
studied the leading logical textbooks, Hamblin was struck by the similarities between the treatments of the fallacies in the various textbooks. Each of the textbooks presented more or less the same list of fallacies and the fallacies were always explained in more or less the same way. Very often even the same examples were used. Hamblin suspected that the one author was just copying the
other, without any further reflection.
Hamblin observed that the “Standard Treatment” he had detected in the
textbooks started from a Logical Standard Definition in which the fallacies were
described as arguments that seem valid but are in fact not valid. Strangely, however, the treatment of the fallacies that was actually given was highly inconsistent with this definition. A great many of the fallacies that were treated in the
logical textbooks were in fact no arguments, such as the argumentum ad
hominem, or arguments that were certainly not invalid, such as “circular reason-
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ing,” and there were also cases in which the fallacy that was described was not
productive for an entirely different reason than invalidity, such as the argumentum ad verecundiam.
It will be no surprise that these observations caused a lot of turmoil, although open-minded argumentation theorists saw immediately that Hamblin was
right. Gradually they came to share all his objections to the Logical Standard
Definition of the fallacies. Nowadays, most argumentation theorists no longer
consider “logical validity” the sole criterion for fallaciousness. They also tend to
agree that including a word like “seems” in the definition of fallacies, as happens in the Standard Definition, brings in an undesirable amount of psychologistic subjectivity. A certain argument may seem OK to us, but why would it seem
OK to you if you know that it is invalid or otherwise false?
In spite of their pertinence, Hamblin’s devastating criticisms were not always effective in practice. Let us first mention two extremely unproductive reactions. First, there were the leading logical textbooks: They were in most cases
reprinted without any attempt being made to deal seriously with Hamblin’s objections. Perhaps the authors thought that their textbooks were selling well as it
was – and what did their students know about Hamblin? The opposite extreme
reaction to Hamblin consists of abandoning the treatment of the fallacies altogether (e.g., Lambert and Ulrich, 1980).
Besides these two extreme reactions one could have imagined that, as a third
option, an easy way-out had been chosen by maintaining the Logical Standard
Definition of the fallacies as it is and leaving all fallacies out of one’s treatment
that this definition does not cover, such as the argumentum ad hominem. Argumentation theorists, however, do not seem prepared, just for the sake of theoretical purity, to throw the baby out with the bathwater and leave the problems of the
fallacies unresolved.
3. Woods and Walton’s formal analysis and Walton’s later analysis
Fortunately, Hamblin’s book Fallacies was also a source of inspiration to
those argumentation scholars who wanted to develop a constructive alternative to
the way in which the fallacies were approached in the logical Standard Treatment
(see Hansen and Pinto, 1995). In North America, the most continuous and extensive post-Hamblin contribution to the study of the fallacies was made by the Canadian logicians and fallacy theorists John Woods and Douglas Walton. In a series of co-authored articles and books, they substantiated their remedy for the
Standard Treatment by calling on more sophisticated logics (see Woods and
Walton, 1989). Their first starting point is that fallacies can generally be analyzed with the help of logical systems, so that successful analyses of a great
many fallacies will have features that qualify those analyses as formal in the
sense that they introduce concepts that are described by employing the technical
vocabulary or the formal structures of a system of logic or some other formal
theory. This preoccupation with formality is a limitation of the Woods-Walton
approach that was not maintained in the studies of the fallacies that were later on
independently undertaken by Walton (1987, 1992, 1995, 1998, 1999).
A second typical feature of the Woods-Walton approach is that it is pluralistic because in their view each fallacy must be treated in its own way. In our
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opinion, a major disadvantage of this starting point is that it makes the approach
ad hoc. It is ad hoc, because the more or less arbitrary list of fallacies that is
handed down by history and recorded in the literature is, without much further
ado, taken as the point of departure – a point of departure that Walton has always
maintained, in spite of the fact that the list is not systematic, let alone theoretically motivated. Since this approach is combined with giving a different theoretical treatment of each individual fallacy, the Woods-Walton approach is also ad
hoc in another sense. If each fallacy gets its own theoretical treatment, each
treatment has its own peculiarities and the various treatments of the fallacies can
be at variance with each other. In his later studies, Walton (1995, 1998) opts for
a more unifying approach to the fallacies.

4. Fallacies as violations of rules for critical discussion
In our view, the theorizing about fallacies has to start from a general and coherent perspective on argumentative discourse that provides a common rationale
to all studies of the fallacies. Because a theory of errors cannot be constructed
independently, a theory of fallacies must be an integral part of a normative theory of argumentation that provides the standards for sound argumentative discourse. The theoretical account of the fallacies should be systematically related
to these standards in such a way that it is in all cases clear why the fallacies are
fallacious.
Following on from Hamblin, in Europe some theories of argumentation were
developed in the early 1980s that relate the fallacies systematically to standards
for sound argumentation. These theories are dialectical theories of argumentation
that share a “critical rationalist” perspective on argumentative discourse in which
the fallibility of all human thought is the fundamental starting point. First there
was Formal Dialectics, developed by Else Barth and Erik Krabbe (1982), and
second came the Pragma-Dialectical Theory of Argumentation developed by
Frans van Eemeren and Rob Grootendorst (van Eemeren and Grootendorst 1984,
1992, 2004) and later extended by Frans van Eemeren and Peter Houtlosser
(2002, 2003, 2004). Because Barth and Krabbe’s formal dialectics does not deal
with the identification of fallacies in ordinary argumentative discourse, we shall
concentrate on the pragma-dialectical theory. This theory links up with formal
dialectics, but it starts from the conviction that the fallacies can only be properly
understood if argumentative discourse is also viewed pragmatically from a communicative and interactional perspective.
Pragma-dialectics starts from the simplest argumentative situation: a speaker
or writer advances a standpoint and acts as “protagonist” of that standpoint, and a
listener or reader expresses doubt with regard to the standpoint and acts as “antagonist.” In the discussion that develops, the two parties try to find out whether
the protagonist’s standpoint can withstand the antagonist’s criticism. After the
antagonist has expressed doubt or other kinds of criticism, the protagonist puts
forward argumentation in defense of the standpoint. If he judges that there is reason to do so, the antagonist reacts critically to the protagonist’s argumentation. If
the protagonist is again confronted with critical reactions on the part of the antagonist, his attempt at legitimizing or refuting the proposition involved in the
standpoint may be continued by putting forward more argumentation, to which
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the antagonist can react, and so on. In this way there is an interaction between
the speech acts performed by the protagonist and the speech acts performed by
the antagonist that is typical of what we call a “critical discussion.” This interaction can, of course, only lead to the resolution of the difference of opinion if it
proceeds in an adequate fashion. This requires a regulation of the interaction
through rules for critical discussion that specify in which cases the performance
of certain speech acts contributes to the resolution of the difference. It is, in our
view, the task of dialectical argumentation theorists to formulate these rules in
such a way that together they constitute a discussion procedure that is problemvalid as well as conventionally valid. The rules of procedure proposed in
pragma-dialectics are claimed to be problem-valid standards because each of
them contributes in a specific way to solving problems that are inherent in the
process of resolving a difference of opinion; the conventional validity of the
rules has been confirmed by experimental research regarding their intersubjective acceptability (van Eemeren, Garssen and Meuffels 2007). (For an
overview of the rules for critical discussion, see the Appendix.)
A procedure that promotes the resolution of differences of opinion cannot be
exclusively confined to the logical relations by which conclusions are inferred
from premises. It must, as a matter of course, consist of a system of regulations
that cover all the speech acts that need to be carried out to resolve a difference of
opinion. This means that the procedure should relate to all the stages that are to
be distinguished in a critical discussion aimed at resolving a difference of opinion: the “confrontation stage,” in which the difference of opinion is developed,
the “opening stage,” in which the procedural and other starting points are established, the “argumentation stage,” in which argumentation is put forward and
subjected to critical reaction, and the “concluding stage,” in which the outcome
of the discussion is determined.
The rules for conducting a critical discussion cover the entire argumentative
discourse by stating all the norms that are pertinent to resolving a difference of
opinion. In all stages of a critical discussion, the protagonist and the antagonist
of the standpoint at issue must observe all the rules for the performance of
speech acts that are instrumental to resolving the difference. In principle, each of
the pragma-dialectical discussion rules constitutes a distinct standard or norm for
critical discussion. Any move constituting an infringement of any of the rules,
whichever party performs it and at whatever stage in the discussion, is a possible
threat to the resolution of a difference of opinion and must therefore (and in this
particular sense) be regarded as fallacious. In this way the use of the term fallacy
is systematically connected with the rules for critical discussion. (For some of
the fallacies resulting from violating the rules for critical discussion see the Appendix.)
Thus, a fallacy is in the pragma-dialectical approach a hindrance or
impediment for the resolution of a difference of opinion on the merits, and the
specific nature of a particular fallacy depends on the way in which it interferes
with the resolution process. Rather than considering the fallacies as belonging to
an unstructured list of nominal categories inherited from the past, as in the
Standard Treatment, or considering all fallacies to be violations of one and the
same validity norm, as in the logic-centered approaches, the pragma-dialectical
approach differentiates a functional variety of norms.
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This approach enables us, for instance, to treat the case of Mr. Trudeau’s
alluding to the drinking habits of the MP who contradicts him in a more adequate
way. It is obvious that the Prime Minister did not allude to these drinking habits
in order to show that the conclusion of Mr. Hees’s argument does not follow
from its premises. Mr. Trudeau has expressed a standpoint, and his diversionary
allusion to his challenger’s drinking habits enables him to evade defense of that
standpoint. Mr. Trudeau’s allusion is an argumentum ad hominem that violates
the Freedom Rule (Rule 1) by putting Mr. Hees in a position that makes it
practically impossible for him to maintain his opposition. “If Trudeau had not
ridiculed his challenger,” says David Hitchcock, “he would have had to admit
that his challenger was correct and that Trudeau was wrong” (2006: 114).
A comparison shows that fallacies which were traditionally only nominally
lumped together are in our approach either shown to have something in common
or clearly distinguished, whereas genuinely related fallacies that were separated
are now brought together. For instance, two variants are now distinguished of the
argumentum ad populum, the fallacy of regarding something acceptable because
it is considered acceptable by a great many people. The one variant is considered
as a violation of the Relevance Rule that a party may defend its standpoint only
by advancing argumentation related to that standpoint, the other variant as a
violation of the Argument Scheme Rule that a standpoint may not be regarded
conclusively defended if the defense does not take place by means of an
appropriate argument scheme that is used correctly. This analysis shows that
these variants are, in fact, not of the same kind. Among the fallacies that were
separated and are brought together in the pragma-dialectical approach are a
particular variant of ad verecundiam (using an inappropriate (symptomatic)
argument scheme by presenting the standpoint as right because an authority says
it is right) and a particular variant of ad populum (using an inappropriate
(symptomatic) argument scheme by presenting the standpoint as right because
everybody thinks it is right). When they are analyzed as violations of the same
Argument Scheme Rule it becomes clear that, seen from the perspective of
resolving a difference of opinion, these variants are basically of the same kind.
In addition, the pragma-dialectical approach also enables the analysis of thus
far unrecognized and unnamed “new” obstacles to resolving a difference of
opinion on the merits. Examples are declaring a standpoint sacrosanct, a
violation of the Freedom Rule that parties must not prevent each other from
putting forward standpoints or casting doubt on standpoints; evading the burden
of proof and shifting the burden of proof, both violations of the Burden of Proof
Rule that a party who puts forward a standpoint is obliged to defend that
standpoint if asked to; denying an unexpressed premise, a violation of the
Unexpressed Premise Rule that a party may not falsely present something as a
premise that has been left unexpressed or deny a premise that has been left
implicit; and making an absolute of the success of the defense, a violation of the
Closure Rule that a failed defense must only result in the protagonist retracting
the standpoint and a successful defense only in the antagonist retracting his doubt
(van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 2001).
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5. Fallacies as derailments of strategic manoeuvring
Although we can safely claim that Hamblin’s criticisms no longer apply to
the theory of fallacies we have just sketched, this theory is, in our opinion, still
not entirely satisfactory. The reason is that it ignores the intriguing problem of
the persuasiveness that fallacies may have, which is actually the main reason
why they deserve our attention. Although Daniel O’Keefe’s (2006) “metaanalyses” of experimental persuasion studies seem to suggest that, generally
speaking, sound argumentation is more persuasive than fallacious argumentation,
Sally Jackson (1995), for one, wants us to pay attention to the persuasiveness of
the fallacies. In the logical Standard Definition of fallacies as “arguments that
seem valid but are not valid,” the persuasiveness of the fallacies was indicated by
the word “seem,” but since Hamblin (1970: 254) issued the verdict that including
this qualification brings in an undesirable element of subjectivity, the treacherous
character of the fallacies – the Latin word fallax means deceptive or deceitful –
has been ignored and the search for its explanation abandoned. This means that
fallacy theorists are no longer concerned with the question of how fallacies
“work” and why they so often go unnoticed. We think that the pragma-dialectical
theory of argumentation can remedy this neglect if it is first enriched by insight
from rhetoric.
Before turning to the rhetorical extension of the pragma-dialectical theory, it
is worth emphasizing that combining dialectical and rhetorical insight is not as
unproblematic as one might think. Since the Scientific Revolution in the 17th
century – starting, in fact, already with Ramus – there has been, in spite of their
initial connection in Antiquity, a sharp ideological division between dialectic and
rhetoric. This division has resulted in the existence of two separate and mutually
isolated paradigms, conforming to different perspectives on argumentation,
which are generally considered incompatible. Rhetoric became a field for scholars of communication, language and literature in the humanities and social sciences while dialectic became the province of logic and science – but almost disappeared from sight after the formalization of logic in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century. Although the dialectical approach to argumentation has
been taken up again in the second half of the twentieth century, there was for a
long time – and, to a large extent, there still is – a yawning conceptual and communicative gap between argumentation theorists opting for a dialectical perspective and argumentation theorists with a rhetorical perspective. In the last decade,
however, serious efforts have been made to overcome the sharp and infertile division between dialectic and rhetoric (see van Eemeren and Houtlosser 2002).
The inclusion of rhetorical insight in the pragma-dialectical theory that we have
brought about is one of these efforts to bridge the gap between dialectic and
rhetoric (van Eemeren and Houtlosser, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005).
We observed that in argumentative discourse, whether it takes place orally
or in writing, it is not the arguers’ sole aim to conduct the discussion in a way
that is considered reasonable, but also to achieve the outcome that is from their
point of view the best result. The arguers’ rhetorical attempts to make things go
their way is, as it were, incorporated in their dialectical efforts to resolve the difference of opinion in accordance with proper standards for a critical discussion.
This means in practice that at every stage of the resolution process the parties
may be presumed to be at the same time out for the optimal rhetorical result at
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that point in the discussion and to hold to the dialectical objective of the discussion stage concerned. In their efforts to reconcile the simultaneous pursuit of
these two aims, which may at times be at odds, the arguers make use of what we
have termed strategic manoeuvring. This strategic manoeuvring is directed at
diminishing the potential tension between jointly pursuing a “dialectical” and a
“rhetorical” aim.
Strategic manoeuvring manifests itself in three aspects of the moves that are
made in the argumentative discourse, which can be distinguished only analytically: “topical choice,” “audience adaptation,” and “presentational design.”
Topical choice refers to the specific selection that is made in each of the various
moves from the topical potential – the set of dialectical options – available at the
discussion stage concerned, audience adaptation involves framing one’s moves
in a perspective that agrees with the audience, and presentational design concerns the selection that the speaker or writer makes from the existing repertoire
of presentational devices. In their strategic manoeuvring aimed at steering the
argumentative discourse their way without violating any critical standards in the
process, both parties may be considered to be out to make the most convenient
topical selection, to appeal in the strongest way to their audience, and to adopt
the most effective presentation.
A clearer understanding of strategic manoeuvring in argumentative discourse can be gained by examining how the rhetorical opportunities available in
a dialectical situation are exploited in argumentative practice. Each of the four
stages in the process of resolving a difference of opinion is characterized by having a specific dialectical objective. Because, as a matter of course, the parties
want to realize these objectives to the best advantage of the position they have
adopted, every dialectical objective has its rhetorical analogue. As a consequence, the specification of the rhetorical aims the participants in the discourse
are presumed to have must take place according to dialectical stage. This is the
methodological reason why the study of strategic manoeuvring that we propose
boils down to a systematic integration of rhetorical insight in a dialectical – in
our case, pragma-dialectical – framework of analysis.
In each discussion stage, the rhetorical goals of the participants will be dependent on – and therefore run parallel with – their dialectical goals, because in
each stage they are out to achieve the dialectical results that serve their rhetorical
purposes best. What kind of advantages can be gained by strategic manoeuvring
depends on the particular stage one is in. In the confrontation stage, for instance,
the dialectical objective is to achieve clarity concerning the issues that are at
stake and the positions the parties assume. Each party’s strategic manoeuvring
will therefore be aimed at directing the confrontation rhetorically towards a definition of the difference that highlights precisely the issues this party wants to
discuss. In the opening stage, the dialectical objective is to establish an unambiguous point of departure consisting of inter-subjectively accepted procedural and
material starting points. As a consequence, the strategic manoeuvring by the parties will be aimed at establishing rhetorically procedural starting points that secure an opportune allocation of the burden of proof and combine having desirable discussion rules with having material starting points that involve helpful
concessions by the other party. In the argumentation stage, where the standpoints
at issue are challenged and defended, the dialectical objective is to test, starting
from the point of departure established in the opening stage, the tenability of the
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standpoints that shaped the difference of opinion in the confrontation stage. Depending on the positions they have taken, the parties will manoeuvre strategically
to engineer rhetorically the most convincing case – or the most effective attack,
as the case may be. In the concluding stage, the dialectical objective of determining if, and in whose favour, the difference of opinion has been resolved leads to
strategic manoeuvring aimed at enforcing victory for the sake of the party concerned by effectuating rhetorically either the conclusion that the protagonist may
maintain his standpoint in view of the criticisms that were made or that the antagonist may maintain his doubt in view of the argumentation that was advanced.
Although, in our view, in strategic manoeuvring the pursuit of dialectical objectives can go well together with the realization of rhetorical aims, this – of
course – does not automatically mean that the two objectives will in the end always be in perfect balance. If a party allows its commitment to a critical exchange of argumentative moves to be overruled by the aim of persuading the opponent, we say that the strategic manoeuvring has got “derailed.” Such derailments occur when a rule for critical discussion has been violated. In that case,
trying to realize the rhetorical aim has gained the upper hand – at the expense of
achieving the dialectical objective. Because derailments of strategic manoeuvring always involve violating a rule for critical discussion, they are on a par
with the wrong moves in argumentative discourse designated as fallacies.
Viewed from this perspective, fallacies are violations of critical discussion rules
that come about as derailments of strategic manoeuvring.
The difference between manifestations of strategic manoeuvring that are legitimate and manifestations that are fallacious is that in the latter case certain
soundness conditions applying to that way of strategic manoeuvring have not
been met. Each way of strategic manoeuvring has as it were its own continuum
of sound and fallacious acting and the boundaries between the two are not always crystal clear. More often than not, fallacy judgments are in the end contextual judgments that depend on the specific circumstances of situated argumentative acting. The criteria for determining whether or not a certain norm for critical
discussion has been violated may depend on the institutional conventions of the
argumentative activity type concerned, i.e., on how argumentative discourse is
disciplined – referring to precedent, for instance, may be a perfectly legitimate
appeal to authority in a law case but not in a scientific discussion. This does not
mean that there are no clear criteria for determining whether the strategic manoeuvring has gone astray, but only that the specific shape these criteria take
may vary from the one argumentative activity to the other.
This account of the fallacies as derailments of strategic manoeuvring explains why it may, as a matter of course, not be immediately apparent to all concerned that a fallacy has been committed, so that the fallacy may pass unnoticed.
In principle, each fallacy has its sound counterparts that are manifestations of the
same way of strategic manoeuvring. Because, as Sally Jackson (1995) has
pointed out, it is an assumption of reasonableness that a party that manoeuvres
strategically will normally uphold a commitment to the rules of critical discussion, and a presumption of reasonableness is therefore conferred on every discussion move. This assumption is also operative when a particular way of manoeuvring is fallacious.
Deviations from the rules for critical discussion are often hard to detect because none of the parties will be very keen on portraying themselves as being
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unreasonable. It is therefore to be expected that to realize a purpose that is potentially at odds with the objective of a particular discussion rule, rather than resorting to completely different means, they will stick to the dialectical means for
achieving their objective and “stretch” these means in such a way that the other
purpose can be realized as well. Echoing the logical Standard Definition of a fallacy, we can then say that although the strategic manoeuvring seems to comply
with the critical discussion rules, in fact it does not.
Let us now return for a moment to the Nigeria Spam Letters. According to
Manfred Kienpointner, at least some of these letters manage to hide their suspicious nature quite effectively. In Kienpointner’s view, a close look at the strategies that are used in these fraudulent letters confirms the pragma-dialectical insight that fallacious arguments are unsound arguments looking like sound arguments. A case in point is the way in which the authority of God is invoked in the
letter we quoted from at the beginning of this paper. The suggestion that God ordered the writer to send his message is an argumentum ad verecundiam because
God’s authority is for argumentative purposes misused in a way that may escape
the reader’s attention in the context of other appeals to religious authority that
are not necessarily fallacious.

6. A case in point: Argumentation from authority
Now we have characterized the fallacies as violations of rules for critical
discussion which manifest themselves in derailments of strategic manoeuvring
that may easily escape attention because the derailments can be very similar to
sound instances of strategic manoeuvring. To mark the important distinction between non-fallacious and fallacious strategic manoeuvring as clearly as possible,
in our terminology we do not use the same labels indiscriminately for the fallacious as well as the non-fallacious moves, as some others do, but reserve the traditional – often Latinized – names of the fallacies, such as argumentum ad
hominem, for the incorrect and fallacious cases only.
Strategic manoeuvring only derails into fallaciousness if it goes against the
norms for having a reasonable exchange embodied in the rules for critical discussion. This means in practice that the argumentative moves that were made are not
in agreement with the relevant criteria for complying with a particular norm. As
we already observed, these criteria vary to some extent according to the argumentative context and, in so far as this is the case, they are determined by the
soundness conditions the argumentative moves have to fulfill to remain within
the bounds of dialectical reasonableness in the activity type concerned.
As a case in point, while avoiding the use of technical language as much as
possible, we shall discuss the demarcation of non-fallacious and fallacious
moves in a particular way of strategic manoeuvring in the rather open argumentative activity type of an informal conversation. The way of manoeuvring we
have chosen is defending a standpoint by advancing an “argument from authority.” The argument scheme of an argument from authority is a subtype of the
type of argumentation known as “symptomatic argumentation,” which is also
called “sign argumentation.” Argumentation of this type is based on an argument
scheme that present the acceptability of the premise as a sign that the conclusion
is acceptable by establishing a relationship of concomitance between a property
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mentioned in the premise and the property mentioned in the conclusion. Such a
fixed symptomatic association is, for instance, suggested in argumentation such
as “Paul must be a cheese lover, because he is Dutch,” where it is stipulated that
loving cheese goes together with being Dutch. In the case of an argument from
authority, the transition of acceptance is guaranteed by referring in the premise to
an external source that has the knowledge or expertise required for drawing the
conclusion. This happens, for instance, in “The competence for learning a language is innate – Chomsky says so,” but also in the Nigeria Spam Letter argument “My choosing you for helping me solve this problem is the good choice
because God told me to make this choice.”
Like using other arguments from sign, using arguments from authority is potentially a sound way of strategic manoeuvring. In a great many cases we are
fully justified in supporting our claims by referring to an authority that is supposed to know – in argumentative practice this is, in fact, often the only sensible
thing we can do. If we have good reasons to think that the source we are referring to is indeed a good source to rely on in the case concerned and had to be
taken seriously when the observation referred to was made, an appeal to authority can be unproblematic and may even be conclusive. In argumentative practice,
however, strategic manoeuvring by means of arguments from authority can also
derail. An appeal to authority may not be justified in a particular case because
one of the “critical questions” that need to be asked to check if the criteria for
assessing arguments from authority in the activity type concerned have been fulfilled cannot be answered satisfactorily so that the argument violates the Argument Scheme Rule and must be considered an argumentum ad verecundiam.
In different activity types different criteria may apply for complying with the
soundness norm incorporated in the argument-from-authority variant of the Argument Scheme Rule. In the informal activity type of a conversational exchange
it is, in principle, up to the participants to decide what the general conditions are
for sound strategic manoeuvring by arguments from authority. For the purpose of
illustration, we distinguish between three different subtypes of a conversational
exchange, each characterized by its own set of preconditions. In the first subtype,
(1a) the parties in the discussion have agreed beforehand that an appeal to authority is legitimate, and (1b) the agreement allows an appeal to a specific kind
of authority. If the conditions (1a) and (1b) are met in argumentative practice,
then no argumentum ad verecundiam has been committed and using the argument from authority may be regarded as sound strategic manoeuvring. In the
second subtype, (2a) the parties in the discussion have agreed in the second instance that an appeal to authority is legitimate, and (2b) the agreement specifies
to precisely what kind of authority can be appealed. If the conditions (2a) and
(2b) are met in argumentative practice, again, no argumentum ad verecundiam
has been committed and using the argument from authority may be regarded as
sound strategic manoeuvring. In the third subtype, (3) the parties in the discussion have not come to any agreement about the legitimacy of an appeal to authority. If condition (3) is satisfied, no rule for critical discussion has as yet been violated, but the use of the argument from authority may very well introduce a new
topic of discussion concerning its legitimacy. It is not hard to imagine other ways
of strategic manoeuvring carried out in the same activity type or in other activity
types having subtypes that differ in similar ways, so that a similar division of
soundness conditions applies.
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7. Conclusion
By way of conclusion we would like to sum up some of the theoretical
points we have tried to make that go against received views.
(1) Not everything one does not like or that is generally disapproved of,
such as the speculation on greed in the Nigeria Spam Letters, is automatically a
fallacy; this is only so if an argumentative move is made that hinders the resolution of a difference and is therefore dysfunctional in a critical discussion.
(2) Fallacies are not only committed by an arguer violating the logical validity norm in the argumentation stage of a critical discussion, but can be committed
through argumentative moves that violate any of the multi-varied norms that are
instrumental in the resolution process by both parties in all stages of a critical
discussion.
(3) Isolated textbook examples of fallacies are only clear if the argumentative context in which they appear is unequivocal, as may be the case in certain
jokes or absurd cartoons, because fallacies can only be identified in the actual
context of situated argumentative discourse.
(4) The dialectical standards provided by the norms incorporated in the rules
for critical discussion are general – and, who knows, even universal – and not
limited to any particular activity type, but the criteria for determining whether a
certain move agrees with these norms may vary depending on the soundness
conditions prevailing in the context concerned.
(5) Fallacies may in argumentative practice easily go unnoticed, except
when they are caricatures, because derailments of strategic manoeuvring are not
per se fundamentally different from sound strategic manoeuvring.
(6) An important step towards determining the situated conditions that in a
particular stage of the discourse must be satisfied to prevent strategic moves
from derailing is a clear understanding of the typical design of the way of strategic manoeuvring concerned.
(7) In making a fallacious argumentative move an essential boundary is
crossed, irrespective of whether this boundary is absolute or gradual, and it is
important to mark the fallaciousness by giving the fallacy a name that is different
from its sound counterpart.
(8) Fallacies can be so witty that we all like them, but because fallacious
moves are a distraction from a sound resolution process, in order not to go
against the maintenance of reasonableness, we cannot afford to take a lenient attitude towards them. There is no reason, however, to abandon our sense of humor
while being critical.
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Appendix
Pragma-dialectical rules for critical discussion and fallacies

1

Freedom rule
Parties must not prevent each other from putting forward standpoints or
casting doubt on standpoints.

Violations of rule 1 by the protagonist or the antagonist at the confrontation
stage
1
Placing limits on standpoints or doubts
fallacy of declaring standpoints sacrosanct
fallacy of declaring standpoints taboo
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Restricting the other party’s freedom of action
putting the other party under pressure
fallacy of the stick (= argumentum ad baculum)
fallacy of appeal to pity (= argumentum ad misericordiam)
attacking the other party’s person (= argumentum ad hominem)
fallacy of depicting the other party as stupid, bad, unreliable,
etcetera (= direct personal attack/“abusive” variant)
fallacy of casting suspicion on the other party’s motives (=
indirect personal attack/“circumstantial” variant)
fallacy of pointing out a contradiction in the other party’s words
or deeds (= “tu quoque” variant)

Burden-of-proof rule
A party who puts forward a standpoint is obliged to defend it if asked to do
so.

Violations of rule 2 by the protagonist at the opening stage
1
Charging the burden of proof to the other party
*
in a non-mixed difference of opinion, instead of defending his or her own
standpoint the protagonist forces the antagonist to show that the
protagonist’s standpoint is wrong
fallacy of shifting the burden of proof
*
in a mixed difference of opinion the one party does not attempt to defend
his or her standpoint but forces the other party to defend its standpoint
fallacy of shifting the burden of proof
2
Escaping from the burden of proof
*
presenting the standpoint as self-evident
fallacy of evading the burden of proof
*
giving a personal guarantee of the rightness of the standpoint
fallacy of evading the burden of proof
*
immunizing the standpoint against criticism
fallacy of evading the burden of proof

3

Standpoint rule
A party’s attack on a standpoint must relate to the standpoint that has
indeed been advanced by the other party.

Violations of rule 3 by the protagonist or the antagonist at all the discussion
stages
1
Attributing a fictitious standpoint to the other party
*
emphatically putting forward the opposite standpoint
fallacy of the straw man
*
referring to the views of the group to which the opponent belongs
fallacy of the straw man
*
creating a fictitious opponent
fallacy of the straw man
2
Misrepresenting the other party’s standpoint
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taking utterances out of context
fallacy of the straw man
oversimplifying or exaggerating
fallacy of the straw man

Relevance rule
A party may defend his or her standpoint only by advancing argumentation
related to that standpoint.

Violations of rule 4 by the protagonist at the argumentation stage
1
The argumentation has no relation to the standpoint under discussion
fallacy of irrelevant argumentation (= ignoratio elenchi)
2
The standpoint is defended by means other than argumentation
*
non-argumentation
fallacy of playing on the sentiments of the audience (= pathetic
fallacy)
fallacy of parading one’s own qualities (= ethical fallacy/abuse of
authority)

5

Unexpressed premise rule
A party may not falsely present something as a premise that has been left
unexpressed by the other party or deny a premise that he or she has left
implicit.

Violations of rule 5 by the protagonist or the antagonist at the argumentation
stage
1
Adding an unexpressed premise that goes beyond what is warranted
fallacy of magnifying an unexpressed premise
2
Refusing to accept commitment to an unexpressed premise implied by
one’s defense
fallacy of denying an unexpressed premise

6

Starting point rule
No party may falsely present a premise as an accepted starting point, or
deny a premise representing an accepted starting point.

Violations of rule 6 by the protagonist or the antagonist at the argumentation
stage
1
Meddling with the starting points by the protagonist by falsely denying that
something is an accepted starting point
fallacy of falsely denying an accepted starting point
2
Meddling with the starting points by the antagonist by falsely presenting
something as an accepted starting point
fallacy of making unfair use of presuppositions in making
assertions
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7

fallacy of making unfair use of presuppositions in asking
questions (= fallacy of many questions)
fallacy of using an argument that amounts to the same thing as
the standpoint (= fallacy of circular reasoning/petitio
principii/begging the question)

Argument scheme rule
A standpoint may not be regarded as conclusively defended if the defense
does not take place by means of an appropriate argument scheme that is
correctly applied.

Violations of rule 7 by the protagonist at the argumentation stage
1
Using an inappropriate argument scheme
populist fallacy (symptomatic relation) (= argumentum ad
populum)
fallacy of confusing facts with value judgments (causal relation)
(= argumentum ad consequentiam)
2
Incorrectly applying an argument scheme
fallacy of authority (symptomatic relation) (= argumentum ad
verecundiam)
fallacy of hasty generalization (symptomatic relation) (=
secundum quid)
fallacy of false analogy (relation of analogy)
fallacy of post hoc ergo propter hoc (causal relation)
fallacy of the slippery slope (causal relation)

8

Validity rule
The reasoning in the argumentation must be logically valid or must be
capable of being made valid by making explicit one or more unexpressed
premises.

Violations of rule 8 by the protagonist at the argumentation stage
1
Reasoning that treats a sufficient condition as a necessary condition
fallacy of denying the antecedent
fallacy of affirming the consequent
2
Reasoning that confuses the properties of parts and wholes
fallacy of division
fallacy of composition

9

Closure rule
A failed defense of a standpoint must result in the protagonist retracting
the standpoint, and a successful defense of a standpoint must result in the
antagonist retracting his or her doubts.

Violations of rule 9 by the protagonist or the antagonist at the concluding stage
1
Meddling with the conclusion by the protagonist
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10

fallacy of refusing to retract a standpoint that has not been
successfully defended
fallacy of concluding that a standpoint is true because it has been
defended successfully
Meddling with the conclusion by the antagonist
fallacy of refusing to retract criticism of a standpoint that has
been successfully defended
fallacy of concluding that a standpoint is true because the
opposite has not been successfully defended (= argumentum ad
ignorantiam)

Usage rule
Parties must not use any formulations that are insufficiently clear or
confusingly ambiguous, and they must interpret the formulations of the
other party as carefully and accurately as possible.

Violations of rule 10 by the protagonist or the antagonist
at all the discussion stage
1

2

Misusing unclearness
fallacy of unclearness (implicitness, indefiniteness, unfamiliarity,
vagueness)
Misusing ambiguity
fallacy of ambiguity

From: F. H. van Eemeren, R. Grootendorst and A. F. Snoeck Henkemans (2002).
Argumentation. Analysis, Evaluation, Presentation. Mahwah (NJ),
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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1. Introduction
Many have adopted the view that informal logic is importantly dependent on
epistemology (Siegel, 1988;Weinstein, 1994; Pinto, 1994, 2001, Freeman 2000).
Finocchiaro (2005) has raised this issue in the context argumentation theory, as
perhaps distinguished from informal logic A recent pair of issues of Informal
Logic (25.3 and 26.1), guest edited by Christoph Lumer, was devoted to epistemological approaches to argumentation. On the other hand, both Johnson and
Blair (1994, 1996, 1998/2000, 2002) and Johnson (2000) have expressed reservations. In this paper I want to take another look at the relationship between informal logic and epistemology. I will argue that there are reasons for skepticism
regarding the Received View (that informal logic is importantly dependent on
epistemology) that have not been taken into consideration and fully appreciated
by those who advocate some form of this view.

2. Some reactions on hearing the suggestion that informal logic is (applied)
epistemology
My first reaction is hesitant, questioning and wants to focus on the many
conceptual issues raised by the suggestion. It seems clear, first of all, that there
is no one way to unpack the relationships that have been claimed to exist between informal logic/critical thinking/argumentation theory, on the one hand,
and epistemology/applied epistemology/ epistemics, on the other hand. For example the claim that critical thinking is applied epistemology (Battersby,1989) is
different from the claim that informal logic is essentially epistemology
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(Weinstein,1994) and both are different again from the idea that “argumentation
theory has to be based on epistemology.”1 (Finocchiaro, 2005).
In this paper, I focus on the relationship between informal logic and epistemology. The questions I want to ask here call for both clarification and muchneeded distinction. Clarification: Just what is meant here by informal logic?
There are many ways of conceiving informal logic (see Johnson and Blair, 2002)
and there are indeed some (Hintikka, 1989; Woods, 2000) who assert that there
is no such thing as informal logic. How one conceives informal logic will certainly have its measure of influence on how the question is answered. In this paper, I will adopt the Johnson & Blair 1987 definition according to which informal logic is a branch of logic whose task is to develop non-formal standards, criteria, procedures for the analysis, interpretation, evaluation, criticism and construction of argumentation in everyday discourse.”2 This definition reflects what
had been our practice, as is evident in the successive editions of Logical SelfDefense, and captures what many others were doing in their informal logic texts.
Since that time we have repeated the definition (2000, 2002), making one modification: we broadened the focus now to include the sort of argument that occurs
not just in everyday discourse but also in disciplined inquiry—what Weinstein
(1990) calls “stylized discourse.”
Distinction: Clearly we must distinguish between informal logic, critical
thinking and argumentation theory—for these are not the same. If it is anything,
informal logic is that part of logic devoted to the normative study of argument.
Argumentation theory is a much broader inquiry, focussed on argumentation but
allowing for a great many different approaches: rhetorical, dialectical, linguistic,
psychological etc. So informal logic would be one inquiry that contributes to argumentation theory. Critical thinking, on the other hand, refers to a kind of intellectual activity (Johnson, 1992), or educational ideal (Siegel, 1988), whereas informal logic is a kind of inquiry or theory that makes an important contribution
to critical thinking (Johnson and Blair, 1996, 2002).
Clarification: We likewise face the task of clarifying what is meant by an
epistemological approach, for there are many ways of conceiving epistemology,
and hence of what such an approach to informal logic (and argumentation) would
look like. Perhaps I should rather say that there are many ways of doing epistemology, since there are competing visions of how to understand the crucial conception of knowledge: causal, reliabilist, coherentist, pragmatist, etc. It is natural
enough to entertain the view that because knowledge and argument are related,
so there will be some sort of relationship between the discipline that studies
knowledge–epistemology-- and one that studies argument—informal logic. Both
are interested in matters of evidence, reasons, justification, and
truth/acceptability.
Classical epistemology revolves around the issue of the nature of knowledge, and its extent. The issue of the nature of knowledge claims, and how they
are justified was put on the philosophical agenda by Plato. In modern times, after
Descartes, a significant question has been on whether it is possible to have certainty about anything—which dovetails with the problem of skepticism. These
issues have quite naturally caused epistemologists to reflect extensively on the
nature of belief, as well as the nature of perception, justification, and truth. Tra-
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ditional logic (what I refer to as FDL) tends to focus on validity as a relationship
between propositions, thus on entailment (or implication).3 Informal logic, on the
other hand, has tended to focus on argument and argumentation (which, according to my theory (2000) must be distinguished from both inference and implication/entailment), and on the criteria and procedures for the analysis, interpretation, evaluation, criticism and construction of arguments (as above).
There are obvious ways in which these interests converge. Arguments are
often constructed from one’s beliefs; they often furnish the arguer with the premises for the argument, and they are directed to the influencing others’ beliefs (not
to mention other doxastic attitudes, as some (Pinto) have it), by attempting to
persuade them to accept or believe a proposition and providing the justification
for that. Arguments are often engaged in as exercises in justification. Some theorists have held that in order to achieve justification, the premises must be true
(Siegel, Weinstein (2006), while others (Freeman, 2005; Pinto, 2001)) have defended the view that truth is not the right standard; it is rather acceptability—or
some related notion.
To be sure, the informal logic project has benefited from and stands to continue to benefit from work done by epistemologists. A stellar example is Freeman’s work on premise acceptability (2005) which draws heavily on epistemology for its account of premise acceptability. Possibly the reverse is also true:
i.e., that epistemology can benefit from informal logic—a point I take up later.
My second reaction to such claims is to wonder what those who argue for an
epistemological or epistemic approach say about my views on this matter can be
found in Manifest Rationality. The Biro-Siegel view is that the relationship between informal logic and epistemology stems from the fact that epistemology
traditionally appears to “own” certain issues:
Such an epistemological account must address at least two questions: to
what specific principles ought we to appeal in assessing the goodness and forcefulness of reasons?; and, what general account of knowledge, truth, warrant, rationality, and rational justification underwrites those specific principles? (BiroSiegel, 1990, 98)
This view seems to assume that knowledge, truth, warrant, rationality and
rational justification are inherently and essentially epistemological concepts. But
is that so? Inquiries about truth also fall to semantics—viz., Tarski (The Semantic
Concept of Truth) and Carnap. Rationality theory seems to have sprung off from
epistemology and have its own independent mission. I’ll give Biro-Siegel (and
others) the rest: knowledge, warrant, justification seem to be rightly considered
epistemological notions. And they have important application in the informal
logic enterprise. These are clear markers of a relaitonship of some sort.
To conclude this phase of my treatment, I agree with Biro-Siegel that
informal logic will have some recourse to epistemology. This may be taken as
an illustration of Barth's sage advice (1987) that we should take what help we
can from the established sciences. Still while informal logic must welcome help
from epistemology, the claim that informal logic is reducible, or even strongly
dependent on it, appears unjustified. Biro and Siegel rightly say that the theory of
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argument is "an essentially normative phenomenon," and any theory of argument
must account for that normativity. But this is to overlook the other dimensions
that a theory of argument must develop; i.e., how arguments are understood, how
they are to be analyzed--their structure—as well as matters of interpretation. It
seems to me that epistemological approach risks undervaluing these other
dimensions of the theory of argument.
With respect to the normative task, Biro and Siegel state: “Purely
descriptivist accounts of argumentation simply cannot do so" (p. 99). But the
idea that the norms or criteria for argumentation are either epistemological in
character or are such that their analysis will be found in epistemology appears
over-stated and unjustified. To take but one example: Of the four criteria that I
have proposed for the illative core,4 only one(truth)appears to be inherently
epistemological, and indeed its status is controversial, as stated above. Another-acceptabilitythough perhaps rhetorical in origin, is certainly capable of being
enlightened by epistemological reflection, as Freeman’s work illustrates so well.
It is less likely that informal logicians will receive much help from
epistemologists with key concepts such as relevance and sufficiency, as we shall
shortly see. Moreover, some of the normative issues faced by informal logic
require attention to such matters as the very nature of argument, to how
arguments are structured, to what I call the theory of analysis as well as to
matters of interpretation, both of which, it seems to me, outrun epistemology. I
have also argued that criticism is different from evaluation, and that the failure
to appreciate this difference undercuts the Biro-Siegel position on informal logic
as epistemology (2000: 273-4). Where informal logic has received help from
epistemology is with the distinction between belief and acceptability/acceptance,5
the nature of both, issues of truth and justification and the problem of relativism—all
good reasons for maintaining an open door policy between these two inquiries.
My third reaction is to think that in any such relationship, as in all relationships, there will be both positives and negatives. In the literature, attention has
been paid almost exclusively on the positives; that is, what informal logic stands
to gain from epistemology. Scant consideration has been given to the possible
negatives, to ways in which epistemological concerns and frames may have a
negative influence. It seems to me that this picture is unbalanced, unfortunate
and uncritical—at least to the degree that critical evaluation requires attention to
both positives and the negatives. Later I discuss some of the negatives. Let me
turn now to a specter that I detect lingering over the relationship.

3. Lingering (latent) deductivism
In a little-remarked upon section of The Uses of Argument (1958:154-166)
where Toulmin contrasts “working logic” with “idealized logic,” he shows how
“the analytic ideal”6 has shaped the philosophical thinking of such thencontemporary analytic philosophers as Kneale, Strawson, Carnap, Hare and
Hume. Toulmin writes: “Many of the current problems in the logical tradition
springs from adopting the analytic paradigm-argument as a standard by comparison with which all other arguments are to be criticized” (145). Toulmin says:
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…in some expositions the analytic paradigm is embraced openly; but in others it is taken for granted covertly7--the word “deductive” being defined, as
is proper, in terms of formal validity, but used as though it were equivalent
also without further explanation to ‘analytic’, … and ‘expressed in logical
words’.
In a similar vein, I wish to argue that even though explicit endorsements of
deductivism are rare, 8 in many of the writings of those who would consider
themselves well-disposed toward informal logic, vestiges of a tacit commitment
to deductivism remain. In the spirit of Toulmin, I have tried in what follows to
indicate that an unwitting endorsement of aspects of the deductivist ideal continues—and may be far more deeply buried in our inquiries than has hitherto been
realized. I want to suggest that epistemologists are particularly attracted to deductivism in ways that they do not always grasp. And that that proclivity can
have deleterious effects for informal logic.
Let me first clarify the terms that are central to the development of this thesis.
Deductivism: I take deductivism in logic9 to be the view that reasoning is inherently deductive in character. Thus understood, deductivism has a long philosophical history going back to Plato and has certainly been a strong influence
in the development of modern philosophy, beginning with the Cartesian desire to
model philosophy on mathematics. Critiques of this ideal have been tendered in
the development of modern philosophy by Kierkegaard, Nietzsche and later
Pierce and, most famously, Wittgenstein. In the area of logic, the explicit challenge first comes from those who espouse inductive logic: e.g., Carnap (1950),
Skyrms (1966). Salmon (1973).
Deductive chauvinism: Blair and I first heard this term from Merilee Salmon
in 1979 at a Logic and Liberal Learning Conference at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh.. She used it to refer to those who privilege deductive logic and
ignore or marginalize inductive logic,10 as represented in the pithy statement attributed to Alastair MacIntyre in Hearne, (1983): “All inference is either deductive or defective.”11
By latent deductivism, I mean a tacit (often unintentional) commitment to
deductivism that occurs when an author embraces concepts, distinctions, assumptions and/or values that make sense only on the presumption of deductivism. An example of what I mean can be detected in the following passage from
Rorty who, I suspect, is not himself a deductivist:
If one thinks of philosophy as entirely a matter of deductive argument,
then this game of mirrors will, indeed, be one's only recourse. But one
can also think of philosophy in other ways--in particular, as a matter of
telling stories. (1985, 134-135)
Here Rorty seems to privilege what Toulmin calls the analytic paradigm, an
offshoot of Cartesian/Platonic (traditional) idea of philosophy as essentially taking the form of deductive argumentation/reasoning. In this view, philosophy con-
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sists in the articulation of necessary, universal and certain truths which themselves are to be derived from more basic truths. This articulation is to take the
form of a deductive argumentation that conclusively establishes, proves (in the
strong sense) its conclusion. But, Rorty says, we can think of philosophy in
other ways… for example as telling stories, as narrative. On this view, the philosopher offers an account, or tells a story, rather tendering a proof. Loosely implied here is idea that philosophy consists in either a deductive argumentation to
certain/necessary truth, or else takes the form of a narrative. But this false dichotomy is encouraged by Rorty’s tacit commitment to deductivism. He does not
see that there are other ways of approaching argument. That’s why recourse to a
logic not predicated on deduction as the ideal is important--an arrow that points
directly at informal logic,
Scott Jacobs
The second example of taken from the work of a highly respected discourse
theorist--Scott Jacobs. In “The Pragmatic and Dialectical Dynamics of an Illegitimate Argument,” Jacobs offers a critique of Tindale’s critique of the famous
Shell “advertorial” that appeared in magazines in 1995, attempting to defend
Shell against certain accusations that were being made. According to Jacobs,
Tindale raises three objections to the Shell advertorial (which he is treating as an
argument).12 The first objection, he says, is that Shell “does not prove the premises in their reasoning” (TS32). When he turns to discussing Tindale’s second
objection, we see that the language of proof and refutation is front and centre.
Jacobs observes that “Surely Shell’s argument would be stronger had this
counterargument been directly refuted…” stating that Tindale’s objections “simply point out that the reasons Shell offers for not pulling out of Nigeria … do not
have the weight of decisive, knockdown arguments that conclusively decide the
matter.” It seems to me that both Tindale’s objections and Jacobs’ criticisms of
them make sense only if we presuppose (presume, assume) that the appropriate
standard to be invoked here is that of a decisive, knockdown conclusive argument--one that decides the matter once and for all--a proof. Such an assumption I
think of as latent deductivism at work. For if that is not an appropriate standard
to which to hold arguments (proximally and for the most part, as Heidegger
would say), then the “failure” of an argument to achieve this standard is in fact
no failure at all.
This same criticism—that the argument in question is not decisive, conclusive, knockdown--can be pressed against any but the most trivial of arguments.13
It can directed against Descartes’ argument for the primacy of the cogito, Plato’s
argument for the immortality of the soul, Hume’s argument against deriving an
“is” from an “ought”—none of these are conclusive.14 One would be hard put to
point to a single argument in philosophy that has been rightly taken as conclusive.15 Yet these are arguments that many philosophers grant are excellent arguments that have shaped the course of philosophical inquiry. So it is clear that an
argument does not have to be conclusive to be a good argument. Hence, rather
than criticizing that Tindale’s objections on grounds that the reasons are not conclusive, from the perspective of informal logic, one would be better off saying
that “the reasons Shell offers for pulling out are not strong enough, under these
circumstances.”
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That the ideal of conclusiveness continues to exercise the kind of influence
it has is evidence of latent (or lingering) deductivism and an indicator that Informal Logic initiative has not yet succeeded in persuading that there are perfectly good arguments that are not deductive and therefore not conclusive; that
do not settle the matter for once and for all, but that nevertheless are fine, very
strong, good arguments. As I understand it, informal logic is important for its
suggestion that the language of refutation and proof be retired16 (for once and for
all, if I may say so.)
Conversations with Lumer
It seems to me that latent deductivism can often inhabit what some (Lumer)
have called the epistemological approach to argumentation. Let me attempt to
illustrate this with some excerpts from an exchange I had with Lumer about the
epistemological approach to argumentation.17
Johnson to Lumer:
I have real reservations about being included in an epistemological approach because in my view epistemological approaches tend to privilege deductivist arguments. Most epistemologists are, I believe, (tacit) deductivists
who only reluctantly (and grudgingly) admit to other kinds of arguments...which would explain your approach to the typology which I have objected to as unsystematic and ultimately as privileging deductive arguments.
Other types are defined as not-deductive (inductive, etc).
Lumer in response:
1. [omitted] 2. There are epistemologists falling under your description. However, in argumentation theory I do not know anybody defining
himself as adhering to an epistemological approach and being a deductivist: Biro, Siegel, Pinto, Goldman, Feldman, Battersby, Weinstein, myself.18 And of course, an epistemological approach does not in any way
lead to deductivism. 3. There is a real difference between deductive and
other types of arguments because deductive arguments are the only type
of certain arguments, they are the only type of monotonic arguments, and
they are the only arguments that do not depend on further knowledge not
included in the argument itself. This makes deductive arguments special
and preferable to other arguments. But if we cannot provide them, we
can rationally use weaker types of arguments. (my emphasis)
I see latent deductivism here: deductive arguments are special, preferable to
others that are “weaker,” rather than different. Lumer locates this specialty
partly in their being certain. But deductivism is not a position about psychological states (certainty) but rather about types of implicative relationships. What
Lumer means, I think, is that in a deductive argument, the conclusion follows
necessarily, with the result that because there is no possible doubt about its following; we can be certain that the conclusion does follow. But the premises of a
deductive argument need not be certain. So one could be certain that the argument in question is valid, yet not be (or claim to be) certain of the conclusion because one has legitimate doubts about the truth of one or more of the premises.
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In any event, I believe that Lumer here privileges not so much certainty as
soundness: that because the premises are true and the argument is valid, the conclusion follows as true—necessarily (which is not the same as necessarily true).
And if one knows for certain all the premises of a sound argument, then it is rational to take that conclusion to be certain. “But if we cannot provide them, we
can rationally use weaker types of arguments.” It would seem, then, that these
“weaker” types of arguments are less than ideal. But ideals must be appropriate
to the context, and to impose deductive validity as the standard for all cases of
argument is deductivism, and seems to me to illustrate what Wittgenstein would
calls being “dazzled by an ideal” (PI, #98).19
Lumer raises the point that none of people on his list define themselves as
being deductivist. My response is that one can be a deductivist, or have (latent)
deductivist sympathies, without necessarily so conceiving of, or defining oneself,
or even being aware of this. To invoke lessons learned in another area, one can
be a racist (sexist, classist) without being aware of it: one’s privileging of race
(gender, class) is so deeply imbedded in one’s thinking that one is not aware of
it. The privileging of deduction does not have the serious social consequences of,
e.g., racism--but nonetheless it has important ramifications in philosophy.20
Suppose I am right, that deductivism is deeply imbedded in the epistemological project (as it emerged historically), what would explain this? I suspect
that one way the connection between epistemology and deductivism may work
as follows. The pivot point is the notion of justification. The view that knowledge is justified true belief and the preference for deductivism merge if one
thinks that complete justification requires deduction. One is not inclined to settle
for less. But, it is recognized, not all instances can satisfy this standard. So other,
“weaker” forms of justification are (reluctantly) admitted. It is conceded that in
the practical order, we aim for the best possible decision under the circumstances—not for certainty—which is not achievable; hence a weaker standard is
sought. But this very way of formulating matters prejudices matters in favour of
deductivism. An argument that aspires to but fails to satisfy an appropriate ideal
is weak; but the “failure” of an argument to satisfy an inappropriate ideal does
not make that argument weak. The “failure” of the argument in civil litigation to
establish its conclusion beyond a reasonable doubt would not be thought to make
that argument weak, since here the appropriate standard is the preponderance of
evidence. There is nothing amiss, nothing in the least bit unsatisfactory about
such an argument, even though it does not meet the FDL-deductivist norm
From this admittedly unsystematic discussion, we may discern some of the
signs of latent deductivism. They are:
x A commitment to the ideal of a knockdown/conclusive argument, what I have termed the language of refutation and proof;
x A commitment to the “declension” of argument types: deductive, inductive, etc, in which it is clear that the “deductive” enjoys
privileged status (more on this below);
x The tendency to conflate implication, inference and argument
in such fashion as to privilege deductive implication (entailment)—a
tendency often manifested in those who take the FDL approach;
x The use of fabricated and simplistic examples, like
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If it has rained, the ground will be wet.
It has rained.
The ground will be wet.
Such examples make it seem like deductivist reasoning is the most natural
thing in the world. But the strangeness is clear once one pays attention to how
ordinary reasoners decide whether the ground is wet: they look and see. This example fails the test of reality of how the ordinary reasoner reasons.21

4. Strategies in response to latent deductivism
There is not much doubt that what I have identified as deductivism remains
for many logicians and argumentation theorist the default position, and while
some reject allegiance to it, it continues to exercise significant influence. This
can be seen in the way that many theorists tacitly concede to deductivism the default position and attempt to make adjustments, modifications, compensations in
their theorizing. Here are a few instances.
Pragma-Dialectics. In my (2006) I argued that latent deductivism seems to
be insinuated into the fabric of Pragma-Dialectics. Although Pragma-Dialectics
is not committed to deductive validity, it does retain the validity requirement, the
progressive attenuation of which I trace through its various articulations. In its
first articulation, Pragma-Dialectics seemed to be committed to the validity requirement (in something like its strict sense: deductive validity) as the appropriate standard for certain types of argument. But the validity requirement gets progressively modified… one might say weakened. Yet it continues to linger in the
background. The standpoint of deductive validity is taken as the default, then
progressively modified, i.e., “weakened”—thereby making a tacit pledge of allegiance to deductivism.
The New Rhetoric. Latent deductivism is imbedded in the fabric of groundbreaking work, The New Rhetoric. Perelman associates traditional logic with the
positivistic research agenda--from which he dissents. Perelman views logic as
concerned with demonstration of truths deduced from others (the realm of the
rational), so here he subscribes logic to the analytic paradigm. He sees rhetoric,
by way of contrast, as the realm of the reasonable. In other words, if logic is a
theory of demonstration, then those interested in argument that “falls short”22 of
being demonstration have nowhere to go but rhetoric. Hence the development of
The New Rhetoric which is concerned precisely with argumentation that aims at
the realm of the reasonable. This view makes sense as a way of attempting to
break the hold of positivism. But an important tenet of informal logic is that one
can break the back of this analytic ideal while remaining within the confines of
logic. We rejected the idea that logic is necessarily formal (in one sense of that
word)23--the idea that underlies the project that developed in the wake of the crisis in the foundations of mathematics in the late 1800s. We, however, were not
concerned with a crisis n mathematics (which had long since been resolved).
Rather it was a crisis in the teaching of logic (reasoning, thinking) that caused us
to seek to rescue logic from deductivism.
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The point I wish to underscore here is that it was Perelman’s (unconscious)
identification of logic with deductivism that caused him to “abandon” logic in
favour of rhetoric as the inquiry best suited to investigate argumentation. I think
of this move as latent deductivism because, in effect, it concedes ground that
could and should be contested. It rests on the assumption that deductivism is the
correct logical theory. We (that is to say, some informal logicians) believe that it
is worthwhile to make the point that formal deductive logic is one kind of logic,
important for certain purposes, but not the only kind of logic, and certainly not
the kind most friendly and most germane to the study of real-life argumentation
which aims at rational persuasion as a way of negotiating difference and controversy.
Hamblin. In Fallacies (1970), the influence of deductivism can be seen in
the way that Hamblin develops the criteria for the evaluation of argument. He
begins by considering what, for all practical purposes, might be termed the FDL
approach to what constitutes a good argument, then gradually modifies, i.e.,
weakens the criteria (the withering strategy referred to above in conjunction with
Pragma-Dialectics), rejecting first alethic, then epistemic criteria, and winding up
with dialectical criteria. In the end, Hamblin claims that “we need to extend the
bounds of Formal Logic” (254), developing a Formal Dialectic which is “a more
general study than Logic” (255).
These are some examples of how a tacit commitment to deductivism has operated in the development of approaches to the study of argumentation. In each
case it seems to me the new “theory” proceeds on the assumption that logic is
wedded to deductivism and hence it looks for its theory of argument elsewhere,
Perelman to rhetoric; Hamblin and Pragma-dialecticians to dialectic(s).
These examples of latent deductivism are located outside of informal logic,
or on the periphery of it, and so perhaps only to be expected. Somewhat more
surprising are the manifestations found within informal logic itself, a matter to
which I now turn.
Recently I have attempted to point out prominent and deeply-rooted tendencies reveal latent (usually unwitting) deductivism. One is the idea that that
the way to arrive at standards for argument is to begin with FDL normative
commitments, then weaken or modify them—viz. Hamblin. I think it is clear
why I regard this approach as (latent) deductivism. A more ominous case in point
is what has been called the “search for the third way” (Johnson and Blair, 2000:
96-97; Blair, 2007).
One of informal logic’s first tasks was to challenge the deductive-inductive
distinction; but if I am right, a tacit endorsement of deductive reasoning is already built into this very distinction, since the move from a necessary connection
to probable connection is easily viewed as a decline, a step away from the ideal24
rather than as just a different way of connecting premises to conclusion. Sometimes this pursuit is fleshed out in terms of the idea of an inferential link. Pinto,
2001; Blair, 2007 In this approach the search is for a kind of inference that is neither deductive nor inductive and is viewed as less solid, second or third best. In
this way, in its pursuit of a third way (which of course must be weaker still) the
specter of deductivism lingers over informal logic. Thus although informal logic
(as we understand it) construes itself historically as a departure from FDL and
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traditional logic, there are ways in which it also tacitly yields ground to deductivism.25
In a way, this should not be a surprise. The proclivity for deductive reasoning goes back to the very beginnings of logic (and philosophy). It is manifested
in Plato in the dialogues of the middle period; for example in the notion of dialectical reasoning: assuming and then drawing out (deducing) the consequences,
and the idealization (literally) of mathematics in shaping Plato’s views about
knowledge (necessary, universal) and form. But the tendency can be found in
Aristotle--often considered the Father of Logic. It has been common to construe
Aristotle’s views on reasoning as more balanced than Plato’s. Aristotle, so the
story goes, makes explicit room for other forms of reasoning—induction (eisagogue)--as well as practical reasoning. In addition to the Prior Analytics, Aristotle also gave us Topics which studies so-called dialectical reasoning and his
Sophistical Refutations (which may be said to study debate tactics). And Aristotle reminded us of the importance of being appropriate.26 All well said, and
duly noted.
Still it seems that serious damage has already been done in the Prior Analytics. There Aristotle defines syllogism as: "discourse in which, certain things
having been supposed, something different from the things supposed results of
necessity because these things are so"27 (24b18–20). Notice two points. First, this
rendering is very close to how we would define “validity” today. Second, the
Greek term “syllogismos” has been variously translated “reasoning,” “deduction,” “argument, and inference!” This variability complicates matters, because
these are not all the same. Deduction is a type of reasoning but there are other
types of reasoning. Argument is not the same as inference, though in this century, perhaps largely owing to Copi’s equation (1954), there has been a tendency
to relate the two very closely (see Pinto 2001, 34-35). And if we look to the famous text in Nicomachean Ethics in which Aristotle is construed as articulating
the principle of appropriateness, we will find here too traces of deductivism. In
3-4, we read:
Our subject, then, and our data being of this nature, we must be content if
we can indicate the truth roughly and in outline, and if, in dealing with matters
that are not amenable to immutable laws, and reasoning from premises that are
but probable, we can arrive at probable conclusions.28
The above text (at least in this translation) strikes me as concessive and
apologetic. It is as though Aristotle believes (and it would not be surprising if
this were the case) that ideally [sic], we would have immutable laws; reasoning
from premises that are necessary. The thinking is that what we want are truths
arrived at by a method that comes as close to mathematics as possible (the influence of Plato). So dialectical reasoning is “second best.” Reasoning from premises that are but probable, we arrive at probable conclusions. I call this view latent deductivism, because it presupposes deductivism as the ideal.
This view is widespread in philosophy, reemerging later as part of the Cartesian pursuit of incorrigibility that sets the stage for Hume’s skepticism and
Kant’s apriorism. It takes Peirce (and James and Dewey) to develop intelligent
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philosophical alternatives (and, if I am right, there are traces of deductivism still
in Peirce).
I have recently been discussing latent deductivism which I take to be deeply
imbedded in the history of epistemology, indeed in the history of philosophy.
Before that I attempted to show how traces of deductivism can be found within
the informal logic enterprise. Informal logic can be seen as an attempt to make a
break from the tradition in which deductivism is enshrined, but it will be difficult
to do this if it allies itself too closely to epistemological approaches in which a
latent deductivism inheres.

5. A Two Way Street?
For the sake of argument, let us suppose that informal logic has as its domain something like the logical component of normative study of argumentation.
Let us suppose as well that the frequently invoked triad of relevance, sufficiency
and acceptability is taken as a set of criteria for the evaluation of arguments.29 If
informal logic were (applied) epistemology, then it would have to be the case
that these criteria are explicable within epistemology. But that does not appear to
be the case. While many informal logicians have leaned heavily on epistemology
for accounts of acceptability, and for the difference between acceptability and
belief, to my knowledge there has been little help from epistemology as far as
deepening our understanding of either relevance or sufficiency. And it is not as
though there has not been a general sense that such accounts are both important
and undelivered. (Hitchcock, 1998).
One author who has addressed this very issue is Freeman (2000) who discusses the three criteria. He finds them philosophically problematic, and then
states:
We claim that unlike formal deductive logic, where such core logical
concepts as validity and logical truth can be defined semantically and
without significant philosophical inquiry, the conceptual analyses of acceptability, relevance and ground adequacy is or ought to be philosophical. In particular it is epistemological. (119).
In his argument for an epistemological approach to these, he focuses on acceptability. Freeman writes:
… the concept of acceptability is proper to informal logic. But by seeking to explicate this concept, we are investigating the theory of informal
logic. But by seeking to do this, by identifying a specific concept of justification, an epistemic notion, we are undertaking an epistemological
investigation. Informal logic is included within epistemology…To the
question then of what is the place of informal logic within philosophy,
we may say that informal logic—the theory of it at least—is a field
within epistemology, that field concerned with the norms and criteria of
acceptability of claims arising within the polis (121-22)
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Freeman’s program to ground informal logic on epistemology encounters, it
seems to me, at least three difficulties. First, premise-adequacy is not a matter of
acceptability alone. Some have argued for truth as the (or an appropriate standard
of premise adequacy (Siegel (1994), Goldman (1998), and I (Johnson, 2000)
have argued that both acceptability and truth are required. Second, Freeman
does not here advance any argumentation to support the claim that the criteria of
relevance and sufficiency can be epistemologically grounded. And I am not
aware of any attempts by any epistemologists to provide such an account. Third,
in his accounts of the normativity, he does not mention the dialectical/pragmatic
dimensions, which are inherent features of the informal logic approach. That is,
Freeman does not take up how arguments must be responsive to objections and
criticisms.
In that same issue of Informal Logic, Hitchcock attempts to argue that the
criteria of relevance and sufficiency as put forth by informal logic are problematic and offers in their place the Toulmin’s notion of warrant—which might be
thought to be an epistemological concept.
An argument which is supposed to prove its conclusion definitely, or beyond
a reasonable doubt, needs an exceptionless or almost exceptionless warrant. One
which is supposed merely to make its conclusion probable, or to establish a presumption, or to register as a hypothesis worthy of continued investigation, needs
respectively warrants that are usually true, presumptively true or that are sometimes true. (115)
First, notice the declension here from deductive through inductive down to
presumptive. Second, the notion of warrant is here deployed with the aid of
truth—so that any theory that invokes warrants in the robust way the Hitchcock
suggests would have to adopt the truth criterion. For those who believe that this
matter is inherently epistemological—a view that I question—that would be further evidence of the dependence of informal logic on epistemology.
If the street between the two is a two way street, then we might want to ask:
What does epistemology stand to gain from informal logic? What would that
look like? That this possibility remains largely unexplored suggests something
about the flow of traffic. Most of those who have argued for a connection have
seen informal logic as the recipient of gifts bestowed by epistemology. Few have
given any thought to how epistemology might stand to benefit from the goods
developed in informal logic. Freeman is one philosopher who has given some
thought to this, as well as to the implication of informal logic for metaphysics
and moral philosophy (125-127). However ,I don’t find his brief account on page
122 illuminating, as I could not see that it cast much light on just how informal
logic contributes to epistemology.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, I have attempted to express some of my concerns about the
epistemological approach to informal logic and by extension to argumentation
theory. Where did this impulse come from? In a sense it is very old, as I have
indicated above. But it has a more recent vintage. In the 70s, when a shift in
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logic instruction took place partly as a result of the informal logic initiative,
many philosophers who were steeped in epistemology found this new initiative
interesting and transferred some of their attention to that area, bringing their
wares with them. This is understandable, but it is also not without attendant
risks. If I am right, there is a pronounced tendency toward (latent) deductivism
that I have attempted here to make manifest; to out it, as it were.
If we distinguish--difficult though it may be--between implication as a relationship between propositions, inference as a movement from one proposition to
another, and argument,30 then I have little problem with deductivism as a view
about entailment. Consider a formula abstracted from MacIntyre’s pithy formulation: “Every argument is either deductive or defective” 31--- Every X is either
deductive or defective. If for “X” we substitute “entailment,” the thesis seems
clearly and non-controversially true. If we substitute “implication,” the result is
more complicated. The thesis is true for one kind of implication—deductive—
but there are others such as inductive, conversational (Grice) and pragmatic, for
which the thesis fails. If we were to substitute “inference, “then it seems to me
that the thesis is clearly false--the case of strong inductive inferences. If, finally,
we substitute “argument,” the thesis seems even more clearly false. There are all
kinds of arguments that are not deductive yet not thereby defective.
If informal logic means anything, it means an attempt to take argumentation
in all its manifestations (not just canned and simplistic examples like those cited
above) seriously and approach it with a fresh perspective, in the process being
mindful of the risks of downloading policy and technology from epistemology or
formal logic—though it is difficult not to. It also means respect for the complexity of issues involved in argumentation analysis, interpretation and criticism, so
that these are not automatically downgraded because they do not meet some unrealistic standard imported from mathematics; viz., they are not conclusive.
But as I have recently been arguing, informal logicians have to some degree
succumbed to the lure of deductivism, while at the same time engaging in attempts to break free of it (much as Nietzsche struggled to break free of the
Judeo-Christian value scheme, while still working within its vocabulary and conceptual framework). My purpose here has been to call attention to that development, at the same explaining why I am less than completely enthusiastic about
the epistemological approach to informal logic. I have attempted to point out
what I take to be some of the negatives with this view, and to call attention to asyet unexplored direction on the two way street that connects informal logic and
epistemology. I hope in the future to see more traffic flowing in the other direction, pointing to benefits informal logic may confer on epistemology, particularly
those that stem from its attempts to free itself from the grasp of latent deductivism.

Endnotes
*I want to thank those who have helped in the development of the ideas here.
For his support and encouragement, Thomas Fischer; for his comments, Brian
MacPherson and finally Christoph Lumer for the original impulse and helpful
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criticism. I am indebted to Michael Baumtrog—The Bommer— for his assistance in formatting the end product.
1

In his (2005), Finocchiaro considers this idea and offers an interesting rejoinder
(97-98).
2
As has been noted, one problem with this definition is its apparent circularity—
defining “informal” with non-formal. To my mind this is a less serious problem
than the failure to clarify the sense of “formal” that is negated by the “in.” See
my (2000, 119-20) and Johnson and Blair (2002, 358-59) for an attempt to do
that. The evolution from the our 1980 account of informal logic is partly the result of the influence of Finocchiaro (1984)—though he takes informal logic to be
a theory of reasoning, whereas we take it to be a theory of argument.
3
I am speaking loosely here, for “implication” is a broader notion, being used
for material implication, conversational implication, etc.
4
In Manifest Rationality, I defend the view that the appropriate criteria are: relevance, sufficiency, acceptability and truth. Adding the latter differentiate my
view from that taken in the various editions of
Logical Self-Defense.
5
For an example of how this distinction may be used, see David Godden’s article “ On common knowledge and ad populum: Acceptance as grounds for acceptability (forthcoming in Philosophy and Rhetoric).
6
Sometimes referred to as the analytic paradigm, this idea is roughly equivalent
to what I called FDL.
7
I refer to this “taking for granted covertly” as latent deductivism.
8
Those who defend deductivism defend it as a methodological tactic. They argue
that arguments should be reconstructed, as if they were deductive (Groarke 1999,
2002, 2005; Ennis 2001).
9
I am interested in deductivism as it manifests in logic and argumentation theory
rather than in philosophy of science (Grunbaum & Salmon, 1988). The term has
acquired a negative connotation but that is not the intent here. For example, I
have no problem with deductivism in mathematics. The problem occurs when it
becomes the ideal for other inquiries.
10
Informal Logic Newsletter, 1979, p. 9. We added: “During this controversy, it
occurred to us [later] there was no pause to consider other possibilities—for instance, whether there might be arguments in ordinary discourse that fit neither
the deductive nor the inductive mold.”
11
Godden (2005) represents deductivism as “the thesis that all good arguments
are deductively valid” (169). I think this is too narrow to characterize deductivism generally, though tolerable for deductivism in argumentation. Most who take
this view take deductive validity as necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a
good argument. If truth is added as a necessary condition, then the view I have
labeled FDL emerges.
12
Whether it makes sense to interpret this famous “advertorial” as an argument
is an issue I have addressed in (2002).
13
By “trivial argument,” I mean the sort that is constructed for the purpose of
making a point. Here is an example from Goldman (2). “(A-1) Some arguments
are written in black ink; therefore some arguments are written in black ink. (p.
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550; or (A-2) “The displayed argument A-1 is written in black ink; therefore
some arguments are written in black ink.” Such specimens (which I take to be
examples of implications rather than arguments) are created purely for the purpose a making a point.
14
On the ambiguity of “conclusive” see my 2006, p.143ff.
15
The point here pertains to argument understood as different than implication.
Generally my position here is in the spirit of fallibilism. In MR, I argued that
there are no conclusive arguments. I realize that I cannot claim that my own argument is conclusive, nor do I think it is. These issues require more attention to
the idea of conclusiveness what it means (n. 15 above), what the criteria are,
where it is an appropriate ideal (mathematics and metalogical theory), and where
not.
16
But this point is not accepted by other informal logicians, e.g. Blair, 2007.
17
Lumer’s classifies my approach as epistemological, but don’t think it is.
Lumer’s way of contrasting these approaches strikes me as problematic. The
contrast is skewed: epistemology refers to a philosophical inquiry, “consensual”
refers to a possible result or goal of argument. A better way of getting at this
contrast would be to distinguish between justification-centered and consensualor persuasion-centred approaches. Further, there is no reason to identify approaches which are objectivist and truth-oriented as epistemological; some logical approaches (FDL) likewise stress these features.
18
While I grant that none of these theorists would define himself as a deductivist, it does not follow from that that there are not traces of deductivism (latent
deductivism) in their projects. It often appears in the sorts of exemplars chosen.
Thus Goldman writes (2003:55): “Consider the following argument: Some arguments are written in black ink. Therefore some arguments are written black
ink.” For those who work in informal logic, an example like this has hollow ring.
It is an example of a valid implication, but that just illustrates the importance of
not conflating argument with implication (or inference. Now some will say that
the choice of examples and illustrations is not important and that I am placing
too much stock in a peripheral matter. But I am here following Wittgenstein’s
reminder about the danger of nourishing one’s thinking on only one kind of example (PI, #593: “A main cause of philosophical disease—a one sided diet: one
nourishes one’s thinking with only one kind of example.”
19
I believe something like his is what Toulmin was complaining of above in the
passage quoted earlier.
20
What if Hume had not been a deductivist? He complained that he could not
“derive an ‘ought’ from an ‘is.’ What this means is that Hume cannot find a valid
argument that leads from an “is” premise to an “ought” conclusion. But that
does not mean that there are not good arguments with normative conclusions and
factual premises, as serious work in Evaluation Theory has shown time and
again. For a good overview of this initiative, see Scriven (2007). Indeed it is
tempting to speculate how the history of philosophy might have been different
had deductivism not been the default position.
21
In 1980 I spent several months combing the pages of the Los Angeles Times for
a real example (for example, a Letter to the Editor) that resembled this paradigm.
I did not find a single one.
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22

A customary turn of phrase— notice the assumption and value judgement latent in it.
23
Obviously, the term “informal’ gets a large share of its meaning from what it
“negates”—“formal” and “formal” is said in many ways. See my discussion of
this in (2000: 119ff.) for which I am indebted to Krabbe and Barth. See also
Johnson and Blair (1991) reprinted in Johnson (1996: 200-201).
24
“A picture held us captive. And we could not get outside it, for it lay in our
language and language seemed to repeat it to us inexorably.” Wittgenstein, PI,
#155.
25
Weinstein (1990) cautioned us about this. See my discussion in (2000: 26062).
26
See Bickenbach & Davies (1997) for an interesting formulation of what they
call Aristotle’s Principle.
27
Here is the entry from the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy: “All Aristotle's logic revolves around one notion: the deduction (syllogismos). A thorough explanation of what a deduction is, and what they are composed of, will
necessarily lead us through the whole of his theory. What, then, is a deduction?
Aristotle says: A deduction is speech (logos) in which, certain things having
been supposed, something different from those supposed results of necessity because of their being so. (Prior Analytics I.2, 24b18-20). Each of the "things supposed" is a premise (protasis) of the argument, and what "results of necessity" is
the conclusion (symperasma).
28
My colleague, David Guetter (whose area of specialization is Greek philosophy and knows these texts and, Greek, far better than I do) questions the accuracy of this translation. Suffice to say that some competent translators have produced such renderings, and this interpretation has been highly influential.
29
This account is first appears in Johnson and Blair (1977) and later in a revised
form in Govier (1985) where she changes sufficiency to adequacy, Damer
(1987), Freeman (1988), Little, Groarke and Tindale (1989), Barry (1992) and
Seech (1992). In this issue, Blair presents his views on how this account appears
to him today.
30
Each of these terms houses an inherent ambiguity: each can be used to designate both an activity and also the result of that activity. See my attempt to make
the distinction (2000: 192). See also Finocchiaro’s criticisms (2003: 34-36).
31
James Hearne, "Deductivism and Practical Reasoning," Philosophical Studies
45 (1984), p. 205. "In a less stringent formulation, it [deductivism] is the thesis
that, in MacIntyre's phrase, all arguments are deductive or defective..." Hearne
gives no citation for this attribution, though he does cites MacIntyre (1959)
"Hume on is and ought,” so that article may be the locus of this phrase.
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Abstract

The received picture of rationality, nowadays in trouble, is contrasted with the "argumentative" conception, inspired by Paul Grice's proposal to define rationality as an
agent's desire that his or her moves are supported by reasons and a capacity to satisfy
that desire at least to some extent. Some implications of the argumentative conception
of rationality are unfolded: it involves a first-person perspective, requires criteria for
the attribution of the capacity to justify one's moves, and allows for failures to behave
or think rationally. Attribution of argumentative rationality to a human being does not
follow from final evidence, but (when conceived as the attribution of an essential, as
opposed to contingent, property), coincides with the acknowledgement of personhood,
which in turn, being at least to some extent a matter of choice, is revealed to be an ethical task. So the argumentative conception of rationality may help us see why it still
make sense to think of man as a rational being.

Key Words rationality, justification, reason, first-person perspective, person.

1. Introduction
In this paper, I put forward a conception of rationality inspired by the work
of Paul Grice, which I call "argumentative". I consider the classic philosophical
questions that have not stopped bothering us: Is man rational? What does "being
rational" amount to? and show that while the received picture of Reason does not
provide us with convincing answers, resorting to the "argumentative" conception
of rationality can be of some help.
Paul Grice is well known as the philosopher of "speaker's meaning" and
conversational cooperation, and moreover, as the inventor of "implicature" and
therefore a main source of inspiration for pragmatic research on the inferential
aspects of utterance processing. But his work provides us also with a number of
ideas and reflections on rationality (Grice 1986, 1991, 2001). In his perspective,
a rational creature is basically a creature who gives reasons in support of what he
or she does or says. That is, a creature who argues (since the act of giving a reason in support of a claim lies at the core of what we call an argument). Of course,
the relationship "in support of", and therefore the notion of argumentation depending on it, are difficult to define and analyse. Grice emphasizes as basic to
argumentation that the speaker should intend to give support to a certain action
or claim by means of a certain (other) claim. Since these attitudes may be present
and made recognizable to interlocutors when no good reason is actually provided
or even available, the performance of argumentative activity does not necessarily
coincide with the production of good or valid argument. This broadens the scope
of application of the notion of argumentation and gives it a first-person flavour.
Of course there is the residual problem of how we can tell real argumentation
(real instances of the relationship "in support of") from other kinds of connec-
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tions among claims and from mere attempts to argue. But what I want to focus
upon here is Grice's proposal to view rationality as a desire to argue in the broad
sense just outlined and a capacity, to a certain extent, to do so in correct (good,
valid) ways. I will attempt to run through some of the implications of such a
view. But first let us take a step back and consider the received picture of rationality, with which "argumentative rationality" is to be contrasted.

2. Rationality in trouble
A lot of modern Western philosophy is about Reason. By referring to a "received" picture of rationality, I do not purport to account for all the functions attributed to Reason by different philosophical schools in different centuries,
sometimes as the heroine of the philosophical narrative, sometimes as a mere
helper of some other hero or the antagonist of the real hero. Rather, I refer to a
bundle of stereotypical features we are now keen to attribute to rationality as an
effect, among other things, of the history of the philosophical notion of Reason.
In this received picture, rationality is conceived as a capacity to intentionally
and self-consciously behave in ways that are optimal with respect to one's goals.
This is also supposed to involve a capacity to conform one's reasoning to the
laws of logic. The human mind is regarded as transparent to itself, goals are supposed to fall within the subject's cognitive control and it is taken for granted that
subjects are able to correctly assess the ways of achieving their goals. Also the
laws of logic, setting the standard for valid argument, are supposed to be spontaneously and fully accessible to individual minds.
But all this sounds too idyllic. If men were rational in this sense, would they
behave as they in fact do? There is reason to doubt that actual human minds
match the picture just outlined and it is legitimate to wonder whether we should
say they ought to match it. In particular, in present times we are facing a dramatic loss of credibility of the received picture of rationality as well as of its
function as an ideal which men should strive for. This is a consequence of events
of various kinds, ranging from discoveries and cultural advancements to tragic
historical facts, which in the past century have drawn attention to failure or even
impossibility to cope with the requirements of the received picture of rationality,
suggesting that either men are not rational, or human rationality is not the sort of
thing portrayed by its received picture.
As everyone knows, Freud has brought to light in an extremely striking way
the incompleteness and lack of transparency of our self-consciousness. Faced
with the underground seas uncovered by psychoanalysis, we have to admit that
we don't really know why we act or what our real goals are. If we ever choose
efficient means for what we believe to be our goals, perhaps this is because of
some surface rationality we have got, but perhaps, this too is controlled by unconscious drives and imagery. If we ever choose efficient means for what, possibly unbeknownst to us, our real goals are, that's not an achievement of our alleged rationality. Structuralism too - as a broad cultural movement emphasizing
how structures and systems we do not control impose on us without rational,
self-conscious motivations - has undermined the received conception of the hu-
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man subject as naturally possessing rationality, true self-consciousness, and real
cognitive control over one's goals. Last but not least, classical logic has been
questioned as the standard for reasoning. On the one hand, cultural anthropology
has insisted on differences among human cultures and here and there, the suspicion has been voiced that not all cultures would have people reason in the same
way. On the other hand, the psychological study of reasoning, since the '60s, has
shown that logical mistakes in the performance of tasks of certain kinds are
pretty common and should be considered as normal, whatever that may mean.
Recent psychological studies propose viewing our actual reasoning as based not
on some abstract, logical model of rationality but on "heuristics": "fast and frugal" procedures that do not always yield results conforming to logic but compensate for their margin of unreliability with speed and ease of application. And
even those who are convinced that classical logic must remain the universal
standard of rationality wish to "naturalize" it, namely, to explain it as the effect
of the natural workings of the human individual as a biological organism. If rationality itself is saved, in this case, it no longer pertains to the personal, but to
the sub-personal level and is amenable to causally implemented algorhythms.
The human subject him/herself is, once more, lost from sight.
Together with these cultural changes, at least some of which consist of scientific advancements and should therefore be viewed as positive achievements,
social changes have occurred too, involving an increasing importing of irrational
attitudes into social and political life. If we look back at our recent past, we can
easily identify explosions of irrationality in the form of nationalisms, racisms,
totalitarianisms, and the resulting wars. Enough has happened in the twentieth
century to make mankind (and its alleged Reason) appear dramatically unreliable! At the present time too, even in social environments in which democracy is
steadily established and which enjoy peace as well as (to a reasonable degree)
social order, irrational elements abound. It is not only a question of religious
fundamentalism or of "new age" lifestyles. Standard western consumerism is itself irrational enough, as a form of life in which people are led to desire, buy and
consume a lot of wares or services they do not need. Mass media, television in
particular, foster forms of communication marked by superficiality, emotional
involvement and lack of critical thinking. The economy, too, appears irrational,
being based on "growth" ad infinitum.
Of course, whatever we may say of rationality in academic philosophical
discourse cannot affect this complex situation and is unlikely to contribute even
indirectly to reviving trust in Reason, either as a factual feature of human beings,
or as an ideal that belongs to them. Moreover, truth does not depend on credibility: something incredible can nevertheless be true and vice versa and we as philosophers should be concerned with the search for truth alone. Nevertheless, it is
fair not to be forgetful of the socio-cultural context. If anything of philosophical
interest has been proven to be wrong by some other science or form of experience, the related philosophical claims should be abandoned or, at least, reformulated and reinterpreted. So, we should admit that those conceptions that have lost
their legitimacy because of cultural advancements and social changes have to be
revised. That is why we need to rethink rationality once more, and in my opinion, the suggestions coming from Grice are helpful to this aim.
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3. Argumentative rationality: an outline
Questions about rationality divide into two main kinds: those concerned
with the definition of rationality (or Reason), and those concerned with the problem of whether, given a certain definition of rationality, human beings are rational or not. I start with a question of the former kind: what does "being rational" amount to? how should we define rationality? Next I turn to a question of
the latter kind (in its most classical formulation): is man rational?
3.1. Towards an argumentation-based definition of rationality
What does "being rational" amount to? The answer I am going to propose to
this question, starting from Grice's suggestions, purports to take the place of the
received picture of rationality in its role as the core element in our classic selfdefinition as rational animals and as an ideal for which to strive, but with more
modesty, greater awareness of the limitations affecting human beings, and therefore increased credibility.
Paul Grice has proposed viewing rationality as an agent's desire that his
or her moves are justified, that is, supported by reasons, and a capacity to satisfy
that desire at least to some extent (Grice 1991:82-83). Being rational, in this perspective, does not amount to possessing a well-functioning computational device. Whether the computational device is there or not, whether it functions well
or not, is another order of questions. In a rational creature in Grice's sense, there
is not only some computational device enabling the creature to proceed from
premises to conclusions, but also a certain attitude of the will, an inclination to
use that computational device so as to offer reasons (hopefully, good ones!) for
what the creature itself does or says. That is, rationality is linked to personal
level attitudes such as desire and intention. This has various implications, which
I shall now attempt to unfold.
First of all, desires and intentions do not purport to reflect the world as is, but
concern some performance or achievement. When the desired achievement does
not occur, or the intended performance fails, this does not by itself cancel the
original desire or intention. If rationality lies more in the desire or intention than in
the performance or achievement, we can account for failures and imperfections
without undermining either our own self-definition as rational beings or rationality
itself as a standard or ideal we should meet. At the same time, desire and intention
involve something more than actual behaviour. A certain state may be reached or
certain gestures may be performed merely as an effect of unintentional behaviour
or an unintended effect of intentional conduct. The additional element introduced
by desire or intention is a certain first-person perspective on what is to be achieved
or to be done: a perspective thanks to which what is to be achieved or done becomes, for the agent, a task. So, introducing desire and intention in the definition of
rationality turns "being rational", sometimes viewed as a heritage, a fate, or a biological finality of human beings, into a task. So, conceiving of rationality as "argumentative" amounts to claiming that we are constituted as rational beings in the
first place by the fact that we accept it as a task that we have to justify our moves.
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Second, of course attitudes such as desire that one's moves are justified or
intention to offer justifications should be backed by some capacity to actually
provide such justifications. Desire or intention without any capacity to perform
are infelicitous and even, in a certain sense, irrational. This is a delicate point,
because it is often not easy to tell whether somebody is capable of providing justifications for what he or she says or does. One is certainly capable of providing
such a justification when he or she actually offers good reasons for something he
or she has said or done. But to say that somebody is capable of offering reasons
because he or she has offered good reasons on a certain occasion begs the further
question: when are reasons "good"? The simplest answer to this question has it
that good reasons are really such only when they are objectively good, i.e. meet a
certain standard or conform to certain rules. This answer is not helpful to our
aim, however, since it is far from clear how we are supposed to establish whether
the reason offered is objectively good; furthermore, it is to some extent controversial what it means for a reason to be an objectively good one. An alternative
way of identifying good reasons is to rely on whether what is offered as a reason
is socially recognized as constituting a good reason, i.e. as meeting the relevant
standard or conforming to the relevant rules. So we may want to say that somebody is capable of providing justifications when the reasons he or she offers are
recognized by his or her interlocutors as good or, at least, good enough for the
current purposes. This conclusion, though, has despairingly subjectivist consequences. It makes capacity to provide justifications look more like an ability to
persuade one's interlocutor that one's reasons are good than like a capacity to tell
good reasons from bad ones. So this way of identifying good reasons too is
hardly of help when our problem is to tell whether somebody is capable of providing justifications.
The problem of how to define and attribute capacity to provide justifications
is even more complicated when no occasion is available in which the agent has
offered good reasons (whatever these are!). Sometimes we may want to attribute
such a capacity when we have independent evidence that the agent possesses at
least some of the abilities and kinds of competence that are involved in the providing of justifications. However, I do not take this line of reasoning further
here. In fact, additional complications notwithstanding, the core question we
have to answer is still the same one mentioned above in reference to cases in
which we can rely on occasions in which the agent has offered good reasons:
when are reasons "good"? In reply to this question, I am inclined to distinguish
between offering a reason and offering a good reason. This is a distinction Grice
makes too (Grice 2001:6 ff.). But I would like to employ the distinction as follows: a claim offered by an agent in a certain situation as a reason for something
he or she does or says is at least a reason if it is recognized by the relevant participants as a good reason. So, whenever we find out that an agent has offered, as
a reason for him or her to do or say something, a claim that has been taken by his
or her interlocutors as constituting a good reason for him or her to do or say that
thing, we can attribute to that agent the capacity to provide justifications. But this
does not involve that any reason intersubjectively accepted as good is objectively
a good reason: it may indeed be a bad one (a reason, nevertheless). Conversely,
when an agent's claim, offered as a reason for him or her to do or say something,
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has been deemed by his or her interlocutors not to constitute a good reason, we
are not enabled to say he or she has offered a reason, good or bad, and are not
entitled to attribute him or her with the capacity of providing justifications. The
application of these criteria makes something constituting a reason depend on
intersubjective agreement at least in certain cases (that is, those in which the alleged reason is accepted as a good one) and provides therefore some basis to attribution practices, while not endorsing subjectivism as to whether a certain reason is a good one. Indeed, my view is compatible with a normative, mindtranscendent conception of what it is for a reason to be good.
Finally, the proposed argumentation-based view of rationality takes the
search for reasons and the interpersonal commitment to providing them as central features of rational beings. This may sound very close to the picture of the
practice of making assertions that, with by far greater explicitness, has been put
forward by Robert Brandom (1994, 2001). Brandom thinks that what is distinctive of human beings as rational beings is the practice of undertaking and recognizing commitments. Though acknowledging this similarity, I prefer to stick to
my Gricean inspiration. The picture of human rationality as manifesting itself in
the score-keeping of commitments and of entitlements to commit oneself in conversation is, in Brandom's philosophy, instrumental to a broader project: a semantics of use in which meaning is explained in terms of social practices, among
which, first of all, the very practice of conversational score-keeping. This project
conflates meaning with the interpersonal dimension of speech activity in a way
already criticized by Austin, who urged to distinguish meaning as sense and reference from force (1962:100): the sense and the reference of words, whatever
they are, do not depend on the rules for performing illocutionary acts of any kind
with those very words. Grice too maintained that the appropriateness conditions
of the speech acts performed by means of certain words do not belong with the
truth-conditional meaning of those words (1989:3-21). Discussing Brandom's
attempt to explain the representative and referential facets of meaning by means
of the interpersonal ones would take us too far from our topic, rationality: therefore, we cannot here pursue any further the comparison with his views. I would
simply add that the commitment to providing reasons for one's words or behaviour, which is what interests us here, does not necessarily take the form of the
spelling-out of evidence, as happens in the case of assertion: indeed, it is neither
relative to one specific kind of speech act nor activated by its performance. It
pertains instead, in a very general way, to what I would call a style of life, attentive to the wish and therefore the need to have one's moves justified, whether by
reference to reasons, motivations, evidence, or deductive arguments, as regards
moves of any kind from the use of assertion in scientific discourse to personal
choices or political decisions.
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3.2. Is man rational?
Equipped with the picture of rationality outlined above, we can now turn to
a question of the second kind, a question not so much about rationality (or Reason) but about human beings and their self-definition: is man rational? In the
framework of the crisis of the conception of rationality illustrated above, two
main ways of answering this questions are: (i), to deny that man is rational; (ii),
to affirm that man is rational because of the rationality of sub-personal processes
in the human mind. Both replies are unsatisfactory. They both fail to capture our
intuitions about the link between human beings as self-conscious agents and rationality.
Grice has a different proposal. He proposes a distinction between contingent
and essential rationality and correspondingly, a distinction between human beings and persons. Human beings are de facto contingently rational. Persons, instead, are essentially rational beings: they are defined as such, that is, rationality
is part of their essence. Any human being who is considered a person, is taken to
be essentially rational (Grice 1991:79-82). Therefore, from the fact that a human
being is a person, we should infer that he or she is essentially rational, not merely
contingently so. Human beings, as persons, may well be rational even if they
sometimes fail to think or behave rationally, and even if some of them hardly
ever succeed. So, the reply to the question whether man is rational is: yes, because human beings are persons. But the significance of such a reply has to be
appreciated in the framework of the distinction between contingent and essential
rationality. It does not mean that every human being is rational all the time
throughout his or her life.
But then how can human beings be persons in Grice's sense? How is it possible for a human being, who is contingently rational, to turn into a person, who
is essentially so? Grice's thought is somewhat obscure on this point. He uses
metaphorical language, borrowing the word "transubstantiation" from the Catholic theological tradition, to describe the change from being contingently rational
to being essentially so and therefore a person (Grice 1991:81-82, 87, 114). The
word "transubstantiation" applies to this change insofar as what is at issue is the
transformation of a substance (or essence) into another without the appearances
changing at all (the human being, while a person, is still liable to behave or think
irrationally). According to Grice, it is human beings themselves who operate the
transformation: we constitute man as essentially rational by taking as an essential
feature of "persons" the property of being rational, which human beings only
contingently possess.This marks personhood as a human construction and as a
condition that is not so much possessed by individual human beings but attributed to them (by themselves or by their fellow human beings). The former feature makes the proposed conception of a person somehow "weak"; the latter feature, suggesting (as I have argued in Sbisà 2001:202) that personhood is
grounded in some interactional dynamics, makes it possible to apply the notion
of person, and therefore the acknowledgement of essential rationality, to nonstandard or marginal cases. Indeed, the attribution of personhood can be extended to any agent belonging to the species Homo Sapiens, or perhaps, as I
would have rather say, any agent who is similar enough to a man.
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The Gricean approach to personhood, as I have outlined it, has some flaws.
It may be unconvincing or even turn out to be useless. The transformation of
contingently rational beings into essentially rational ones appears to be ad hoc,
since without it there would not be, in Grice's sense, any person. We need to
have a notion of a person, and voilà, here it is. We feel like dealing with our fellow human beings as with persons, and voilà, they are essentially rational beings
and therefore persons. All this seems too easy, or even simply like playing with
words. Secondly, once one grants that persons are constructed entities, as opposed to natural ones, one might be led to wonder whether they are genuine entities at all. They might not belong to the actual world, but to a world of fiction, so
that in attributing personhood to each other, we just make out as if each of us
were a person. This doubt recalls the ancient meaning of the Latin persona, that
is, character or mask. If one takes this line of thought, the distinction between
contingent and essential rationality loses its explanatory power and one is left
solely with contingently rational human beings. This takes us back to the two answers to the question "Is man rational?" - (i) that man is not rational and (ii), that
man is rational insofar as some sub-personal processes in the human mind are
rational - which we hoped to get around by recourse to Grice's suggestions.
Lynne Baker's constitution view of the person, to some extent resembling
Grice's, avoids consequences of this kind by considering the constitution of beings enjoying a first-person perspective or capable of it into persons as something objective and independent of the human willingness to think of those beings in that way (Baker 2000).
But the Gricean approach has advantages too. It permits us to conceive of
man as a "rational animal" and offers an explanation of why it still makes sense
to do so. There is a feature in us, rationality in the argumentative sense, which is
so precious in our own eyes that we choose it as our essential feature as persons,
while remaining, as human beings, liable on occasion to be as irrational as before. Since the approach does not identify someone's being rational with his or
her success in behaving or speaking rationally, it is compatible with a realistic
appreciation of our failures to comply with the laws of logic or pursue goals by
means of rational plans. Such failures no longer need to be taken as marks of irrationality, nor suggest that rationality itself is a misleading ideal not worth pursuing. Indeed, the approach recognizes rationality as a value, which is something
we cannot do if we conceive of it as just the way of functioning of the human
mind or challenge it as a myth or ideology.

4. Rationality, fuzziness and intersubjectivity
In conclusion, I would like to elaborate upon a feature of my Grice-inspired
notion of rationality, which, albeit at first sight a drawback, makes it particularly
rich in implications in the context of contemporary culture and society: the idea
that essential rationality is applied to creatures on the basis of their similarity to
contingently rational beings.
It is undeniable that there are non-prototypical cases of a contingently rational being, for example, cases in which a being of a certain kind, whose proto-
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typical members are endowed with rationality, displays on occasion, or even
regularly, non-rational behaviour. Since we (as individuals or organisms, with
both physical and psychological features and functions) only contingently possess rationality, it is conceivable that a human being may fail to possess it either
temporarily or permanently, because of age, but also accident, genetic flaw,
sickness, and what not. But we should not conclude that "man is rational" is
merely an undue generalization. Following Grice, we can say, instead, that although the contingently non-rational human being fails to be a prototypical case
of a rational being, he or she may and even should be counted as an essentially
rational being. It is legitimate, in this perspective, to count among persons (a discrete category) all those beings that we deem similar enough to a contingently
rational human being. The key questions become, therefore: what is it to be similar "enough" to a rational human being? how much is "enough"? and how do we
judge similarity?
While essential rationality is expected to be "flat"(Grice 2001:28 ff.), that is,
such that a creature either possesses it or it does not (this intuition is confirmed
by the fact that we do not admit of intermediate cases between persons and nonpersons), similarity to contingently rational human beings is a matter of degree.
Decisions must therefore be made as to whether a creature is similar enough to
such a being to be constituted as a person. Whenever we have to tell whether a
certain creature is a person (a rational being), we have to choose a certain standard of similarity or closeness and apply it to its relationship to creatures that are
contingently rational beings and have already been counted as persons. Since
these decisions cannot rely on a fixed standard, some "fuzziness" appears to affect, if not the essential rationality of persons, at least the requirements that a
creature must meet to be fit to be transformed (or "transsubstantiated") into a
person.
An easy solution would be to take similarity to be a cognitive primitive. After all, it is likely that humans are endowed with the same, or approximately the
same, capacity to give similarity assessments, in perceptual matters at least.
Were it not so, alignment and cooperation among humans would be more difficult than they actually are, or even impossible (cp. Gauker 1994:157-177).
Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that we share, in particular, the perceptual
ability to recognize human-like creatures. But should we defer to such capacities
and abilities the responsibility of deciding whether a certain creature is a person
or not? And can we be sure that different people's assessments will never diverge? In any case in which assessments diverge, for whatever reason, it might
not be enough to discuss them and consider the justifications of each: a decision
might still have to be made. We should therefore accept that in the process of acknowledging personhood, decisions are to some extent unavoidable.
But there is a positive aspect in all this. If whether a certain creature is a person is to some extent a matter of decision, it is also a matter for which we have
responsibility, and, I would like to suggest, moral responsibility. To begin with,
the decision for or against a certain creature's being a person affects our attitude
towards him or her, both at the level of empathy and sympathy and at the level of
the rights and duties he or she is, or is not, to be attributed. A fair decision should
consider these consequences as well, and evaluate whether the creature would
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profit from them. Moreover, rationality is a value in itself (according to Grice
1991, it is indeed the source of values) and since acknowledgement of personhood is one and the same thing as attribution of essential rationality, in performing it we attribute to the creature something of value, and in so doing, attempt to
make its value recognized by him or her. So (with some simplification) the more
creatures we consider as persons, provided they are to some extent suitable to
play this role, the more creatures are brought under the ideal of argumentative
rationality and, hopefully, assigned the task of practising it. Here one can perhaps see an analogy with a main theme in Grice's philosophy of language, the
attribution of conversational cooperativity (cp. Sbisà 2001). In fact, at least up to
a certain point, the more generous we are in attributing cooperativity to our interlocutors the more of their speech we are enabled to understand. Attribution of
conversational cooperativity may even be a strategy for engaging one's hardly
cooperative interlocutor in an exchange coming as close as possible to full-blown
conversation.
The constitution view of persons defended by Baker (2000) fails to capture
the intuition that acknowledging personhood is an ethical task. For Baker, albeit
persons are "constituted" entities, it is a matter of fact whether a given creature is
a person or not: if it has a first-person perspective, it is a person, if it has no such
perspective, it fails to be one. So, acknowledging personhood is just a matter of
accurateness in examining the creature at issue and his or her behaviour. In the
Grice-inspired perspective I have been elaborating upon, no accurate inspection
or record can say the final word about whether we should attribute to a creature
rationality as an essential property (indeed, really accurate inspections and records would lead us to conclude that nobody is fully suitable for being a person
in Grice's sense). So, it is clear that what is required for there to be persons in the
world is our acknowledgement of them through the attribution of essential, rather
than contingent, rationality, which is at the same time an acknowledgement of
the value of rationality as an agent's desire that his or her moves are justified.
In conclusion, from the Grice-inspired conception of argumentative rationality I have attempted to present in this paper comes a stimulus not to consider rationality as a feature that creatures, or people, either have or do not have, but as a
task we may want to undertake, such that by undertaking it we already place ourselves (and our interlocutors or fellow human beings) under its sign. It is a stimulus not to be passive in the face of the widespread irrational attitudes in contemporary society which I mentioned earlier and to avoid reducing our being rational
to the proper functioning of our sub-personal cognitive processes. It suggests we
keep on being interested in other people's reasons as well as being willing to offer our own, and continue to practise those speech acts, such as explaining, justifying, objecting, and concluding..., which involve the organisation of discourse
by means of argumentative relations of support or contrast among claims.
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Abstract

Using tools like argument diagrams and profiles of dialogue, this paper studies a
number of examples of everyday conversational argumentation where determination
of relevance and irrelevance can be assisted by means of adopting a new dialectical
approach. According to the new dialectical theory, dialogue types are normative
frameworks with specific goals and rules that can be applied to conversational argumentation. In this paper is shown how such dialectical models of reasonable argumentation can be applied to a determination of whether an argument in a specific case is
relevant are not in these examples. The approach is based on a linguistic account of
dialogue and text from congruity theory, and on the notion of a dialectical shift. Such
a shift occurs where an argument starts out as fitting into one type of dialogue, but
then it only continues to makes sense as a coherent argument if it is taken to be a part
of a different type of dialogue.
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The theory of dialogue types can be traced back to Aristotle’s Topics and
Sophistical Refutations. In the second chapter of the latter work (165a38-b8),
Aristotle classified four types of arguments, didactic, dialectical, examination
arguments and contentious arguments. In the Topics, Walton notices (Walton
1990, pp. 416-417), Aristotle wrote about four contexts of reasoning, or dialogue
frameworks (1998, p. 11): demonstration, dialectic, contentious reasoning, and
misreasoning. Demonstration can be interpreted both as a scientific inquiry, and
in terms of a pedagogical dialogue. In particular, dialectical reasoning was developed in a set of question-answer moves in the VIII book of the Topics. The
Aristotelian ideas were partly developed in the Middle Ages in the theory of Obligations, but later abandoned. For a long time, the old dialectic was thought to
be merely an antiquated art that had no place in the science of logic. It was not
until recently that a new dialectic insert 1was put forward (Walton, 1998) with a
new classification of types of dialogue and viewed as contexts of argumentation,
and meant to be normative models useful for the study of fallacies. Walton departed at some points from the ancient heritage of the old dialectic, developing
modern categories of formal dialectics and dialogue games. The new dialectic
analyzed fallacies as arguments that can be used in a dialogue as sophistical tactics, but can also be used as reasonable arguments in certain frameworks of dialogue (Walton 1998, p. 10, Walton 1992, p. 143).
In the new dialectic, an argument is always an argument for a purpose: it is
a social and verbal means of trying to resolve, or at least to contend with, a con-
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flict or difference that has arisen or exists between two (or more) parties
(Walton, 1990, p. 411). One of the frameworks of use of reasoning can be an argument, an activity that occurs in an interactional context, most of the times dialectical. In this perspective, the Aristotelian notions of “reasoning” and “type of
argument” are interpreted as activities in a dialogical framework. While for Aristotle a dialectical argument is a type of argument, in Walton’s new dialectic it
refers to the whole framework of different dialogue types in which an argument
can be used. In other words, the ancient method of evaluating arguments in a
context of dialogue has been developed by interpreting the Aristotelian typologies of reasoning as different ways an argument can be used in a conversational
exchange (p. 36).
The purpose of this paper is to show how the new dialectical theory of dialogue types is connected to the explanation of fallacies and irrelevancies. The
theory of dialogue types in the new dialectic is presented as a normative model
that is useful to explain some fundamental aspects of argumentation. Dialogue
types are analysed from the point of view of textual congruity and interlocutors’
goals. Using tools of the new dialectic like profiles of dialogue and common
ground, it is shown how the model of dialogue types allows one to analyze the
phenomena of dialectical shifts embeddings. It is then shown how these phenomena are needed to explain dialectical relevance.

1. Dialogues types
The theory of dialogue types in the new dialectic was introduced in
(Walton 1989, 1990), and further developed and organized in (Walton and
Krabbe 1995) and (Walton 1998). In the new dialectic, a dialogue is conventionalized, purposive joint activity between two speech partners (p. 29). This
abstract definition of dialogue is applied to different types of “joint activities” by means of dialogue types. The interlocutors can, in fact, have different kinds of goal, which influence the nature of the interaction. In this conception of dialogue, we can notice that the two parties have individual goals
(for instance, in a negotiation, getting the best out of the discussion), and an
“interactive” goal (for instance, always in a negotiation, making a deal). The
individual goals are sub-ordered to the collective goal, or purpose of the
communicative interaction. A type of dialogue, in this perspective, is a normative framework in which there is an exchange of arguments between two
speech partners reasoning together in turn-taking sequence aimed at a collective goal (Walton 1998, p. 30).
Dialogue types can be characterized by the type of commitments (propositional or not), the type of starting point (contrast of opinion, open problem, decision to be made), the type of dialogical goal (persuading, making a
deal…). The typology of dialogue types is represented in table 1.
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TYPE

INITIAL
SITUATION

MAIN GOAL

PARTICIPANTS’
AIMS

SIDE BENEFITS

1. Persuasion Dialogue

Conflicting
points
of
view

Resolution
of
such conflicts by
verbal means

Persuade
other(s)

2. Negotiation

Conflict of
interests &
need
for
cooperation

Making a deal

Get the best out
of it for oneself

3. Inquiry

General
ignorance

Find a “proof” or
destroy one

4. Deliberation

Need
action

Growth
of
knowledge
&
agreement
Reach a decision

5. Informationseeking

Personal
Ignorance

Spreading
knowledge and
revealing positions

Gain, pass on,
show, or hide
personal knowledge

6. Eristics

Conflict &
antagonism

Reaching
a
(provisional)
accommodation
in a relationship

Strike the other
party & win in
the
eyes
of
onlookers

Develop and reveal positions
Build up confidence
Influence
onlookers,
Add to prestige
Agreement,
Build up confidence
Reveal position
Influence
onlookers
Add to prestige
Add to prestige
Gain experience
Raise funds
Agreement
Develop & reveal positions
Add to prestige,
Vent emotions
Agreement
Develop & reveal positions
Add to prestige,
Vent emotions
Agreement
Develop & reveal positions
Gain experience,
Amusement
Add to prestige,
Vent emotions

for

Influence
come

the

out-

Table 1: Types of Dialogue and their Characteristics (Walton and Krabbe
1995, p. 66).
In a persuasion dialogue, one party, the proponent, tries to persuade by
means of arguments the other party, the respondent, that a thesis is true (Walton
1998, p. 37). In a persuasion dialogue, the disagreement between the interlocutors stems from the respondent being convinced of the truth of a proposition opposite to the proponent’s thesis. The role of the respondent, in this dialogue, is to
prove his own thesis. Each party tries to persuade the other party to change his
opinion, by leading it by means of arguments to commit himself to or to concede
certain propositions. Persuasion dialogue can be identified with the critical discussion analyzed by (van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 1984; 1987; 1992).
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Negotiation is an interest-based context of dialogue, in which the goal is to
make a deal. Both parties try to maximize the benefits they can get out of it, and
try to reach a compromise which is acceptable by both of them. In this type of
dialogue, persuasion may be irrelevant or secondary, and it is involved usually to
set up a dialogue agenda for negotiation. In negotiation, the goal is not to show
that a proposition is acceptable or right; for this reason, a commitment is not an
assertion that some proposition is true (Walton 1993, p. 94). Commitments are
instead concessions of some goods or services in order to lead the interlocutor to
comparable concessions, until a settlement is reached.
Inquiry is a collaborative investigation aimed at proving a proposition, or
showing the impossibility of proving it. The focus is on propositions, not on interests such as negotiation, but the starting point is not a conflict of opinion, such
as the persuasion dialogue, but an open problem. The inquiry can be successful
only when all participants agree upon the same conclusion at the end. In this type
of dialogue, similar to the Aristotelian demonstration, the premises of an instance
of reasoning are supposed to be better established than its conclusion. The goal is
not to show the plausibility or acceptability of a proposition, such as in the persuasion dialogue, but to prove that a proposition is or is not part of the established knowledge. Moreover, retraction of commitments is not generally permitted.
Deliberation in the new dialectic is similar to inquiry inasmuch as it starts
from an open problem. However, the problem is practical and the goal of a deliberation is to decide how to act. The main goal is agreement, but it does not coincide with the end of the dialogue, since a decision can be made by an authority
without the general agreement. Deliberation is concerned with the future and
plans. The interlocutors have to balance the pro and cons of a possible course of
action, assessing its possible consequences. The typical kind of reasoning involved is called practical reasoning: an agent considers different possibilities of
carrying out an action on the basis of its consequences, and chooses the one leading to the best, or less negative, outcome relative to the goal in a set of circumstances.
In an information-seeking dialogue, a participant lacks and needs some information and requests it from the interlocutor, who is an expert, or has some
knowledge, or is position to know something. Unlike the other kinds of dialogue,
the information-seeking type is grounded on an asymmetrical dialogical relationship, in which the goal is to spread knowledge. Information-seeking has not as its
purpose to prove something, but to retrieve a piece of knowledge. For instance,
an example of this type of dialogue can be provided by the case below (Walton
1996, p. 61). A tourist needs a piece of information, and asks a person supposed
to know it.
Case 1
First tourist: Could you tell me where the Central Station is?
Shopkeeper: It is across the bridge, one kilometer south
First tourist: Thank you [to the second tourist]. Ok. Let’s head for the
bridge.
Eristic dialogue can be considered a family of dialogues characterized by
verbal fighting aimed at reaching a provisional accommodation in a relationship.
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Both participants try to win, that is, achieve some effects on onlookers, for instance, striking him out or humiliating him. However, the goal of the dialogue is
to resolve a situation of antagonism and conflict between two parties, releasing
powerful emotions that otherwise would degenerate into physical fights or frustration. Eristic dialogues vent repressed emotions, and are characterized by anarchy in rules.
The dialogue types have subtypes, characterized by different factors. For instance, persuasion dialogue can be classified into its subtypes according to the
type of initial conflict (single, multiple, compound), the nature of the matter discussed, the degree of rigidity of the rules, the preciseness of the procedural description of the dialogue, the admixtures from other types of dialogue. A typical
case of admixture is the discussion of a proposal, a persuasion dialogue embedded into a larger deliberation dialogue. In other cases, the admixture does not affect the goal or the essential characteristics of the dialogue, influencing only the
relationship between the interlocutors (Walton and Krabbe call it “flavour”). For
instance, in a persuasion dialogue, one party may behave as an expert, introducing a certain asymmetry between the participants. Other relevant criteria are the
knowledge of the participants and their role. For instance, the expert consultation, a subtype of information-seeking dialogue, is characterized by fact that one
party is an expert while the other is not. In the didactic subtype of information
seeking, in addition to the different role of the interlocutors, the purpose is different. In this context, the purpose is to turn the layman into an expert himself.
The position of the person is determinant in characterizing the interview, in
which the subject is an important person or somebody having a story to tell. The
subtypes of dialogue can be represented as shown in table 2.
TYPE
1. Persuasion
Dialogue
2. Negotiation
3. Inquiry

SUBTYPES
Dispute
Formal discussion
Discussion of proposals
Bargaining
Making a package deal
Scientific research
Investigation
Examination

TYPE
4. Deliberation

5. InformationSeeking

6. Eristics

SUBTYPES
Means-ends discussion
Discussion of ends
Board meeting
Expert consultation
Didactic dialogue
Interview
Interrogation
Eristic discussion
Quarrel

Table 2: Subtypes of Dialogue in the New Dialectic
The notion of admixture introduces one of the most critical and basic aspects of
the dialogue types theory, the relations between dialogue contexts. Dialogue
models are normative frameworks and are used to describe and evaluate everyday dialogical interactions. Real dialogues are much more complex and articulated than the six typologies presented. Often they present characteristics belonging to different dialogue types. In (Walton 1990) debate is for instance analysed
as a persuasion dialogue having some features of an eristic confrontation. The
participants’ goal is to persuade a third party, but in this process of persuasion
the rules are quite permissive and allow direct attack and moves similar to a
quarrel. However, debate has rules, unlike a quarrel. These rules can be more or
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less strict, depending on the institutional context in which the debate takes place.
For instance, in a university debate certain kinds of personal attack allowed in a
political debate are not permitted. Debate is one of the three mixed dialogues
analysed in (Walton and Krabbe 1995, pp. 83-85). The other two types of dialogue are the committee meeting and the Socratic dialogue. In a committee meeting all the types of dialogue can be mixed. The goal of a committee meeting is to
make recommendations that are binding. The general goal can be, for instance, to
form a collaborative plan to carry out an action, and as a first stage the kind of
dialogue is deliberation. The other members of the committee board can oppose
a proposal. In order to reach agreement, persuasion, eristic, inquiry and information-seeking can be involved. Socratic dialogue is a kind of inquiry, but persuasion is an essential part of it. Socratic dialogue starts from an open problem, but
proceeds with a series of persuasion sub-dialogues, in which Socrates questions
or refutes the thesis his interlocutor is committed to. In this kind of persuasion
dialogue, persuasion is mixed with inquiry and a maieutic function is performed.
The three most important mixed dialogues are summarized in table 3 (p. 66):

MIXED DIALOGUES

INITIAL SITUATION

MAIN GOAL

Debate
(Persuasion
and
eristics)
Committee meeting
(Mainly deliberation)

Conflicting points
of view in front of
a third party
Conflict & antagonism & need
for agreement in
practical matters
Illusion of knowledge

Accommodating conflicting points of
view
Working out a policy
and endorsing it

Socratic Dialogue
(Mainly persuasion
dialogue)

Maieutic
function
(bringing to birth
new ideas through
the discussion)

PARTICIPANTS’
AIMS
Persuade or influence each other and
a third party
Influence outcome

Refute and avoid
being
refuted
agreement

Table 3: Mixed Dialogues in the New Dialectic
2. Embeddings and Dialogue Shifts
Dialogue models, as shown in table 1, are not independent and unrelated frameworks, but tools to evaluate and analyze real dialogues. Real dialogues often involve more than a dialogue type, or shift from one dialogue type to another. Persuasion, for instance, can be involved in negotiation or inquiry, inquiry, in its
turn, can easily shift to information seeking. For instance, before a negotiation
can start, the participants have to agree upon an agenda, and this process is regulated by a persuasive context of dialogue. In an inquiry, when a person reaches a
conclusion, his goal becomes to convince the other interlocutors; on the other
hand, in order to prove a point information often needs to be collected.
Dialectical shifts, as modelled in the new dialectic, are distinguished from
mixed dialogues and dialogue flavours. In a shift, there is a transition from a type
of dialogue to another, not a mixture of dialogues involving essential or non essential dialogical characteristics. Dialectical shifts can be sudden or gradual
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(Walton 1992, p. 138), that is, there can be a déplacement of one type by another,
or a shifting from one dialogue to another. In the first case, the dialogue the participants are involved in is (temporally) closed and a new verbal interaction is
opened, unrelated to the previous one. For instance, after a negotiation, the interlocutors can meet in a bar and start arguing about soccer (Walton and Krabbe
1995, p. 101). In the second case, the dialogue in which the conversation has
shifted is related to the previous. For instance, in a discussion about the decision
on whether or not to build a new nuclear reactor, experts may be consulted on
whether nuclear reactors are safe (Walton 1992, p. 138).
Dialectical shifts can be licit or illicit. In the licit shifts, the second dialogue
is functionally related to the first dialogue. In this case, the second dialogue is
embedded in the first one, because it helps the first dialogue to move along constructively. For instance, negotiation dialogues often shift to persuasion dialogue,
such as in case of divorce dispute mediation. In these types of negotiation, the
shift to a persuasion dialogue on themes like child custody allows the participants to evaluate the situation and to make the most reasonable deal. On the contrary, the dialogue might shift to a quarrel, in which the two parties counterblame each other. In this case, however, the shift is not constructive for the purpose of the interaction, but prevents the deal from being made. Embeddings can
occur in case the main dialogue comes to a deadlock, or to a point in which persuading the initial interactive goal would not lead to any result. We can consider,
for instance, the following case (Walton 1998, pp. 116-117):
Case 2
Suppose you have entered into a fixed-price construction contract for you
house that calls for reinforced concrete foundations but fails to specify how
deep they should be. The contractor suggests two feet. You think five feet is
closer to the usual depth for your type of house. Now suppose the contractor
says: ‘I went along with you on steel girders for the roof. It’s your turn to go
along with me on shallower foundations’. No owner in his right mind would
yield. Rather than horse-trade, you would insist on deciding the issue in
terms of objective safety standards. ‘Look, maybe I’m wrong. Maybe two
feet is enough. What I want are foundations strong and deep enough to hold
up the building safely. Does the government have standard specifications for
these soil conditions? How deep are the foundations of other buildings in
this area? What is the earthquake risk here? Where do you suggest we look
for standards to resolve this question?
In this case, a negotiation temporarily shifts to an information-seeking dialogue. The information required is necessary to allow the negotiation to move
further. In this verbal exchange, the negotiation shifts to an information-seeking
in order to go over a deadlock, or a situation in which the two parties would not
have been able to resolve the conflict of interests. When the information needed
to the negotiation is retrieved, the dialogue can shift back to negotiation.
As seen above, dialogues are characterized by the main goal of the dialogue
and by the individual purposes of the interlocutors. Both the participants must
agree upon the goal of the interaction, in order for it to be successful. In case of
licit shift, the main goal of the dialogue is maintained (embedding), or a new
goal is agreed upon by the two parties (sudden shift). However, sometimes the
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individual purpose of one party prevails over the interactional goal. In this case,
a party shifts to another type of dialogue to achieve his end. This situation is different from the type of non-constructive shift presented above. The shift from a
negotiation to a quarrel is simply non-constructive, but it has not a specific function in a dialogue. This shift is dialectically useless, unless the failure of achieving a deal was the real purpose of one of the parties. On the contrary, one party
can shift from one context to another pursuing an interactive goal that does not
match the type of dialogue in which the participants were engaged. In this case,
the shift is a fallacious dialectical strategy to prevail on the interlocutor. Many
different fallacies or fallacious strategies can be analysed in terms of dialogical
shifts.
In a persuasion dialogue, one party may defend his own point of view without accepting arguments supporting the opposite position. It tries to get the best
out of the discussion, while his interlocutor aims at resolve a conflict of opinions.
For instance, we can analyze the following case of biased argumentation (Walton
1991, p. 2):
Case 3
Bob and Wilma are discussing the problem of acid rain. Wilma argues that
reports on the extent of the problem are greatly exaggerated and that the
costs of action are prohibitive. Bob points out that Wilma is on the board of
directors of a U.S. coal company and that therefore her argument should not
be taken at face value.
On the other hand, a negotiation dialogue may be presented from one party
as a persuasion dialogue. In the case below, the goal of the dialogue is to divide
the labours within the household. The husband presents this negotiation as a persuasion dialogue, attributing to the interlocutor a different interactional goal.
This strategy lies beneath the fallacy of straw man (Walton and Krabbe 1995, p.
110):
Case 4
Wife: I’ll do the cooking if you’ll washes the dishes
Husband: Why should I?
Dialogues can shift from an argumentative context of dialogue to a nonargumentative context, and vice versa. For instance, as seen above, a negotiation
can shift to a quarrel. A fallacious case of such kinds of shifts is represented by
some shifts from information-seeking dialogue to inquiry. For instance, a circular
sequence of question-reply can be acceptable and reasonable in the context of an
information-seeking, but if this circular reasoning is used to prove a point, instead of providing information, the argument begs the question (Walton 1992).
The clashing of a participant’s goal with the purpose of the interaction is
evident in the case of the fallacious use of the argument from consequences.
Reasoning from consequences is an argument scheme typical of deliberation or
negotiation. However, it can be used in a persuasion dialogue, such as in the case
below (Walton 2000, p. 133):
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Case 5
The United States had justice on its side in waging the Mexican war of 1848.
To question this is unpatriotic, and would give comfort to our enemies by
promoting the cause of defeatism.
In this example, a persuasion dialogue shifts to a deliberation. The speaker
cites the negative consequences not to support a viewpoint, that is the actual goal
of the dialogue, but to advocate a decision.
Argument from consequences is the basis of several emotional arguments,
such as arguments from fear appeal, or appeal to threat, or appeal to pity. They
are all grounded upon a prudential pattern of reasoning. This line of argument is
reasonable in negotiation or (sometimes) in deliberation, but is fallacious when
used in a persuasion dialogue. We can consider, for instance, case 6 (Walton and
Krabbe, 1995, p. 109-110):
Case 6
A union leader argues for a pay raise. He points out that the workers may get
very angry if they don’t get the pay raise and may go on strike with disastrous consequences for all. The president of the board retorts that, though he
personally would be glad to grant the pay raise, his colleagues on the board
would sooner close the shop.
We can notice that, in this case, the union leader uses a threat to shift a persuasion dialogue to a negotiation. The interlocutor accepts the new dialogical
context, and replies with another threat. The fallacy prevents the dialogue to
move forward, turning it into a negotiation. The argument from appeal to pity
involves a similar shift from persuasion to negotiation.
Ad hominem arguments are arguments typical of eristic discussions, in
which personal attacks are common and acceptable. However, when used in a
debate or a critical discussion, they are highly inappropriate. They shift the dialogue into a quarrel. In (Walton 1993, p. 96) ad hominem fallacies are analyzed
as illicit dialogical transitions. For instance, the following argument is part of a
debate in which the theme is the goods and services tax (GST). This move does
not contribute to the goal of the debate; on the contrary, it is simply a personal
attack that leads to the dialogue degenerating into a quarrel:
Case 7
If the Minister really wants to reduce the deficit, if the Minister of Finance
really wants to control the deficit, why does he not apply the GST to all the
lies the Conservatives told in the last election campaign? Then our deficit
would disappear overnight.
Many other fallacies can be analyzed in terms of illicit dialogical shifts. For
instance, consider the fallacy ad verecundiam (how can you deny this? Do you
think you know this argument better than doctor X?) can be considered an illicit
transition from persuasion dialogue to expert consultant (information seeking)
dialogue. Ad ignorantiam arguments (I have no proofs that x is false, therefore x
is true) are reasonable patterns of reasoning typical of an inquiry, but fallacious
in most cases of deliberation dialogue.
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However, if a normative model of dialogue types is useful to describe the
principal categories of licit or illicit shifts, in order to assess and individuate dialogue shifts it is necessary to enlarge the concept of context of dialogue from a
set of norms to the common ground which can be seen as the communicative setting, the interlocutors’ positions, the knowledge taken for granted, which can be
institutional or cultural. Shifts, in fact, can occur not only from a type of dialogue
to another, but also between dialogues belonging to the same category, but characterized by different rules. For instance, we can consider the argument from ignorance applied to a case in court. The line of reasoning “we do not have proofs
supporting you are guilty, therefore you are not guilty” is acceptable; however,
the contrary “you cannot prove you did not commit the crime, therefore you are
guilty” in our legal system is simply fallacious. The fallaciousness, however, depends upon the institutional rules of the dialogue. During the French revolution,
the ad ignorantiam argument was perfectly reasonable. Similarly, threats are
common in negotiation, but they have to respect certain limits the interpersonal
relation and social rules impose. For instance, physical threats in a classroom are
nowadays unacceptable, but considered reasonable few decades ago (see also
Walton and Macagno, to appear). Shifts, moreover, may occur within contexts
belonging to the same typology, but characterized by a different common ground
between the interlocutors. For instance, the strategy of many questions, such as
‘Have you stopped cheating on your income taxes?’ can be reasonable in a crossexamination in which the person examined admitted before that he had cheated
on his income taxes. In another context, in which this proposition was not admitted, the move would have been fallacious.
The theory of dialogue types and dialogue shifts opens new perspectives on
the way the structure of a dialogue can be analysed. The typology of dialogue
types involves the initial situation, the goal of the interaction, the type of commitment. However, in order for the theory to explain the variety of shifts occurring in everyday conversation factors such as the interpersonal relationship, the
social constraints, and the common ground between the interlocutors should be
included in a broader notion of dialogue context.

3. Dialectical relevance and profiles of dialogue
The distinction between licit and illicit shifts between types of dialogue or
dialogue contexts (we will refer with this term to a broader notion of dialogue
mentioned above, including the interlocutors’ common ground, their interpersonal relation, etc.) is closely related to the problem of dialectical relevance.
We can distinguish between two levels of relevance, relative to the broad notion
of “content”, or rather what the dialogue is about, and to the dialectical perspective, how the goal of the dialogue and its topic are fulfilled. The difference between these two levels can be explained by means of an example (Levinson
1983, p. 111):
Case 8
A: I do think Mrs. Jenkins is an old windbag, don’t you?
B: Huh, lovely weather for March, isn’t it?
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In this case, the issue of the dialogue, or rather what the dialogue is about,
shifts. The explanation of this change can be found at a dialectical level: A looks
for the best explanation of why B refuses to accept the dialogue advanced. A
possible reason can be that the person the opinion expressed is about is nearby,
or that B is a close friend of Mrs Jenkins, etc. However, in the cases 4, 5, 6, 7
above, the issue has not shifted. What is irrelevant is the way the communicative
interaction is bought about. In other words, it is not possible to explain the cases
above only in terms of topic. The classic notion of relevance (see Grice, 1957,
Levinson 1983; Sperber and Wilson 1986) encompasses these two levels, or better, the analysis we advance splits in two layers the classic linguistic concept.
This division is necessary, however, because if a content irrelevance can be examined at a dialectical level, a dialectical irrelevance might not involve any topic
or issue shift. At the content level, we can represent relevance in dialogue as pictured in figure 1.

Figure 1: Content Relevance in Dialogue
In this diagram, we can notice that in a dialogue the issues must be subordered to the main issue in order to fulfil the requisite of content relevance. In
other words, the sub-issues must be somehow connected to the “frame” (see for
this notion Fillmore 2003) involved by the concept at stake.
The concept of dialectical relevance can be articulated at two levels, a global
and a local one. The global level is represented in figure 1 by the main issue. In a
critical discussion, for example, this is the conflict of opinions that is supposed to
be resolved by the dialogue. Each specific issue of the four represented in figure
1 is an issue that is discussed at a local level. The discussion of one issue leads to
the next one.
Dialectical shifts need to be taken into account as well. At a global level, it
is possible to observe that shifts from critical discussion to quarrel are illicit,
since a quarrel does not move forward the goal of a critical discussion. Similarly,
shifts from persuasion to deliberation are usually not good. However, if we want
to analyze the reason why a move is not relevant in a specific dialogue, and inquire into the conditions of relevance of the move, the analysis has be developed
at a local level. The examination of relevance at a local level has to assess
whether a move was an answer to a question relevant to the previous sequences
of dialogue. In other words, if we imagine the process of argumentation as a
question-reply interaction, an argument always answers a question, or a possible
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doubt of the interlocutor. If the move does not fulfil the role of answering the
relevant question at that point in the dialogue, it is irrelevant.
This principle is the basis of Walton’s theory of profiles of dialogue, developed in (Walton, 1989, pp. 65-71). A profile of dialogue represents connected
sequences of dialogical moves. A profile, in other terms, is a kind of focus on a
fragment of dialogue, in which a move is evaluated in relation to the previous
and subsequent context of dialogue. For instance, a question can be represented
in profile 1 (Walton, 1989, p. 67).

Profile 1: Generic Profile of Dialogue
A move, in this model, has to respect the context in which it occurs, and the
conditions the context imposes on it. The relevance of a question must be evaluated in relation to the context of answers and questions provided in the previous
sequence of dialogue. In this perspective, the notion of common ground is related
to the possibility of fulfilling an appropriate move in a dialogue. Profile 2
(Walton 1989, p. 68) shows an ideal sequence of question-reply for the fallacy of
many questions.

Profile 2: Profile of Dialogue for the Spouse Abuse Question
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From this model, we can observe that the ideal sequence of moves represents the
context and the knowledge required in order for a move to be adequate. From the
comparison between the ideal model and the real dialogue the acceptability of
the move is evaluated.
Similarly, profiles of dialogue were used to evaluate when an argument from
ignorance is adequate in a certain context of dialogue (see Walton, 1999). The
argument, after being reconstructed, is compared to an ideal sequence of question-replies, connected to the rest of the dialogue. The sequence is supposed to
move the dialogue further. From the comparison between the question the argument is supposed to answer to and the role it actually plays, its dialectical relevance is assessed.
For instance, we can apply the method of profiles of dialogue to assess the
dialectical relevance of case 4 above, in which the wife tries to negotiate the division of the labour, while the husband shifts the dialogue to a persuasion dialogue. We can represent the profile of dialogue the wife’s move opens as follows:
Case 4
Wife: I’ll do the cooking if you’ll washes the dishes
Husband: Why should I?
The argumentation sequence in case 4 can be represented in profile 3 below.

Profile 3: Profile of Dialogue for Case 3
In this case, the wife’s move is a proposal that can be fulfilled by the husband in different ways. In the profile the possibilities are outlined. The husband’s
answer is then compared to this model, and from the comparison it is possible to
notice that it does not play the role of replying to a proposal imposed by the context. The move is for this reason considered dialectically irrelevant.
To conclude, we can notice that the theory of dialogue shifts can be applied
to an analysis of real arguments only within a model of dialectical relevance.
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Dialectical shifts can be assessed as relevant or irrelevant in two fashions: by
evaluating relevance at a global or at a local level. The global level is a more
general and less specific point of view on the structure of the dialogue. On the
contrary, the local level of relevance connects the dialogue move to the role it
has to fulfil in a context. The model of profiles of dialogue, for this reason, can
be considered the foundation of the theory of dialogue shifts as tools for analysing the fallaciousness or acceptability of arguments.

4. Profiles of dialogue and textual cohesion
The technique of profiles of dialogue can be considered to be a useful descriptive instrument to analyze and describe shifts. However, a profile does not
provide an explanation of the reason why a shift from a type of dialogue into another fails to be acceptable. As noticed above, it is not possible to determine the
licit and illicit shifts on the basis of dialogue types. Taking into consideration a
broader concept of dialogue context (for a connection between context and dialogue types theory see also (Van Eemeren and Houtlosser, 2005)), a simple
analysis grounded upon the compatible and incompatible types of dialogue does
not provide an acceptable analytical tool. The theory of dialogue shifts can be
developed adopting a linguistic, instead of normative, perspective. The two
grounds upon which this theoretical proposal can be founded are the notions of
textual connective and action theory and the idea of the dialectical shift.
4.1. Congruity theory
In the congruity theory (see Rigotti and Rocci, 2001; Rigotti and Rocci
2006), the text is seen as a hierarchy of predicates, having as arguments textual
sequences. In order to explain the notion of congruity, it is useful to briefly introduce what is meant by predicate and what is the relation between a predicate
and its arguments.
In congruity theory, predicates are considered to be possible ways of being,
which impose a set of conditions upon their arguments, that is, the entities involved in that predicate. For instance, the predicate ‘to eat’, involving two predicates (x1, the eating being, and x2, the eaten thing), presupposes for instance that
x2 is a solid food. A sentence such as “I ate water” would be meaningless, unless
the word “to eat” is used metaphorically to manifest another predicate. Similarly,
textual sequences can be conceived as arguments of a higher predicate, imposing
a set of conditions on them. For instance we can consider the following (Rigotti
and Rocci 2001, p. 72):
Case 9:
Il fait beau. Mais nous devons terminer notre papier sur le non-sens.
The connective ‘mais’ presupposes two sequences, p and q, such as that p
must be interpreted as an argument supporting a conclusion r (pĺr), while q as
supporting the contrary or contradictory conclusion non-r. Predicates connecting
textual sequences can be explicit or implicit. For instance, we can analyze the
following text (Rigotti, 2005, p. 81):
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Case 10:
My son does not drive. He is five.
Here the meaning of the second sequence can be drawn only from the type
of implicit relationship between the two sequences. The relationship, which we
can conceive as an implicit predicate, is one of ‘explanation’.
Textual connective, as mentioned above, is between sequences, fragments of
a text, namely a communicative event between the interlocutors, not simply sentences, abstract linguistic models. For instance, if we consider a situation in
which one walking past stops a stranger and tells him:
Case 11:
Do you know that Bob got married last week?
In this case, we can observe that there is not cohesion between the implicit
connective, that we can represent as ‘to inform’ or ‘to tell a good news’, and the
sequence. Some fundamental presuppositions are not met, that is, the hearer does
not know Bob, and is not interested in what has happened to him. The context,
the mutual knowledge, and the interlocutors’ interests are to be considered arguments of the connective, the fundamental ground of textual cohesion, which we
can represent in figure 2.

Figure 2: The Fundamental Ground of Textual Cohesion (Rigotti 2005, p.
83)
In this perspective, the text, or better the sequences of the text, are connected
not only to the communicative intention (the relation between them), but also to
the common ground, or context, including mutual knowledge (see for this concept Clark 1996).
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4.2. Cohesion and profiles of dialogue
Congruity theory can be easily applied to a dialectical interaction (for the
concept of interaction, see Rigotti and Cigada 2004). The interlocutors in an interaction have distinct goals: for instance, if we consider the typologies of dialogue they might each want to get the best deal, or to persuade the other party, or
one party to seek information and the other give it. The principle of examining
the types of dialogue according to the interlocutors’ intentions can be better explained by quoting a passage from the Topics, in which the bases of this idea can
be found (Topics, VIII, 5):
Inasmuch as no rules are laid down for those who argue for the sake of training and of examination:-and the aim of those engaged in teaching or learning is quite different from that of those engaged in a competition; as is the
latter from that of those who discuss things together in the spirit of inquiry:
for a learner should always state what he thinks: for no one is even trying to
teach him what is false; whereas in a competition the business of the questioner is to appear by all means to produce an effect upon the other, while
that of the answerer is to appear unaffected by him; on the other hand, in an
assembly of disputants discussing in the spirit not of a competition but of an
examination and inquiry, there are as yet no articulate rules about what the
answerer should aim at, and what kind of things he should and should not
grant for the correct or incorrect defence of his position:-inasmuch, then, as
we have no tradition bequeathed to us by others, let us try to say something
upon the matter for ourselves.
In Aristotle’s perspective, the interlocutors’ common goal and positions
(roles) establish the dialogue typology. In Walton’s types of dialogue, the goal of
each party is generally to succeed. However, in order for the communication to
be successful, the interlocutors must have a common goal, which can be called at
a local level a profile of dialogue, at a broader level a dialogue type, or better, a
context of dialogue. With this latter term we identify a dialogue type situated
within a specific context. In terms of congruity theory, the goal or function of the
conversation can be seen as a higher connective, imposing the conditions on the
communicative moves. For instance, we consider case 4, already mentioned
above:
Case 4
Wife: I’ll do the cooking if you’ll washes the dishes
Husband: Why should I?
According to the enlarged perspective of profiles of dialogue, we can notice
that the dialogue opened by Wife has as main goal a ‘negotiation of domestic
tasks’. The irrelevance, in this perspective, can be explained in terms of incongruity with the connective. The goal of Husband’s move is not to reach a common agreement, neither to get the best deal (for instance negotiating for not doing anything at all), but to make the interlocutor “lose the dialogue game”. Hus-
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band, in other terms, wants Wife to lose, and refuses to enter into the discussion
at the conditions Wife has set out by means of the implicit connective.
This approach has two main implications. First, dialectical shifts are analyzed
in terms of incongruity, and not simply of irrelevance. Second, dialectical shifts
are examined from the point of view of the goal of the interlocutor who shifts the
dialogue. While embeddings or “relevant changes of dialogue type” can be seen
as re-negotiations of the connective in order to fulfil the same goal the interlocutor has as a target, other dialectical shifts are ways of eluding the conversation
and its grounds. In other words, Husband, in the case above, aims at changing the
grounds of the conversation, that is, to reach an agreement on a topic. His dialectical shift, even though it might be interpreted as a shift from a type of negotiation to another, actually is a shift to a contest, or eristic dialogue. If we take into
consideration Aristotle’s Topics, we can observe that the idea of the dialectical
shift is present in the book dedicated to the dialogical strategies, book VIII (Topics, VIII, 11):
Accordingly it sometimes becomes necessary to attack the speaker and not
his position, when the answerer lies in wait for the points that are contrary to
the questioner and becomes abusive as well: when people lose their tempers
in this way, their argument becomes a contest, not a discussion.
The principle that a man who hinders the common business is a bad partner,
clearly applies to an argument as well; for in arguments as well there is a
common aim in view, except with mere contestants, for these cannot both
reach the same goal; for more than one cannot possibly win. It makes no difference whether he effects this as answerer or as questioner: for both he who
asks contentious questions is a bad dialectician, and also he who in answering fails to grant the obvious answer or to understand the point of the questioner's inquiry.
In this passage, it is possible to understand how the fault of a shift to an adversarial contest is to disregard the common goal. The arguer, in other term, refuses the bases of the conversation, aiming at his own goal and leading the other
party to lose.

5. Dialogue Types and Dialectical Relevance
The idea of types of dialogue can be considered the core of the new dialectical theory of fallacies, intended as moves that can be acceptable in certain contexts of dialogue, but unacceptable in others. Dialogue types, according to the
new dialectical theory, are normative frameworks characterized by specific rules
and representing different types of interactions. A move can fulfil the purpose of
a dialogue type, or comply with its rules, but in another dialogical context it
would not be constructive for the purpose of the dialogue. Dialogue types, whose
basis were mentioned in Aristotle’s Organon, can be conceived as tools to evaluate the relevance of a move.
According to the new dialectical approach, one dialogue can shift into another in a relevant or irrelevant way. In the first case, a move makes the dialogue
shift in order for the goal of the interaction to be fulfilled. In the second case, on
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the contrary, the shift is a hindrance for the dialogical purpose. Shifts may occur
between dialogue types, or simply between different contexts belonging to the
same type of interaction. The general goal of a dialogue cannot, in fact, explain
many fallacious shifts which are irrelevant not relative to the general purpose,
but to the specific kind of interpersonal relation between the interlocutors. The
notion of dialectical relevance is basic to the theory of dialogue types. It is the
foundation of the evaluation of an argument’s acceptability. However, the abstract theory of dialogue types needs to be connected to the empirical analysis of
everyday arguments. The model of profiles of dialogue allows one to examine
the local relevance of a move, in relation to the role it is supposed to fulfil in a
broader context of dialogue.
The goal of this paper is to present a theoretical development of the model
of dialogue types in the new dialectic. Including the notion of context and interlocutors’ goals in the new dialectic’s normative framework makes it possible to
understand the reason behind the norms regulating of the dialogues, and the principles underlying the notion of dialectical relevance by means of the theory of
profiles of dialogue. This approach is founded upon a linguistic account of dialogue and text, stemming from congruity theory. Dialogues are seen as texts and
textual sequences ruled by a higher predicate. By analysing dialogues not only as
successions of moves, but as an activities, factors such as agents and their goal
can be included in the notion of dialogue, together with context and common
ground. Dialectical relevance, in this perspective, is seen as based on fulfilment
of the conditions the predicate representing the interactional purpose imposes on
the sequence. Dialectical shifts can be seen as moves or sequences congruous or
incongruous with the goal of the conversation. At a normative level shifts can
occur potentially between most of the dialogue types, at a level in which the interlocutor’s communicative intentions are relevant. A fallacious argument often
occurs where there has been a shift in which an interlocutor does not respect the
mutual target and transforms the dialogue into an eristic contest, or some other
type of dialogue different form the original one.
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